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. Researches focussi:ng on the effective leadership 

style revea~ that the- concern of the leader is either 

the task or 1mma.n relatione. Both may prove to be. effect

ive or ineffective contingent on the situation in which 

a leader has to function •. The present study uses three 

Leadership Styles (authoritarian, nurturant-taskmaster 
I 

and participative) and attempts to identify an effective 
' . 

style i~ the context ot higher education and if it rel.E!otes 

to the intellectu~l commitment, past achievement and. future 

aspiration ot students. One hundred and forty science 

stUdents of Hansraj College, Delhi University., Delhi, 

constituted the sample. Thirty eight teachers were identi

fied as effective teachers b7 the students. Data was 

obtained on student's perceptions of leadership style 

of teachers (independent variable), students• intellectual 

commitment, past achievement, future aspirations (dependent 

variable), personality characteristic, values, achievement 

values, interest, college environment, background informat

ion, significant other image (mediating variables) and self

perception of style by teaehers. An analysis of data 

UsirJg step-wise regression analysis showed the effectiveness 

of the nurturant - taskmaster style in relation to 

intellectual oommitment (r = .24, PL .01 ). The authoritarian 
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aDd participative styles as such, did not prove to be 

effective in raising the cotnm1tment o:f students. An 

inclusion of mediating .variables {personality, value, 

achievement value,. interest, college environment, 

significant other image, background information). with 

leadership style increased their predictability consider

ably. Leadership styles did not. explain the past 

achievement and future aspiration of the students 

significantly either above or alongwith the mediating 

variables.. fhe self-perception of teachers corraborated 
I , 

with the effective sty~es perceived by students. 
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!HE !ROUBLE IN EDUCATIOB - DISCREPANCY IN 
ilt§QRE'J.IICAL AND PRAOl'ICAL DEVELOPUifS 

"fhe destint of India iS now being shaped 

1n her classrooms. fhis, we believe, is 

no more ~etor1c ••• it is education that a

determines the level of prosperity, 

welfare and security of people." 

Botb1ng can describe better the dreams and pla:ns 

of the early Indian educationists in the post Independent 

India than thiS opeaing line ot the Report ot the Indian 

Education CommiSsion. 
I 

Education was conceived ot as an investment ill 

mankind which should yield higher individual and social 

returns. Education was a probable tool to develop human 

resources, a prerequisite to better utilization of 

physical resources. i'herefore, ·educational planners and 

politicians .rushed for schemes of ·educational expansion 

which could proVide trained manpower. The kind of man

power needed :ror the kind ot society became a secondar7 

issue. As Dore ( 1976) comments, the concern of planners 

and administrators was less with the question of how to 

teach fanaers, fishermen and pett7 traders to be better 

farmers, fishermen and pettJ traders. !L'heir concern was 

with producing 1n the shortes·t po$sible time, men to meet 

· the demands tor modern expertise civil engineers, factory 



managers, al"chitects, doc~ors, accountants, teachers. 

Such over-emphasis on specialists resulted in a . . 

rush for schooliDg, university education and modern 

sector employment. Education explosion was the obvious 

outcome am. exactly that happened. Over the years the 

number of pupils in schools r,md colleges has gone on 

increasiQg making a break-through on the resources of 

the couu-try. Today., the situation is such that these 

institutions do not have either the capacity to cope with 

the student inflation as it is or to expand. Overcrowding 

in instituti.ons has resulted in a decline in quality which 

coupled with 'educated unemployment • problem ·has taken a 

ve'r7 serious turn, giving way to qualification escalation 

or certificate devaluation. fhe clerical job for which, 

a few years ago, mere graduation was the normal requirement, 

now tends to select an .f4.A. or even a higher certificate 

holder for the same job. !he reason .is noi that B.A. •s 

are not capable of the job, but that the ~umber of 

certificate achievers grows far larger than the number of 

clerkships that are available • 

The prospective unemployment, inspite of the 

required qualification, is giving rise to anticipatory . 
frustration among our students. But, there 1s 7et 

another aspect_ of the problem. In the process of quali

fication acquis.ition, the pupil is concerned not with 
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mastery. but with beiDB certified as haviJlg mastered. 

The kllowled.ge tba t .he gains is not tor its own sake, 'but 

the once•and•for-all purpose of reproducing it in the 

examination. Further, the learning aDd reproducins is 

all Just a straight meaas to an end, the elld of getting 

a oertif.icate, which is a passport to a coveted job, a 

status, an income, all of which is acquired without ~ 

aptitude alld commitment. 

It ie not only in the developing countries that 

such state of affairs prevailS in education. ContEIJiplat

iDg the state of British Universities, Lord Robbins writes -

"It YD uld be quite unrealistic to ignore the presence in 

the enlarged higher education population, ot a number of 

. your.ag people who are there. simpl.Jr because friends or 

parents have given them to understand that it 18 the right 

thing to do, but who yet lack the motive to exploit the 

opportunit7 once tb.ey have arr.ived." .(Financial Times, 

21 August 1971 ) • 

the difference between actual education and quali

fication relate~ certitication is a difference in what is 

· now .fashionably, called the 1hidden cun-ioulum'. What · 

the educator is sayiQg implicitly - and sometimes explicitly 

• to his pupil is : ttl earn thiS or you· wiU not become a 

good doctor; a skilful carpenter; a fully developed human 

being; a good useful citizen; you will not know how to 

earn your .living, you will not be able to appreciate the 
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higher pleasures of art or poetry. • What the qualifier 

says to hiS pupils is : "learn this or you will not get 

chance to be a doctor or.a carpenter_, nobody will g1ve 

you a 11v1ng." !he first appeals to the iimer standards 

ot conscience and promises aelf•achievement and fulfilment; 

the secon.t invokes external arbiters. threatens exclusion, 

and e-.okes anxiety. 7.'he first preserves the teacher -

pupil relation as sound and complete in itself; the second 

makes both dependent on the tyranJ:W of the examiners. 

Maslow ( 1973) one of the most eloquent and humane 

of psychologists; has tried to illustrate the difference 

b-etween the two through his characterization of the 

contrast between self-actualizing activitr and aciivit7 

which merely fulfils lower level deficienc7 needs. To 

l!aslow·in a eelf-aotualizi:ng activity "•••vatification 
' 

'breeds increased rather than decreased motivation, heigh-

tened rather than lessened excitemmt. The appeti ~es 

become intensified and heightened. fhey grow upon them

selves and instead of wanting less and less, such a person 

wants more and more o~ for inatal).ce, education.• Whereas 

deficien~J - motivated man, whose need (e.g. tor a 
~ ; ' •. 

certificate) can only be satiAJfied from outside, ,. ••• cannot 

be said to be governing himself, or in control of his own 

fate. He ~at be beholden to the sources ot supply ot 
I 

needed ~ratifications ••• he must adapt and adjust by 
' . . 

cha~ing' himself to fit the external situation. Be is the 
. ~ 
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dependent variable : the enviro~ent is the fixed ind~pen

dent variable." 

The issue is, if it canno" be avoided• f1Dd adequate 

ways of facing it. In fact, educationists have been 

· squarelj trying to confront this issue over laet 'lew 

years. Illich (1971) proposed a complete abolition of 

schools in his 'Deschooling Society•. Reimer (1971) in 

his 1Sohoo.l is Dead : Alternatives in F4ucation' voiced 

somewhat sirnUar views. Both Illlch and Reimer, perhaps 

thought that the whole concept of compulsory schooling is 

an affront to individual libeny. They suggest three 

prerequisites to the alternatives 1 

1• Learning from work instead ot l~ant1ng by 

rote durizag fixed hours in schools. . 

2. Access to sll1tablT matched peers • someone 

to share the learning e~perienoe; someone 

with whom to give and take the stimulus to 

3. fhe educational specialists; wh~· cum help the 

people select the materials most suitabl~ to 

thei%" talents, character and availability. 

Dore, however, ctoes no~ vote for 4eschooling of 

society. Instead he presents alternatives which give 

preference to vocational .training and. selection :fbr 
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job on the basis of aptitude. His alternatives, therefore, 

are.: 

1. Start careers earlier - around the ages 

of 15•17 d.oing as much of the selection 

as possible within work orgamsations, 

and traxu~forming all tertiary education 

and training. into in-career learning • 

either part-time or 1\tll•time, in $pec1e.l. 

educational institutions. · 

2. At all points where there has to be 

selection - avoid. using learning achie

vement testa; whether the alternative 

be aptitude testa, lotteries or special 

tests, the essential thine; is that they 

be tests which cannot be crammed for. 

Support !C¥r alternatives like informal and non• 

formal systems of education has also emerged in India 

(Naik, 1975). fheae alternatives appear to be very . 
imaginative and challenging. But maJ17 of these alter-

nativ-es when analyzed for their operational val..._e seem 

to suit the developed. countries onlf which have the 

, means and. method to materialiee them. In the developillg 

countries, however, where adult 11Uteracy rates are 

higher, channelS of educating masses are llmited, socio

economic concli tions are difficult, political. will becomes 
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important. In these societies more than half of the 

pop~lation views etucat,ion as onl7 a means of getting 

a salaried employment, ~hie ie a formidable situation. 

TEACHER AS LEADm IB Mt EDUCUIONAL S1S~EMS 

What is required 1S a ctrastic change in the 

attitude of the people primary to the chabge in the 

content of educatio.n. ThiS places great importance 

and responsibility on the xaole ot the teacher, be the 

system formal, infomaJ., non-formal, who can relate 

education to the needs of the masses. fo take . tbe 

object.ive ot national development as envisaged bJ 
I 

Education COmmission, as an example, it is important 

for the leadership in education to relate the content 

of educ at1on to the socio-economic aspects of develop

ment, on the one hand, and the qualitative needs of a 

man •e life, on the other. Rightl¥ educationiSts like, 

Mathur { 1970), Sen ( 1971 ) , liaik ( 1975) a.D1 Singhal ( 1917) 

feel that no chaxtge in our system ot education oan be 

affected withou'C .fll inflow of .steady Sild effective 

teachers who have to assume active leadership roles in 

the reconstruction work. It is quite obvious that the 

teacher is the real educational practitioner who should 

be recognised as the valid aspirant for etfeoti ve 

leadership in educational matters. Unless euch leadership 

emerges in p1ent7 at all levels of education, the scene 
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of education m8f' no.t bprove. 

In the area of h1sher education. al'lOther d1tficult7 

emerges from the tact that although it is clear that 

colleges and universities have a core need of good 

teachers as effective leaders, the evaluation of effective

ness remains difficult because of the intangible nature 

ot the work of colleges. mucation need to be viewed 

as a dynamic process, where the teaQher as leader is 

continual.l7 faced with a group of personalities 'At o ·bring 
. 

with thetll academic .identity. lite ... tyle, vocational, 

financial and health probleiD$ - all of which ere to be 

seen in .the context of a wider social milieu. !he nature 

of the social environment. itself changes at different 

points ot time. 

With the changed perception of situation 1n 

colleges and universities, there iS need for teachers who 

acknowledge ,the central importance ot students and accept 

. the tact that a new type of student ln. the classroom !lOt 

only demands, but needs a different type of education. 

It is a challenge for the teach~ to sense the need ot 

his students aDd to either proVide tor these n~eds or 

reahanneliae them depending on the needs of the environment. 

fhe essential constituent that has to be taken 

note of 1n this connection. is what determines the e.tfeotive

aess of a teacher in relation to what hG can do to the 
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.etu4ent. The interaction process between the teacher 

attd student seems to be the crux ancl .has to be takeu 

cognieanoe of in plannins 8117. change. In the absence ot 

other imperati'Ves; reseuch in the field ot higher 

education in India nee4s to determine whether a particular 

.style of functioning makes a teacher more compe-tent to 

bring about .certain desirable changes in the mental set 

up ot hiS stwents, w if so ways should be identified\. 

ot reinforcing it during t~ process of education. 

PRISift SfUDY 

It i8 within this educational oontut that the 

present stUdy takes into cOgnizance the need ot discovering 

and i~entitying effective st7les tor teachers which may 

help alter the current state of affairs in which students 

feel increasingly alienated aud teachers find themselves 

as mere mechanised instructors. .:It is believed that given 

the effective teacher style, le&rniD8 mai- beco111e a self

actuaUsiltg aetivit'y for students rather than a mechan.ical 

process o£ getting a cert1tioate for a job. The emphasis 

on ettective teacher st11e mq also 41s.Uluslon against 
. ' ' . \ 

the fact that a teacher who has the hiehest certificate 

to his crecU.t is l'lOt neoessar11J' the most et:tective 

teacher. kist1n& reseat"ch evideno£t also suggest that 

'the teacher whom the etuden1;s collSider to be ef'teoti ve· 

is not the one with the ma~mwa publicatiou work and 
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research experieno e • but one who knows how to convey 

his subject and ideas to the stUdents and who shows 

interest in their acadetnic work and development. With 

such a teacher, the students are not only l1kel7 to be 

more involved so far as their work is concerned bu~ 

their commitment maJ also enhaQ.Oe with time. 

Ot tiourse, the above statements. shall be bound b7 

the set of following assumptions : • 

1. Different teachers have different p~onality 

make-ups and ha:te gone through different 

socializillS processes lead.ing to difterence 

b their ,interaction strles with students 

and others. 

2. Students a.J.So as individuals differ in their 

personality make-ups and social1lZatioa 

experiences. because of which they use 

different criteria ot teacher effectiveness. 

). Difference in teacher's functioning .may also 

ocoU1- because of different ~orking eoditions, 

that ist difference in the school, college 

aai uidversity environments. This may a.l.so 

lead to difference in the stUdent expectations. 

Gi "fen these methodological conStra1nta and the need. 
-

of tilldi»rg appropriate leadership in education. an attempt 
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is made in .the present stud7 to i4entif:V the mos1 

effective teacher style in the college context which may 

be c1osel.7 relat,ed ~o the intellectual commitment of 

stUden'ts and ma.7 point out the ways ot tapping diverse 
I 

areas of growth and functioning linkffd to teacher 

leadership styles. fhis may also help in i:bs long term 

perspect.1ve in establishing effective teaonex--training 

programmes in the context of hig.her education aud provide 

a means of bri»gifll ~ eachers aR<l siudeats together to 

work as a unit in acbieviue hiper in41vidual and social 

ret~. 
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CHAPTER - II 

fHEORE]~ICAL BACKGROUND AND RELATED Sro»IES 



WHO IS A LE@ER 

The question who is a leader has been variously 

·answered depellding upon the particular focus and 1nt erest 

of the investigator. 

In earliest researches on leadership, the search 

was often directed towards p~ical and constitutional 

factors, 1nt elligence and personal! ty tra.i ts. NUmerous 

studies show tbat leaders compared to non-leaders are 

more intelli&ent (Gibb · 1947 .. .Mann 1959), have greater 

self-contidenoe . (Richardson and Hanawalt 1955), self• 

assurance and selt•knowledge (Cox 1926) and have better 

personalitJ int,egration (Ma.rm·1959). Leaders were found 

to be more extroverts and sociable (Mann 1959) and 

mo"derat ely equalit•ian 1Jl personality (Bass 1954). 

1'he Gropp Approapg 

Stogdill (1948) in his review, which is considered 

classical 1n exposing the futility of the oontroversJ over 

leadership traits, gives a new direction to the leadership 

research. Be asserts that search for the leadership 

components in phJsical chsracter1Stics and personality 

traits iS a miSdirected one. Leadership is a group and 

- 13-
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particularly organiSational phenomenon. IndividualS join 

together to form a group whenever they have common needs 

and goalS wbioh require co-ordinated and j·oint endeavours 

on the part of the group members. As soon as a group ie 

formed, dependillg upon the nature of the goals 8lld the 

characteriStics of the group members, the person who is 

perceived to be the most capable for realizing the sro\U)

goals and keeping the members together is aasigned the 

position of a leader. 1 

Stogdill's work led to the emergence of the situat

ional approach, which emphasized the observed leader 

behaviour in a particular situation.· Leadership functions 

were defined keepilf6 in view the situational demands, 

Dl8king it clear that a set of ·conditions at a tiJne define 

the ma.nner ot eltpreesing leadership. This approach 

defj,ned leadership as "the process $f 1nfluenC1Jtg 1he 

activities ot an irldividual or a group 111 efforts toward 

goal achievement in a given situation" (Hallt 1972). 

Leadership involves accomplishing of goals within a 

particular situation. with and through people. Therefore, 

a .leader must have concern with tasks to be accomplished and 

human relations. 

i'he earliest studies fooussi.ns on the task and human 

relations aspect of leadership were the studies o-r leadership 
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style bJ Lipp.itt am White (194)). they i<le!1t1t1ed three 

stylf;BlOf leadership ... authoritarian, demooratic and laissez -

taire. Authoritarian leaders are those wl'.IO achieve goalS 

by remaining the toous of group attention, who emphasize 

obedience, maintain segregation within the group and see 

~hat intragroup communication is kept at a minimum. the 

leader is the ke7 to all group action and becomes somewhat 

indispensable. 

Democratic leadership is, in most aspects, the 

direct antithesis ot the authoritarian patterrt:. It has as 

, its m~a concern relationships in which there are shared 

satisfactions and mutual respect for leaders and followers. 

fhe democratic leader atte1npts to attain maximum involvement 

and participation of every member in group acti~ities and 

in tbe determination of objectives. He attempts to distri• 

bute responsibilities rather than concentrate 1t in himself. 

He seeks to enc~urage and reinforce interpersonal contacts 

and relations throughout the group e~ructure so as to 

streJl8t.hen tt. He seeks to reduce intragroup tei:l$ion and 

conflict and avoid a hierarehicllil. group structure i.n which 

special privilege and status differential p;re.domaate. 

~he Laissee-taire style is one whieh permits members 

or the group to do whatever they want. No policies or 

procedures are establ.isle d, everyone is lett alone. Such a 

situation. it was later realized, proVides an atmosphere 

thai; represents 8ll absence of leadersb:i.p. 
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~he authoritarian and democratic styles were 

assu:ned to be the two extremes of a continuum betweell 

which existed a broad r&DBe o t styles moving from 

authoritarian end to the democratic. Researches tocuss

irJg on comparative merits of these two •styles• of 

leadership show that overall the authoritarian style 

produces (1) a greater quantity of work, but, (2) less 

motivation, and• (3) less originaUtJ' in work, (4) a 

greater amount of aggressiveness expressed both toward 

·the leader and other. group members. (5) more suppressed 

discontent, (6) more depf.!ldent ali:l submissive behaviours, 

(7) less' friendliness in the group, and, (8) less group 

minded.ness. Shaw•s ( 1964) researches demonstrated that 

authoritarian leaders produced sreater work output and 

lower morale than did non-authoritarian leaders. 

A second set of studies that emphas1aed the task 

and human relatl.ons aspeot ot leadership were carried out 

about the same time at the Bureau of Business Research at 

Ohio, State University. ltemphil and Coons and Halpill 

(195q) operationalised leadership in terms of two 

dimeusions o:t leader behaviour; 1n1tiat1ns stncture and 

consideration. 'Initiating structure' re£ers to the 

leader's behaViour in delineating the relationship between 

himself aad the members of his group. and in elUleavouring 
' 

to establish well-defined patterna of organization, 
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channels of communi cation and ways of getting the job 

done. •consideration• refers to behaviour indicative of 

friendship, mutual trust, respect and warmth in the 

relationship between the leader and members of the grQ1J.1. 

l'he @tud.im ot leader behaviour using these two 

dimensions pointed to the fact that consideration and 

initiating structure are separate and distinct dimensions. 

Le~er behaviour could be defined as a combination of the 

two; in .the following tDalUler : 

gQNS IDEiUION 

Low consideration and High consideration and law 
.Low low initiating structure initiating structure 

I S 
NT 
I B. 
Ttl 
I 0 A f . Low consideration and High consideration and high 
f t1 · Hish high initiating structure initiating structure. 
IR 
NE 
G 

Theoretically, effective leaderships is characteri

.zecl by hi&h scores on both consideration and initiating 
• 

structure and ineffective leadership bJ low scores on both 

dimensions. Bi~h on one dimension did not necessitate 

being low on tbe other. 

Scores on these two dmenaions are obtained through 
• 

the .leadership Behaviour Description· Questionnaire (LBDQ); 
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an instrument designed t<? measure how a leader carries 

out -his acrtiv1t1e:a through subordinate perception of 

supervisory behaviour. 

Path-Goal Theorz 

Many of the propositions considered by the Ohio 

State Studies have also been 1nvestigaged by House ( 1971 }_ 

using the Path Goal 1'heory. 1'his is a funotiona.l.theor,y 
\ 

which puts forward three tund~&ntal·propoeitions • 

(a) One ot tbe mfld or .functions of a leader 1S to 

eiihance the psychological states of the 

subordinates which results in motivation to 

perform and increased eubordine.te satisfact

ion with the job (eons1deration}. 

·(b) ~hat 'Ohe leader's function is to provide subor

dinates with coachi~, guidance, support and 

rewa1·da necessary for effective and satisfy

i:ng performance that would otherwise be lack

ing in the enYironment (1n1tiati~ structure). 

(c) ~he specific leader behaviour that will 

accomplish these function$ is determina:l by 

the situation in which the leader operates. 

fhe current position of both the Fath Goal approaCh 

and the Ohio State University studies is one ot including 

and adequately operationaJ.iziDg situational varim les which 

are seen as important moderators between the leader 
•. 
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beha"f'iour and the goal of the organization .. 

A little different from Path Goal rbeorr of 

leadership ia Fiedler's Contingency Model. fo Fiedler 

(1967) the effectiveness of leadership depends on two 

main :factors : the degree of situational favourableness 

and the personality of the leader. 

Fiedler defines favourablenesa of a situation as 

"the degree to which the situation enables the leader to 

exert his influence over his group and enables him to 

predict the consequence of his behaviour". A situation 

in which the leader oatllot predict the consequences ot 

his behaviour tena. to be stressful and an~ety arousing. 

Two basic propositions of the theory are -

(a) task-oriented leaders tend to perfor~ best 

in gr·oup situations th$t are eitber very 

favourable or very unfav:ourable to the 

leader. 

(b) Relationship oriented leaders perform best 

in situations of intermediate favourableness. 

'fhe major situational variables are -

(a) Personal relations w1 th group-members (i.e. 

leader-member relations). 
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(b) ftle degree of structure in the task that 

the group has been assigned to perform 

(taek structure). 

(c) The power end authority that ·his position 

provides (i.e. position power) • · 

Fiedler's contingency model as it operates ecross 
Cl 

·•favourable' to 'unfavourable' situations 1s represented .. 

Fiedler distiDguishes leader persona.litl' ~ terms 
. . 

·Of two different motivational systems - the basic or 

primar7 goals and the secondary 60al.S which people pursue 

once their more PI"essing needs are satisfied• One type 

ot personality is 'relationshiP motivated·' and primarily . . 

seeks to maintain good interpersonal relationship with 

co-workers. He tries to make sure that the important 

needs a:ce secured. Under certain anxietJ producing. 

eonditions,ttle relationship motivated individual will 

seek out others and solicit their support. However, under 

ooJJditions in which he feels secure because he has . . \ 

achieved the m~ or goal ot close relations with subordinates 

he will seek the esteem and .: admiration ot others. In .a 

leadership, situation where task performance results in 

esteem a.nd admiration trom superiors; thiS leader will 

tend to concentrate on behaving in a task•relevant manner, 

sometimes to the cletriment of relations \vith subordinates. 
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!he second type of personality is 'task motivated •, who 

sets sat1Bfaction from the task itself and from knowing 

that he has done well. In a leadership situation that 

is uncertain and SJ3.Xiety producing, this person will pUt 

primary emphasis on completing the task. However, when 

this individual has con.rol end tntluence and knows that 

the task will get done, he or she will relax and. be 

cone erne with subordinates • feelings azad satisfactiOih 

Fiedler•s motivational systems are measured b7 

Least Preferred Co...worker' Scores (LPC) which are obta1necl 

'b7 askifl8 au individual to think ot aU people with wl»m 

he has 'teen able to work least well• fhe description ot 

the least preferred co-worker is made on a bi-polar 

eight point scale or a _semantic differential format. 

Bip LPO persons are thoee who dea;~crib e their leas1 

preferred co-worker in relat1vel7 p()sitive terms, see 

primaril7 relationship motivated. .Low Lro persona are 

those who describe their LPO in very tmfavourable tex-me 

and are basically task-motivated• 

Fiedler•s model suggests an either/or relationship 

between task orientation and relationship or1etl'Cat1on and 

does not consider that in reality there exists a oom!1nat

ion of the two dimensions. It is also not possible to 

define and stUdy all the important dimensions of the 

situation. lt dealS with high and low scores of the 
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situational variables and does not make predictions 

about a. J.eader having medium score on the three situa·t

ional dimensions. 

lhe ef.feo.'fi&ye 1ea4erahip stne Jn $h~ Ilii11an, Oontex~ t 

The contiDGenoy models (Fiedl.er, 1967 i Kerr et a1. 

1974) J;"eoognized that the eftect111enees of a leadership 

etyle is dependent on, among otter factors, the oharaoter

istics ot the subordinates. A p.articular type ot leader 

can infl. uence onlJ a particular type of eubordinat e. 

Based on this assumption, Si_nha (19'17), tried to .identifT 
' 

the most effective l$ad.ersh1p style in the Indian context. 

S.inba and Sinha (1974) report that Indians manifest 

certain model characteristics such as excessive dependency, 

preference for personalized relationship, status orientat

ion, we£& work values etc. fo the extent that .a subordinate 
I . 

possesses these characteristics, he needs a .leader who 

is nurturant and -task oriented at the same time (Sinha, 

197.9) • He called this style of leedersh1p as the 

Burtu.rant - Taskmaster style, a style which is interpolated 

between tlle authoritarian style on the one extreme Slld 

the democratic style on the other. 

The Burturant - i'askmaster (g) style has two D'Jain 

cOmponents - the concern for task and the nurturant 

orientation. It requires that task must be completed ana. 
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that the subordinates understand and accept the goals 

and normative structure of the group and cultivate 

commitment in them. 'rhe Nurturant .... t~;raakmaster struct

ures his and his subordinate's roles clearly so that 

communications are explicit, structured and taSk relevant. 

He initiates, guides, and directs his subordinates to 

work hard and maintain high level of productivity -both 

quantitatively and qualltativel7• Responsibilities are 

pointed and areas of decision making are synobronised 

with them.. He, thus, creates a climate of purposiveness 

and goal-orientation. 

HiS task orientation, however, has the mix of a 

nurturant and benevolen:t tather. He cares tbr his 

subordinates, shows affection, takes personal interest 

in their well-being and above all is committed. to their 

srowth. He wants them to grow up and mature so that 

they can assume greater responsibilities and spare the 

leader for minding the boundary properties o:t the group 

or organization. 

fhus, his task-orientation and personal warmth 

and interest develop into a relationship of trust, under

standing and commitment to productiVity and subordinates 

growth. All otm r aspects of the leader-subordinate 

relationship, such as information - sharing, dec1sion

mak1ns. monitoring and controlling ot behavi011r, 
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moti'9ation management, process o:r goal setting etc • are 

determined in this framework. ~he extent of participat

ion and autonomy 1n any of these processes depends on the 

level of readiness of the subordinates • As a subordinate 

is initiated into his task-group, he would heavily depend 

on his leader for guidance and direction. As he acquires 

tl,le skill and normative'etructure,develops,identification 

with job., group and organisation• matures and gets ready 

to contribute more to the ·group, he is encC?uraged to 

assume greater responsibility, to interact horizontally 

, aDi to participate more treely in the decision mak1ng of 

the group. 

In thiS sense, nurtura.nt t~kmaster is a pre-

rwmer to the partic1pative style (,l) of leadership which 

statlds for full participation ot subordinates. group 

decision DUk ins and the role of a leader a~ one of uth 

fhe basic differences lie, first, in the order of 

priorit¥ attache to task and people. and the cognitive 

and motivational ~easons tor such differential priority 

allocation. 'or the p~ticipat1ve school of thought -

"Product of job is man". He and his growth are primary 

considerations. The .m: leader believes that a subordinate 

will not start trowing only because he is accepted as 

equal from the very beginning, particularly when he knows 

that he is not yet equal or ready for full participation 

and that he •ust pass through a phase of initiation into 
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the task system and prepare himself before he caa 

effectively participate. 

!he nurturant - task:mast er can be contrasted with 

the authoritarian style {j) of leadership whioh iS pre

dominantly self-oriented. The main oo ncern of an autho

ritarian leader is his personal vanity, status, power 

and image management. Renee, he demands complete 

loyalty• uncoaditional submissiveness aDi full compliance 

from his subordinates. He controls communication network, 

restricts interaction, wants to make al.l decisJ,.ons bJ 

himself and imposes them on his subordinates• In sum; he 

wants his subordina1Hi~s to remak dependent on him so that 

he mat have power over them. . Under such a leader, a 

climate o:f distrust and resistance build up. In order to 

cope with the :rising resistance, he has to use punitive 

and harsh measures which onl..y aggrevate the situatior~;. 

Such a leader cannot be etfect.i.ve. 

ljeadersblp . Style Stud&es in Ipjia 

Res~archers argue that leadership style is a 

culture related phenomena. If a culture is authoritarian 

(like Indian Society. where conformity ie emphasized) an 

authoritarian leader iS likely to be more effective, 

because he provides a match between what his subordinates 

expect and what the leader would provide. Gangu11 (1964) 
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reports that Indian managers and even workers prefer 

autocratic over democrati~ super~ors. Meade (1967) 

replicated the tamous Lippitt and White (1943) study 

in a nox-th Indian city, b7 re~itmg boys of 10 and 

11 years, who were put into four groups of six each. 

These groups had workea either uQder democratic or 

authoritarian leaders. Oontra17 to Lippitt and White•s 
. . 

.findings, these groups showed more a~senteeiem under 

democre.tic leadership. and required more time than 

uncier authoritarian leadership which led to better 

quality of work, more group attraction and stronger 

preference tor the leader. Pestonjee and Singh (197') 

reported a high positi•e correlation between authori

tarianism of a leader and morale among the $UbOrdinates. 

Sharma (1973) found the hee4master .of open climate type 

schools high. on •initiating structure•. 

Different trom above, Xakar · ( 1971 , 1974 ), however, 

reported the superiority of the democ.ratic style pf 

leadership, Daftuar and Krisbna (1971) studied the 

perceived characteristics of good and bad leadera in a 

baak organisation. fhey showed that whether a leader 

is perceived to be good or bad depended on the require

ments of an organization. In banka, tor example, they 

observed that 1 expert know~eclge' does not make a superior 

good. A good leader, was expected to use minimum of 
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authori·tJ, should not interfere with juniors• activities, 

should have ccatidence in his subordinates. He should 

delegate authority and recognize the merit of his 

subordinates. In general the leader was exJS cted to be , 

democratic.. Pandey ( 1975) in a well designed exper.imental 

study, examinEd the effect of leadership styles, 

personality characteristics and the method of leadersbi) 

selec.tion on croup productivity. His results suggested 

that, among other things, relationship oriented leaders 

were more effective in creating a favourable and .conducive 

.atmosphere leading to high productivit7 than the task ... 

oriented .leaders. 

A careflil analysis of the two groups of findings 

.revealed that one possible ·reason, for Meade• a (1961) and 

others • findings reporting authoritarian leader as 

effective or preferred, 1S embedded 1rJ.. the confusion 

regarding the concepts of authoritarian1sm and taSk

orie:n:tation (Sinha, 1977). Aa stated earlier. in a 

soc~ety where democracy is not deeprooted in the thinking 

and att:itUde of the people, all styles which are not 

democratic are likely to be ·Clubbed together. Piner 

differences between gradations of styles are likely to 

be ignored or u¢erm1ned. In a si:m.i.J.ar tash:l.on. 'the 

researchers in thiS area who are prone to think dichotomi

oally tern to group all styles which are not democratic, 

as authoritarian or autocratic. 
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li iS 11'1 this perspective that the J1 Style 

fallS_ quite close to ·the initia·ting structure and the 

low LPO style. fhese all structure role•rela.tion and 

emphaSize task accomplishment, though, the LPC leadQ.', 

additionally, bas secondary goal of people orientation. 

fh.e secondary goal does not lead to the primary goal or 

vice versa. Ia tact, the two indicate the extremes of 

a continuum, that is, high on one means low on the other. 

The initiating structure does not include peoples• 

orientation - unless one isolates those leaders who are 

high on both - initiating structure as well as consider

ation (thew~ Fleishman and Harris• 196.2 did), 7et 

consideration hes people orientation ot the fraternal tne 

rather than the benevolent paternal type.. ~hiS mean that . 
the nature and quality of human care and ogneideration 

are quit-e different. 

A few authors (Nandy and Kakar 1976) argue that 

any stroDg emphasis on order, etficienc,. or structure is 

refleot_ive of secondary authorita.riaaism. To di.sprove 

this, it is crucial to di.Stiquish and ditterentiate 

betweea the author1taria.r:l. and .n;urturant • taskmaster 

styles. It 1s alSo iUlportant to show that the care, 

consideration and warmth shown by the nurturant task

master are qualitatively different from the fraternal 

cone14era.t1ons of a participative leader. A series of 
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laborator.y as well as field studies, therefore, were 

comucted to ascertain the arE;Jas of differentiations and 

overlaps between the t.hl"'ee styles. Sinha and Obatllhary 

( 1 978) examined the percentage of common variance among 

the three styles for a group o£ 6' engineers and .executives 

in the service of the Government of Bihar. ' The common 

variance between authoritarian an4 nurturant taskmaster 

style amount·ed to only 7 per cent while between nurturaut. 

taskmaster and participative si;yle was 77 per cent. There 

was inverse relation between authoritarian and partic1pat1ve 

styles. In a survey study by Sinha ('B77), 522 executives 

drawn :f'rCJn eight public and private sector enterprises 

rated their leadership styles. fhe results indicated that 

11:.£ style was a lot closer to J style than to A style. 

1'he differences were highly significant (P L .01 ). 

~here was some ov~rlap between S and l• but not between 

D . and A or g and A• 

One of the interestin& sideli&hts of some of these 

stUdies was the fin~b .. ng ·that nurturant ·taskmeeter was 

preferred over participative stJle·:.. fhe authoritar~an 

style was invariably rated to be undesirable and least 

preferred. Sinha and Sinha (1974) contemplate that in 

a culture where depentency., personalized J.•el.ationsh.ip a!ld 

status orientation are strong values, nurturant t~kmaster 

mfi¥ be viewed as more promising than participative, which 
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is likelf to be taken for a weak leadership. However, 

in a.mtber stUdy Sinha and Sinha (1'977) found 'that while 

Authori.tariatl style proved to be by and large ineffective, 

the relative effectiveness of ~ and l strles was not 

quite conclusive. 

fhe ambiguity persists in another stuq (Sitlha and 

Chaudhary, 1918) in which none of the styles was signi

ficantly related to the rated effectiveness of the 

group. A survey conducted b7 Sinha ( 1977) also failed 

to report ~ significant correlation between e~ecutives• 

leadership styles and overall efficiency of the organizat

ions. fhe survey did, however, report a very meaningful 

pattern of causal relationships which m8J7 have significant 

implications for orgard.zatio:nal effectiveness. Although 

the leadership styles were not directly related to 

efficiency. thet were significantly related to climate 

variables (except l style) which 1n turn were, more 

strongJ.¥ related to the effici ~cy scores. From this it 

seems that the authoritarian and nurturant style ezecutives 

create corresponding climates in their organizations 

w~ich then affects organizations efficiency negatively 

~positively (respectively}. That iS,-the effects are 

actuall7 augmented in this process. 
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jga4ership St,;gle ~ud1es 1B the Indi!:P 
, ucational Conte 

StUdies of leadership carried out in ea.ucational 

inStitutions are rather iew and conoerned mostl.J \11th 

1;he teacher's style ot functioning or interacting with 

the students. !hese have been carried out in prir¥larJ 

and secondary inStitutions mainly within Lippitt and 

White•s framework ot autocratic and 4eocratic leader• 

ship. However, the general conclusion to be drawa from 

these studies 1s inconclusive. While a nu.mber of stu41es 

ha.,e reported greater learaing in teacher • centered 

groups, others have found student centered groups 

superior besides lDSJ17 reportins ao significant difference 

at all• A difficult¥ leading to this seems to be 

adoption of output as the criteria of group success, 

despite the fact that output in educational inStitutions 

is intangible • 

.An effective teacher is one who functions in such 

a way as to satisfJ the intellectualt psychological and 

social needs of the students. Such an approach combines 

the aspects ot the personality ot the leader and the 

situational variables. for example, the characteriStics 

of the students • the type of task, the position power 

et.c. Sinha and Sinha (1977) conducted two experimental 

studies in which leaders of small laboratory groups of 
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college students were il1Structed to behave in either ,A, 

.:rn or l styles. The subordinates who were blilld to the 

experimental manipulations, rated their leader at the 

end of the session. :rhe nurturant taskmaster leaders 

were .rated to be closer to the authoritarian ones in . 

beine strict,_· in pushing their .ideas through1 and in 

controlling others ideas and activities. The Jtt leaders 

in common with the participative leatl.ers encouraged their 

subordixlates and shared intormatioth The _!leaders; on 

the other hand, behaved in more friendl1 wqs than the 

other two. fhe most revealing was the perception that 

authoritaria:a leader was position interested, the 

nurturant • taskmaster task oriented and participative 

was int_erested in sreater panicipation amotJg the group 

members. Verma (1977) constructed a likert type scale 

to measure the styles of student leadership. · Her study 

indicated that. while the overlap between A and n was of 

the order of 10 per cent, it was 15 per cent between n 
and .E styles. There was virtually no common ground 

btween A and. l• 

In another of their studi$s1 Sinha and S1nha ( 1977) 

explored ·the hypothesis that nurturant tasknlat;;ter .style 

is more e:ft'ec'Cive than partid.pa.t1-ve style for th.e 

subo;rdinates who have weak work values and alsO that the 

effectiveness ot a group w.ill be highest if a phase. 



of nurturant taskmaster style 1S fOllowed by participative 

style. fhe p~tioipanta of the studJ were the first Jear 

college students who were f1rst screened in order to 

select onl.J' those b,avag weak work valu.,. 1'wo person 

groups were formed. Each _group was provided with a 

leader drawn from a senior class.. ~be groups were 

randoml.1' distributed among four conditions of leadership 

combination - ,U, z, .i followed b7 11 and J1 followed b7 

l• fhe findings revealed a defini~e pattern - (a} t.he 

highes·t score in all cases was reported. un4er lleader

ship when it wa.s preceded b7 Jm lead.ersht.p, (b) Ja•.G 
was more e!.fective thalll!-.U or l - l combinations of _ 

leadership~ 

To 1d.ent1f7 the student perceived cbaracteristlcs 

in the three leadership styles, 81aha and Sinha (1979) 

asked. a group ot college studente to rate Au·thori tar1an, 

lfurturant .. Taskmaster and participative stjl,e.e of 

leadership on 20 bi•polar adJectives. Results showed 

that the authoritarian leader was perceived to be auto

orati9 • influential and brave. ret it wae reported. 1o 
' 

be relatively insecured, impractical, unsuccessful; un• 

skUlful, ·dissa-.1S1'ying, diSrespected and unpleasan-..· 

N;!' leader was perceived to be active, st~c:mg, dominant., 

firm, independent, alert • enoourag:l.ng• scientit:l.o, 

extrovert and on the whole good. Partio1pat1 ve leader . 
was rated to be democratic, respected, satisfyiDB, 

secured, skillful, practical aDd successful. It was also 
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perceived to be relativel7 weak, coward, slack am 

uninfluential. 

Sinha • s Nurturan~ - faskmaster, t!lUS in ell 

respects, seems to be an appropriate theoretical model 

to investigate the ·effectiveness ot teQ4her styles in 

college situations. Such a teacher is llkely to be task

oriented, having structured expectations from the student• 

and may also draw on the cultural values such as affect

ion (Kakar, 1971·), depend encJ _ ( Sinba • 1 970) and need tor 

personalized relatio'uship (De. 1914). lrt thiS context, 

t.he infJ. uence of then style of teacher seems !$portent 

in relationship -to raising the intellectual oommitment 

of college 'Students. ot course, thiS requires an 

understanding -of iD.telleotual commitment first, in its 

differ~nt perspectives, and th~n tey to examine the 

possibility ot its prediction with the help of the 

different teacher styles • 

.R;esearch o.n intellectual· commitment of colle&e . 

stude11ts is meager in general am non,-existent in Indian 

setting •. Consequentl7 the issue of conoeptuallaatiozr 

and methodology itself become cruc1a.l, making it 

impe~ative on the .researcher to look into allie4 qoncepts 

l.ike job-involvement. 
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fhe literature re"Veals usage of v~ied terms to 

' ·describe job-~volvement. such as, central lite interests, 

work role involvement, morale, intrinsic motivation, job 

satisfa.otion, though all describe basically what appear 

to " two different concepts : (a) performance self

esteem conttnaency and (b) component of selt•imag~ 

Tbe first oatego17 of definitions emphasise the 

extent to which s.elf-esteem. ~s affected by the level of 

performance (LOd~ and .xe~ner, 1965 ). In Allport •.s 

(1947) treatment of the psycholog of part:i.oipation, 
{ . . . . 

ego--involvement is defined as the si tuatlon in wh:i.ch the 
' person .. engages the statu-seeking motive• 1n his work. 

The person is seek::i.Dg self-esteem. as well as the esteem . . 
of others. 

fo Faunce (195'). job involvemen'i means "the 

commitment to a particular set of tasks or task area. 

where successful role performance is rega.rde4 as an end 

:11'1 its.elf and not a means to some other en4.- W:ith this 

type of commitment, self-esteem wiU be tested through 

performance in a particular occupational role and in 

terms of an evaluation of intrinsic rather. tban extrinsic 

product,~, of role performance.... Fav.nce thus saw the 

degree ot job 'involvement as referring to the extent to 

which success and failure in the occupational role 

attects .a elf -image. . Simila,x:ly, Gurin, Verotf 1 and 

Feld (19GO) ~ viewed involvement in terms ot the degree 
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to whick performance affects self-esteem. For French 
'. 

and Kahn (1962), the centrality of an ability is the 

degree to which it affects self~esteem; if job perfor

mance is central to the worker, then we have "ego

involved performance". fhey stated that "this implies 

tbat his jQb performance will affect his self-esteem". 

Vroom ( 1962) describes a .PJ rson as ego-involved in a job 

or task to whatever extent his self-esteem is affected 

'by his perceived level of performance. In other words, 

tor Vroom. involvement exists when a person's feelings 

of esteem are increased by good performance and decreased 

by bad performance. Finally llawler ( 1969), applied the 

, term "intrinsic motivation" to this area. This refers to 

the degree to wnioh a job holder is motivated to p3 rtorm 

well because o:f some subjed;tive rewards or feelings that 

he expects to receive or experience as a result of 

performing well. Thus, .Lawler argued that one aspect of 

in~rinSic motivation exists when esteem, feeling of growth, 

etc. are tied to performmce. 

1'h18 series of definitions seem to lie together 

since all describe the job-involved person as one for 

whom work is a very important 18l"t of life, and as one 

who is very much personally affected by his whole job 

situation : the work itself, his coworkers, the company, 

etc. On the other band, the non-job involved worker does 

the majority of his work off the Job. Work is not as 
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im.Portant a };art of his psychological life. His interests 

are in some other area, and the core of his self-image, 

the essence of his identity, is not greatly affected by 

the kind of work he does or how well he does it. 

~he second conceptualization describes job iuvo~ve

ment as "the degree to which a person iS identified psy

chologically with his work, or the importance of work in 

his total self-image" ( Lodahl and. Kejp.er). Lawler and 

Mall (19~0) focussed on job involvemen'fi as referring to 

"psychological identification with one's work" • as well' 

as "the degree to· which the job ei tuation ,iS central to 

the person. and his identity"• 

kurer (1969) employed the term "work role moti

vation" to describe the "degree to which an individual's 

work role is important in itself, as well as the extent 

to which it forms the b wiS of self-definition, self .... 

evaluation, and succ.ess-definition"• Maurer described · 

t~self-detinition" as the ttdegree to which an individual 

defines or conceptualizes himself as a person primarily 

in terms of his wo~k role". ~his appears to be similar 

to the psychological identification concept of job 

involvement. Self-evaluation is defined as "the extent 

to which an individual evaluates or ranks himself as a 

pe:r;:son in terms ot his work role", and "'success-definition•, 

as "degree to which an individual defines success in 
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terms of work role success". Maurer obser~ed that 1f 

these two terms are merged they would closely relate to 

the performance - esteem definition of job-involvement. 

~hue he attacked the conceptual problem by applY.iDg both 

ways of viewing job involvement to his work. 

It is evident that a great deal of conceptual 

confusion and proliferatio,n of terms mars the theoriziDg 

of the construct. A relatively clearer picture may be 

visualized by incorporating the view points of the 

psychologists and the sociologists. The psychologists 

have tended to focus on the organizational conditions 

that lead to job-involvement, such as meaningfulness ot 

work, adequacy of supervision etc. (Me Gregor 1944; 

Allport, 1947). The sociologists have been more concerned 

with aspects of the socialization process tbat lead to 

the incorporation in the person of work-relevant nor.ms 

and values (Bugher, 1958; Dabin, 1958, 1961 ). 

Involvement as Related to Situational Variables ! 
fhe Psychologist*s Viewpoint 

Lawler (1973) argued that the design of a job 

should have its m~ or .effect on motivation and· satisfact

ion related to the strength of an individuals higher 

order needs, sinoe higher order need strength is an 

il'ldividual difference variable of importance (Maslow, 1970}. 
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fbose individuals with strong srowth needs (i.e. needs 

for achievement, fulfilment and competence) should 

respond with high motivation and involvemement to jobs 

that are high on the four core job characteristics -

autonomy, task identity, variety, and feedback. those 

individuals who are low on these higher order needs 

should, accordi!)g to Lawler,· respond with frustration . 
and irritation at having too demanding a job, to Jobs 

that are high on the core characteristics. On could 

expect that their involvement would probably be .low, 

since they would be looking for satisfaction of their 

needs in places other than the job. Lawler quoted 

Dubin ( 1956), who argued that the work place is not a 

central life interest of most industrial workers, and 

thus it would not be ,wise to· expect such workers to 

be concerned with fulfilling their higher order needs 

within the job context. 

Related Studies Within the Psycholosist •s V1ewpgyj 

Maurer ( 196 9) fourd that for a sample ot m1d41e 

managers in 18 marmfacturlng firms, work role involvement 

was positivel7 related to the importance• desired amount 

and perceived exilstence of opportunities for satisfaction 

of esteem, autonomy a.nd self-actualizing needs. Similarly, 

Rabinowitz ( 1975) found a positive relationship between 
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higher order need stre~h and job involvement.in a 

sample of Canadian public employees. 

TwO studies looked at leadership and leader 

behaviours in relationship to job involvemen-t • ~he 

firs·t carried out by Anderson (cited by Lodahl and 

Xejner • 1965) used a sample of 25 fana.le head nurses 

in a large general hospital. Job involvement was 

measured by Lodbhl and Xejner•s 40 item scale; while 

•consideration" aQd •initiatirlg structur.e" behaviour 

was measured ~sing ·.- · the Ohio State LBDQ. Anderson 

:found. that job involvement was negatively associated 

with the LBDQ consideration scale. In the second stwy. 

Jones et al. (1975) examined the effect of job involve

ment upon the relationship between perceived leader 

behaviours and a composite measure of confidence and 

trust in the leader anong 112 ciVil serviCe and mllitar7 

engineering employees• Although the .result demonstrated. 

that oon~idenee and trust were positively correlated with 

perceived leadership behaviours, thiS relatiouhip was 

not higher for high (vs. low) ~ob involvement samples. 

!he aut~ors speculated that this reverse relationship 

coulcl lie in interactions among several factors; like : 

(a) Each Of the two samples may base its confidence and -

trust upon different aspects of leadership behaviour, 

(b) highly 30b•in~olved persons may be more sensitive to 
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the llua.noes of leader behaviour, may have different 

opportunities to observe the leader·and his behaviour, 

or may simply know the leader as a function of being 

on the job longer, or (c) th-e highly job-involved 

person m~ have less need to in~eract with the leader. 

Ruh and White (1974) focussed on the inter

relationship among job inv~lvement, values, J;ersonal 

background• participati·on in decision malting .and job 

attitudes .for a sample of 2,755 employees of six 

manufacturing organisations. They report, a correlation 

of .53 betwee~ participation in decision making and job 

involvement iD.dil:ating that characteriStics of the 

immediate j_ob situation may exert cons1derable influence 

on JOb involvement. Siegal and Ruh {197J) fo~nd similar 

results tor. a sample of 2;628 manufacturing organaation 

employees. 

Waters, Roach a.."ld Bat lis ( 1974) performed a 

factor analysis study on 22 perceptually based ·orga.ni

zatiQnal climate scales drawn from tbree organizational 

climate questionnaires {Halpin and Crotts, Litwin ana: 
Stringer.- and House and Rizzo, cited in V!aters et al. 

1974) and related th~ obtained dimensions to enployees• 

self-reports of job involsr ement. Work autonomy was 

found to moderately correlate with job involvement 

(r = .;1, PL•01). This factor appeared to represent a 
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WOJ'k situation iil which an emplo7ee does have control 

over his job (responsibility). Bab1nowitz ( 1975) also 

found a s1gn1t1oant relationship between thiS variable 

a1'1d job involvement, even with the effects of other 

s!gaificant variables (age. years with the orgeaization 

and higher order need strength) held constant • 

Batlis (1978) examined relationships between 

job involvement and perceived environmental conditions 

(operationalised in the form of orgal'iizational climate 

measures) a11d investigated moderating effects on 

cllmat.e•sat:i.staction correlations. Eight7 hourq 

emp.lo7ees at an electrical equipment m.anufacturins plant 

resporded to a questionnaire containing measures of job 

involvement, job satisfaotl.on and organizational climate. 

However, job involvement signifioantl¥ correlated neither 

with opportunit7 (r = .16, n = 72, p > .05) nor with 11 

o'l the 12 climate dimensions examined. fhe onlf climate 

dimension cOrrelating significantl7 with job involvement 

was Social Relations (r = .19, n = 79, p,L.05)• This 1s 

consistent with Lodahl and Kejner•s (1965) conclusion 

that ~ob involvement appears to be related to the social 

nearness of otler workers. Although 3ob involvement was 

f~ to be ill4ependent ot climate perceptions, it did 

serve as a potent moderator of olimate satisfaction 
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' relationships; the high job involvecl group evidenced 

sisn1f1oant climate • satisfaction correlations in 9 of 

1' cases compared to onlf one for low job-involved 

group. 

Wood ( 1974) conclnded by stat.ing that job involve

ment mrq be a function of the individual's reiDforcement 

histor7 from px-evioua work pursuits. By knowing the 
• 

work orientation d1ffereaces of workers it ma7be 

possible to determin~ whether the organizat.ion does 

have any power to :reward and sat1sfy effectively. 

Dubin (1958} held that psychological (:t.e. derived 

drive) theories ot motivation are not adequate to explain 

organiZational. behaViour, since these do not aca:>unt tor 

wide yariations in modes of drive sat1sfaot1on, and the 

fact that modes of dri't'e reduction can be changed. In 

order to account tor the wars in wbich motivation is 

channeled, one has to look· to socJal norms am values 

which determine (and in the loac n.n are changed bJ) 

specific modes of behaviour. fhe social structure then 

channels and sustains motivation in SP$01f1o wa,s. 

fb:Ls viewpoint presupposes that the main determi

nant of involvement iS a val11e orientation toward work 
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that is learned. ear11 in the socialization process. 

fhe person internalizes values, norms, goalS and 

behaviour patterns thrOugh social experience and these 

then become guides for ~ture activities and. thoughtw.~ys. 

Job-involvement aa conceived by Dul?in ( 1956) is 

intimatel-y tied up 1n the protestant work Ethic, 1;he 

moral .character of work and a .sense of personal responsi

b.ility. Aeyone who has internalized these traditional 

valnes will probab]J' be • job-involved', J?ega:rdless of 

the sttuatiol'lal context within which he might b.e 

·--' employed .. 

Siegal (1'969) concurred· with Dubin• a point of 
' 

View• sta:bi.Dg that difference in job invoiv~ment can 

probablJ' be traced back to value orientation toward 

work learned earl.7 in the course ot socialization and 

iJ:t.t.ernaU.zed. as determinants ot behaviour • 

. Rel\a)ed, StUdiep W3;thin the SOoiolosists• Viewnoint 

~on (1973) investig~.ed the :J.nt.eraction betw.een 

management st7le and the personality variable 'locus of 

controlt ·on workers• job involvement. He found that the 

mean Job involvement scores increased as one moved from 

the External to the Internal under all management 

eonditio118• !his confirmed that job-involvement is a 
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Hall and Mans:f'ielct (1971) suggested that if 

job-involvement was a personal o!Bracteristic, the• 

there should be liitle cbarlge in it· Ullder· periods of 

organizational stress.. Usir~g scientists and engineers 

from three research and· develgpment organizatio'ns' the 

authors studied the ef.fects ot external economi.o stress 

on job· involv·ement over a 20-montk period. 1b.ey found 

that the orgaaiaational stress did not Qhange the 

researchers• job involvement. Similar results were 

obtained bf Lawler, Backman and X-.u:tman (197,) on 

directory assistance ope):a:tora •. Red.esign.irlg o:t. their 

.job did not produce anr significant ~hang~ .in ~ob 

involvement over a 6 month period~· · 

.Based on studies collducted by Tln'ner aDd Lawreace 

(1~65) and Blood aQi Hulin (1967), it was. argued tba.·t 

job involvement would be negatively correlated to 
. . 

commu11i"t7 size, and that the relationship between Job 

involvement parti-cipation h decision maltiDS would be 

more positive for individuals trom rural areas and 

·smaller communities than fOJt infiividuale from more 
' 

urbanized .~ mmunities. However, data collected :f'roiil 

2,628 eml>loyees of aU: manufacturing concerns yielded 

.;~esults· in direction& opposite to i;hose predicted 
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(Siegal and Ruh• 197;5). that is, j·ob involvement was 

positively related to communi·t.Y size and the relation

ship between participation and job involvement was more 

positive for ·those employees from larger (more urban) 

as opposed to smaller .(less urban) communities. 

Involvement. as a product of the P!rson-Si;tu1,ti2!} 
lnterac~io:;t 

Saal (1978) exemined the portions of common 

variance shared b7 combinations ot perso11al and situat

ional onaracteristies and job involvetnent u.sJ.ng data 

collected from 218 workers in a medium sized manufactur• 

1Dg comp&DJ• Bivariate correlations supported 

Rabinowitz and Hall's (1977l profile of the Job-involved 

worker. Job involvemst was tound to be relaiied to 

three classes of variables : personal characteristios, 

situational characteristics and work outcomes. Multi

variate analysis s\lggested• however. that 3ob•involvement 

iS better understoocl by separating •personal• character-

1st ies into personal. ... demographic (age, sex, etc. ) am 
personal psychological (higher order nee4s 1 protestant 

work: ethic endorsement etc.) variables. Further, these 

analyses suggested that both the situational. (job) 

characteristics aad the personal•psychological variables 

shared more common variance w1 th job-involvement than 

did personal demographic variables • . 
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C,~npnitm!nt .... the, b!lu!.V.ioural mQ!lifestation 
of Involvement ·. . · · 

Recent trend in job-involvement work is to view 

involvement and commit.ment as interchangeable labels 

for the .same class of job behaviours (Wiener ~d 

Gechman; 1977). The main dift'iculty with the current 

definitions of jo'b involvemEilt is that no relationships 

are suggested between the attitudinal process of job 

involvement and concrete operational work behaviours. 

fhis. point is quite crucial, since the usefulness of 

a coDStruct like job-involvement is lar,ely determined 
. 

by i·ts ability to add to the understanding of the 

bebaviour ot people at work. 

Job behaviours which indicate commitment to job 

and work has not been investigated much. Commitment 

is best viewed as a behaviour rather than as merely an 

internal process or construct• When individuals are 

committed to a cause, person. activity or institution, 

they must express this by an overt public act. A 

relationship prooess without an overt behaviou;ral 

component cannot be considered commitment. lt ma.y · 
' 

refleet some internal processes as liking, believing or 

identifying, but these do not necessarilf have a one-to• 

one relationship to behaviour. · 

Wiener and Geohman (1977) define OOJDD11tment 

behaviours as soc iall.y accept ed behaviours that exceed 
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torma.l 31ld./or normative expt ctations relevant to the 

object of commitment. Such behaviours m~y include the 

amount of personal time devoted to· work activities; 

the amount of time, conversation md reading related 

to work; or personal sacrifices for the sake of the . . . 
.job (e.g:• voluntary postponing or giving up a vacation 

to complete a manuscript tor a journal). A dally 

reeora measure for a sample o:f 54 female elementary 

sehool teachers, on the amount of personal time devoted 

by each subject to work•related acti vitie.s beyond the 

required working dq, demonstrated moderate correlations 

· w1 th tvlO attitud.inal measures ot job involvement SJ'J.d. 

~ob satisfaction seal&. 

IIU.nunel ... Rossi ( 1976) det'in.ed intellectual 

commitment as an intended and ·perservering involvemmt 

with intelleciualis1Jl, which is mmifested by the active 

pursuing and preferences tor intelleclual activities. 

Sh.e inveatiga,te4 the effect of. college ,environment and 

certain personal charaeteristica of the students on the 

intellectual commitment of 11) first-semester freshman 

of a large eastern university" Intellectual commitment 

was measured through intellectual activiti oo and 
. 

prefererJQes. fhe first asked the students to describe 
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the nature of end the amount ot time devoted to various 

intellectual activities and the secolld asked them to 

indicate their willingness to choose intellectual over 

non-intellectual activities. Both the variables, 

university er:tvironm.ent (associates influence) and 

student. cllaracteristics were found to correlate signi• 

fie:antlt with irltellec1;ual commitment. ln the university 

environment a. $tudent 's peer choice was found. to exert 

strong influence on his degree of intellectual commitment. 

!his result is related to Wilson • s study ( 1 966) 

at Antioch college, which foum that seniors attributed 

more chanses that occured within them during their tour 

years at college to their peers than to their teachers. 

It is also probably relat,ed to the Vassar studies, in 

which Bushnell ( 1962) discovered that students tended to 

adopt the behavioural norms of their peer group and to 

reject the behavioural norms of the faculty. 

llowever, Centra. and Bock (1971) .foun~ that the 

amount of interaction an undergraduate university- student 

h~~ with the faculty was linearly related to the 

students• performance on both the Humanities and the 

!b.tural Sciences tests in the Graduate Record Examinat

ione. 

Chickering (1972) found that a university student•s 

academic experiences depended neither upon the wealth of 
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the ur.d.versity, nor upon its physical enviromnen.t, nor· 

upon the prestise ot its faculty; academic experiences. 

do, however •. seem to d.epend upon the relationship that 

exist between facultJ and students'• Both of these 

studies woUld seem to suggest that professors o.an have 

some observable eff-ect upon. a stude:nt•s intellectual 

commitment. 

i'he present study was designed in this direction 

to determine if the style of. functioning ot faculty 

members bore associations with past achievement or 

affected tbe intellectual commitment and future 

aspirations of college students. 
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CHAFfER - III 

SfAfEMPD':l OF THE PROBLEM AND JIETHODOLOGY 



PROB.LEM 

Differences in perceived leadership styles of 

the faoultr members relate to past achievement and lead 

to differences ill intellectual commitment and future 

aspiration of college students. 

MErHODOLOG:Y 

SAMPLE 

fhe Universe of population consisted of college 

students and teachers of University of Delhi, Del.h1. 

Using purposive method of sampling, subjects were drawn 

from the Science Department, Hansraj College, Delhi 

Uni'\tersity. ~he student sample represented two grade 

levels and consisted of a total of 148 undergraduates 

which was inclusive of fiv~ females. !he final. analysis, 

however. included only 140 male students, since three 

boys submitted-incomplete questionnaires and the question• 
\ 

naires of five girl students were taken out as their 

number was insignificant for eex comparisons. fhe 

remaining SaJJtPle included B.So. II year students (N ~ .ag} 

and ·:i:.so. III year students (N ~ 51). All these students 

were, more or less. taught by the same teachers, henQe, 

their academic level was considered to be unified. 

1'herefore. they were treated as one group in the analysis. 
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i'he teacher sample consisted of the :38 male 

1;eachers who were perceived and named by students as 

most effective~ 

Y:ARI@LES 

Ind. epend ent Variables 

Leadership Styles - Following Sinha's (1977) leadership 

effectiveness model, leadership style was. operationalised 

as an individual faculty's way of influencing the group 

contingent on the situation and his ·personality. 

Mediating VP£i&ble~ 

i'he effect of perceived leadership styles is 

likely to be subdued or enhanced by a set of mediat.ing 

variables like personality characteristic, values, 

achievement values, interest, college environment, 

background. information and significant other image •. 

Some ot these were, therefox-e, included in the stUdy. 

Person!litz Characteristics 

Information on the personality factor was obtained 

b7 not1M the student's preference for social recognition 

. or sec·lusion in the environment in which he functions. 

i'nis refers to both, the college and home environment. 

Values 

This included information on ways of life 

preferred am adopted by college students. 
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&;hievement Values 

· Achievement vallle was operationalized as the 

predispGsit~on_ or forces within the student which impel 

him to aspire for higher intellectual achievement • 

Interest 

Interest was measured in terms of the student•s 

preferences for academic activities • 

. College .Env1rODJQent 

College env.ironment was conceptualized in. terms 

of characteristics of each college, as perceived by 

students, which should differ across colleges. ~his 

t 

included college facilities, communication between 

teachers and student, quality of teachers, dedication 

of students, discipline and so. on. 

Background Informatiop 

.Data on the background information of the stl.Xients 

included information on the occupation aud educational 

level of both the parents and the family income • 
. 

Signif.lbcant Other lm@.ge 

StUdent •a significant other image was defmed as 

his perception of the estimation of own intellectual. 

capabilities by his mother; father, beat friend. ani 

favour 1 t e teacher .• 
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Dependent Variables 

A set of the following three criterion variables 

was used -

fast Achievement 

Past Achievement consisted of the grades obtained 

b7 the student in his two previous university examination 

am otber awards received for academic achievement. 

Intellectual Commitment 

Intellectual commitment was .defined as an intended 

and a perserving pursuit of intellectual activities. 

This is llkel.Y to be manifested thr<;'ugh the student's 

active perusal and preference for activities which are 

directly related to hiS college lite. 

lqture.As_piration 

Future aspirations o.f a student was operationalized 

in terms of hiS future planS resarding academic career 

and occupation. 

~reatmepj Of fariables 

fhe proposed treatment of the variables to explore 

the desired relationships m~ be presented in a Tabular 

form, as follows : 
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Independent Variable& 
Peroei ved teacher 
stzle_. 

lediatlng Variables 
' 

Depenq.eni -
variables 

1 • Autho~itarian 

2. .lurturant
Taskmaster 

} • Partie ipat1 ve 

TOOLS 

1 • Personality chara- 1. IDtellectual 
cteristics Commitment · 

2. Values 
3. Achievement -values 2. Past Achieve-
4. Interest ment 
5. College enviromnent 
6;. BacJrground infor• J. Future 

mation Aspirations 
7. Significant other 

image 

· Leader~hip Style Questionnaire 

Th1S seale h~ been developed, initially, by 

Sinha (1977) to differentiate three interaction styles 

of leaders. in an industrial set tinS - the a~thoritarian, 

· the nurturant taskmaster ancl the participative type. 

lt includes a total of 45 items with 15 items :for each 

style. Each item describes the characteristic of the 
. 

subject's superviso.r. The subject is required to place 

his opinion on a five point scale ranging from •very 

true• to •very false'. High soore on authOritarian 

style .is interpreted as the leader b e1ng perceived as 

having e. formal. relationship with the subordinate laying 

great stress on the completion of the task and caring 

li"Ctle for the satisfaction of the emotional needs of. 

the subordinate. High score on tbe ~ style reflects 
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the combination of affection and s,trictness in the 

personality .of the lead-er as perceived by the subordinate. 

Similarly, high scores on the participative style 

reflects that the l~er in question has a very informal 

relationship with the· eubordinat e and lays more stress 

on maintaining goOd relationsl:d.p with his ,sub~rdinates 

· than on the completion o:f the task. As reported by 

Sinha and Chaudhary ( 1979), the spll t ~ balf reliability 

scores tor A (rii = • 75), Iii' (rii = • 71 ) and P (rii = .67) 

were satisfactory. although not ver-, high. 

This scale v~as modified for leaders in the academic 

setting. with comparable set of 45 itellls, and tested for 

its reliability using inter-rater reliability techrl£lque. 

fhe ctuestiolU'laire was given to 8 raters and a contingency 

table was drawn to see it the response categories were 

differentiative across raters on each item. The items 

which were ··non--differentiating were dropped. This 

included three items, one ·eaoh on the three styles. In 

the final questionnaire, therefore, only 42 items 

remained with 14 items measuring each at the three 

teacher styles. fhis questionnaire was again given to 

8 raters-students :from the Jawaharlal Nehru University 

and data analysed. using analysis of variance test. 



The result is included in Table I .• 

!fable l 

' ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LEADERSHIP STlLE 
DATA OBfAINED FROM .EIGHT RA1ERS 

Source Sum of Square Degree of Variance 
Freedom 

From Items 275.10 41 6.7 Vi 

From Raters 62.6) 7 . 
From Remainder 776.85 287 2.7 Ve 

1114.58 :335 

F =2.26t PL .05 

fhe teachers were also given this modified scale 

with 42 it ems. fhe mode of the it ems were, however, 
'.c' 

. . 
changed from the aecond person to the 'first. person. 

For example, the item 'He/She workS hard' was chansed 

to •I work hard • and .so on. This was done i.n order. to 

check the consistency of students ratings of teachers. 

A copy of the questionnaire is giveri in Appendix I. 

PERSONAL CHARAC'l'ERIS1'IO INVENl'ORY 

fhis consists of a battery of five tests assembled 

by Xhader (1969} for college students in India in 

relation to his doctoral research at the Zakir Husain 
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Centre for &iucationat Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru 

Un1:versity. A copy ot the questionnaire is enclosed 

in Appendix I. A descr~ption of the different sub• 

tests is as followe : 

Sub-test I - Personality Characteristics 

'lhis part con1;ains 18 items. The items measure 

sociability versus non-sociabilit7 characteristic of 

the student in relation to his environment. Bach 

statement has ~ve res.po.nses ra.Dging from • almost 

always' to 'almost never•. ~he student 1'8 required. to 

choose and tick off one of the five responses which 

correspondes best with his characteristics. fen items 

reflect sociability, for example, •Like meeting people', 

while eight items reflect nonsociability, for example, 

• Stay in the background at part i.e a or social gatherings • • 

A high score on this scale denotes that the person 

concerned is·. hishlY sociable and wit.h his extrovert 

make-up it is possible :for him· to adjust in all types of 

different situations with little dePEl'ldency needS. 

SUb•test II - Jalues 

rhis sc:ale is based on the 'Study of val.ues • 

questionnaire by Allport, fernon and< Limz~T· Three 

items each from the theoretical., economic, aesthetic, 
' I 

social·, political and religious values respectively have 
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been selected, mas:ing a total of 18. For each item a 

choice among the tbree aJ.ternative responses •:erue•; 

• Somet imes !rue• and • Never' is to be mad e. 

· _SUb•test III-~ Achieyement-Values 

fhis consists of 18 items chosen from Mukherjee's 

'Sentence Oomplet:Jion Test• (SC'r) on a pre try-out 

basis on Indian college students. ~his is a forced 

choice measure of verbalized need tor achievement and 

has been found valid for measuring achievement values 

(Mukherjee; 1969). Achievement values refer to a 

continuum which is defined by the degree of importance 

that an individual attaches to competence in an 

achieveaent area. Thus a high score on SOT is inter

preted as a keen desire to compete successfully with a· 

standard of excellence, an expressed interest in under

t8.king dif£icul.t and challengiDg taslo9 and a .strong sense 

of optimiSllh 

Each SOf item consists of forced choice traids 

(one item ref.lecting achievement related sentiments and 

the other two pertaining to other aspects of manifest 

needs) selected in suoh a manner as to minimize the 

social desirability factor. 

Sub-test IV - Interest , 

!this includes eight items, out ~f which seven 
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items reqUire the students to answer by ticking either 

• Yes • or 'No •. The e~ghth item includes six areas of 

interest, for sample, debate, sports, science contests 

etc.· am. asks the student to tick off those in which 

he has received recognition or award. H:l.gh score on 

the test denotes the students interest in the academic 

field. 

This part has eighteen items. fhe subject is 

required to mark on a five point scale ranging from 

•almost always• to 'almost never• • High score on the 

test is interpreted as the college h~Ving good facilit-
/ 

1es for students, good student-teacher interaction aJ.d 

discipline etc • 

.BacWoun4 Information 

This p$rforma was used to obtain information on 

the education and occupation of the student •a mother 

and father separately and the family income on an 

yearly basis• In few cases where the father was missing 

from home, only ·the mother • s occupation and eduoa tion 

determined the family status. It will be noted that 

mother's status is given equal importance with that of 

the father's. As the focus of the research involves 

educational attitudes and values and since the mother 
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is a primary socializing agent in the fsnily, it is 

felt tha.t 1f she has graduated from college, the values 

of the hol.iseliold will be influenced accordin&ly • 

. 
Significant Other Image 

The questionnaire developed by·W~. Brookover 

and his associates (1964) to measure the images that 

the students perceive significant others hold, of their 

ability was tested in other studies for its applicability. 

It included four items in which the students were asked 

to 'guess• how their mother, father, best friend and 
' 

favourite teacher would have answered these questions 

about their abilities. The response categories were 

five ra.Dging from *as the best• to 'as the poorest' or 

similar categories. 

In-tellectual Oommitment.Questionnaire 

!be intellectual commitment questionnaire consist

in& ·Of 20 items was developed on the model of the Job 

involvement scale of Lodahl and Kejner ( 1965) and by 

.including 7 items from the teacher and student study 

used by Si~al ( 1977), with a total of 27 items. It 

was pretested for its reliabillt7 by giving it to eight 

raters. Each item was rated on a five point scale 

ranging from •very true' to •very false'.. Intellectual 

Commitment reters to active involvement of the students 
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with intellectual activities. High scores on this 

scale is interpreted as the student taking active 

interest and showing clear preference for .intellectual 

activities~ The, items on which the raters were not able 

to differenciate an item across categOries were dropped. 
' 

l'here were 8 such items. The remaining 19 items were 

than again given to eight student raters, f.rom 

Jawaharlal Nehru University. A test of analYsis of 

variance gave results which is included in l'able II. 

Table II 

ANALYSIS O.F VARIANCE OF IN·rELLECfUAL 
COMMITMENT DUA OBTAINED FROM EIGHT 

RATERS 

Source Sum of Square Degree of 
~eedom 

From Items 57·:3:3 18 

From Raters 17.65 7 

From .Remainder 236.08 126 

311.06 151 

F= 1.72, PL .05 

' 

Variance 

3.19 Vi 

1.85 Ve 

A copy of this questionnaire is included in Appendix I. 

Past Achievement 

Information on this was obtained by asx:ing the 
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students to give the divisions obtained by them in 

their last two un~versity examinatioDS. l'hey were also 

asked to mention any award or prize they might have 

received for academic performance. 

Future aEP irations of the student were measured 

by asking him to give the highest degree planned. He 

bad to choose from among three alternatives .. graduation., 

post-graduation and doctorate. He was also asked to 

give his subject ot interest tor further study and.the 

probable future occupation. 

liame of Favourite ~eacher 

1'he student was asked to give the name of hie 

favourite teacher. Alongwith this he had to give the 

name of his best friend. This was to act as a buffer 

question. 

DESIGB 

Within the Ex-post-facto category. the correlat

ional design was used 1n the present study. 
I 

!he specific hypotheses formulated for investi

gation were as follows : 
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1 • Whether 1 t is possible to pred.ict intellectual 

commitment ot college students based on a 

knowledge of their preference for particular 

faculty leadership style. 

~he number of leadership styles included 

in the study being three, it gave rise to the 

following aub~set of hypotheses : 

1). Whether preference for Authoritarian 

style of leadership helps predict 

the intellectual commitment of 

college students. 

11) Whether the Nurturant - 1'askmast er 

style of leadership helps predict the 

intellectual commitment of college 

students. 

iii) Whether the J3articipative style of 

leadership 'helps predict the intellect

ual commitment of college students. 

2. Whether preference for a particular leadership 

style (Authoritarian, Nurturan~ .. Tas~aster, 

Participative) is found related to the past• 

achievement of college students. 

3. Whether knowledge of preference for a particular 

leadership st¥le (Authoritarian, Nurturant -
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~askmaster, participative) helps predict the 

future aspirations of college stuients. 

4. Whether the intellectual Commitment of college 

students can be predicted better by taking into 

account the role of mediating variables, like, 

personality factor, values, achievement values, 

interest, college envirotiJDent, backgroul¥1 infor

mation and significant other image of the 

students alongwith preference for a leadership 

style (Authoritarian, Nurturant - Taskmaster 

and Participative). 

5· Whether the past achievement of college students 

is understood better by taking into account the 

role of the mediating variables like personality 

factor, values; achievement values, interest. 

college-environment. background information and 

significant other image of the students alongwith 

preference for a leadership style (Authoritarian, 

liurturant - Taskmaster and Participative),· 

6·. Whether fu1:ure aspirations of college students 

can be predicted better by taking into account 

the role .of mediatirlg v~aibles l~e, personality 

factor, values, achievement values, interest, 

college environment, background information and 

significant other image of the students alonswith 
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preference·for a leadership style (Authoritarian, 

Burturant - Taskmaster and Participative) • 

fROCEDURE 

The data on students as well as teachers was 

collected during the academic year 1978-79. Since the 

study focused. on effective teachers' styles, it was 

felt that science departments should be the right unit 

where a continual interaction between the students and 

teachers takes place because of the practical work, 

over and above their classwork. Only one college was 

selected for the study, in order to keep the college 

characteristic, level of students past achievement. and 

the mode of instruction more or less comparable. 

All the· students took interest in the test am 
partie ipated willingly. fhe teachers also were very 

cooperative. The following was the standard instruction 

given after distribution of the questionnaires .... "In : · 

the booklet before you, you will find a number. of tests. 

Instruction is given before each of them. You have to 

read the instruction carefully and answer each test 

accordingly;. If you do not understand aJUTthin~h you are 

:free to ask; fhank yout!" 

fhe teaoher-sty~e qu·estionna.ire inVited the maximum 

questions from amoug ~he students. Doubts were raised 
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about the identification of the most effective teach~, 

should he be chosen .from the college staff or .a teacher 

from the student's school days could also be identified. 

Some students wanted to know it they could i<tentify the 

ideal teacher from their imagery. It was explained that 

what was needed was the identification of the most 

effective teacher from the present set up and to mark 

out his characteristics. A ffJW students showed reluct

ance in giving the name of their favourite teacher. But 
' on being assured tbat information would be confidential, 

they cooperated. The Sentence Completion Test of 

achievement values also presented some problems among 

the students. Most students thought that all. the three 

alternatives given for completing the sentences.were 

equally attractive. HOwever, they were asked to choose 

one as the most attractive from among the three and 

mark it. 

After go1D8 through the questionnaires filled by 

students. the names of the effective teachers were 

recorded. ~hese teachers were siven only the teacher

style ques·tio.nnaire, with the mOde of items changed as 

explained earlier. ~hey were administered the question-

.. naires indiVidually and were asked to answer the items 

keeping in mind. their relationship with the students. 

Most o.f them felt that a few items of the test were 
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ambiguous, like items, 9, 19, 29, and 36. 

SCORING AND CODING 

l'he 11;ems on the Leadership .Style Scale, 

Personality characteristios, College environment, 

Significant Other Image and Intellect~ Commitment 

Questionnaire were scored in a similar manner, using 

Thurston's equal appearing interval.method. The scale 

rallged from 1 to 5. The middle category was given a 

neutral score of 3 (Doubtful or Occasionally). The 

positive categories were given scores of 4 (True or 

frequently) and 5 (Very true or Almost always.), while 

the negative categories were given scores of 2 (False 

or Rarely} and 1 (Very false or Almost never). Total 

score was calculated by adding the scores on each item. 

fhe coding system of the scales is included in 

Appendix II. 

A simUar method of scoring was used for the 

Values Scale. However, the scale, in this case, r8ilged 

from 1 to :;s. The middle category was given a neutral 

score of 2 (Sometimes True), with the positive category 

getting a score of 3 (True) and the negative category 

· getting a score of 1 (Never) • In the Achievement Value 

Scale, a score of 1 was given to the answer expressins 

achievement value. lio score was given fOr other 
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• 
al t ernati~es. Total score was obtained by adding up 

' ' . ~ 

the number of correct choices maie. T.he coding key is 

.given in Appendix II. 

In the Interest Scalet only two response cate- · 

~ories were given, 'Yes' and •Bo•. The choice ot •Yes• 

in all cases was given a score of 1 and the choice of 

'No • • a score of 0. The total score thus, was the sum 

of 'Yes'' choices. 

The background information was scored at tbree 

levelS - parent occupation, parent education ·and 

family income. Total score was obtained by adding 

scores on all thEriJe three levels. The coding system 

used to obtain scores on the backgroum information, 

past achievement and future aspirations of the students 

is given in Appendix II. 

METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

The data has been analyzed using analysis of 

variance·, factor analysis and the stepwise regression 

analysis procedure with the help of the computer at 

Delhi University and Jawaharlai Nehru University. 

1. Allport, G.W.; Vernon, P.E. and Lindzey, G.l StUdy 
of Values.; Revised Edition. 
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OJ!AP.rER • IV 

iESULi'S 



The ~eadership style scaie is still in its trial 

phase (Sinha,. 1979). It was, therefore. subjected to 

a.. correl.ational anal.ysi.s in order to 1lllderstand the 

underlying relationships among various items purpoting 

to measure dimensions of styles. 

ibe luter-corrglational Matrix Ol! Leadersh1}2 
-.tt.~ . Scores · 

The inter..-correlation ma.trb: for 42 items used 

as the basis of factor-analysis is presented in 

Table III. 

A general look at the fable III indtcates that 

a number of items in the leadership scale are highly 

correlated with each other. Using the significance 

level for N = 140 at 5 per cent as r = .16 as the 

criterion, thirteen clusters of items were identified. 

For example, takina cluster I, items 1,2,3 1 41 516 are 

found to correlate significantly with each other 

(1,3 = r = .31; 1,4 = r = .25; 1,5 = r = .23; 2,4 = 

r = .22; 2,5 = r = .19; 3,4 = r = .26; 3t5 = r = .18). 

fhe second cluster of significant correlations is 

found among items 1,2,:h4,5,6,10,11,t2. A third 

cluster emerges from items 1,2,3,4,5,6,16,17,18. The 

fourth cl.uster is found in itEms 11 21 3,4,5,6;7,8,9,21, 

22;23. The fifth cluster includes items 1,2,3,4,5,6, 

26,27,28, while another embraces items 1,2,).4,5,6,7, 
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Ilfl.'ERCORRELATION MA1'RIX ON LEADERSHIP Si'YLE SCALE 
0 

I T EMS 

1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10' 11 12. 13 .14 : 15 16 17 18 19 

1 • • 
2· •15. 
). •37 •15 
4. ·25 ;,.22 ·26 
5· .23 •19 .ta ~13 

6. .10 .OJ •16 •1·9 .OJ 
7. -.1~ 1 .OJ -.07 -.19 .02 -.06 

I a. .11 ·18 - •. 02 -·01 .07 •04 .12 

T 9. -.06 -.05 -.18 -.24 -.OJ -.19 .• 20 .02 

E 1,0. ·37 •24 ·48 .J) .18 .29 -.09 .04 -•30 
M 11 ·• .15' ·15 .16 .,1 .15 .;31 -.18 -.04 - .. 29 .34 
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15· -.04 -.17 -.15 -·.2J -.01 -.12 -.04 -.05 .10 -.16 -.01 -.04 .16 -.OJ 
16. ·13 .20 .0) .01 ·24 - •. 12 .07 .11 .13 -.10 . -.05 •10 .02 .1J .10 
17. ·31 .og .24 .12 .18 .20 ·04 •. 14 ~01 .28 .OJ .22 .20 ·36 -.24 -.01 
18· .26 .12 ·4J .21 .06 .J1 -.18 -.07 -.30 .57 •. 49 .26 .02 ~09 --13 -.18 .25 
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19• 
20. 
21. 
22. 
2:h 
24. 

I 25. 
f 26. 
E 27. 
M 28. 
s 29. 

30. 
31. 
32. 

2 4 

T.AlU.E IIl· ~- contd.' 

llUERCORRELATIOB MATRIX ON LEAll'ERSHIP S:flLE SCALE 

l:L"EMS 

5 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

-.18 .os -·19. ~·05 ~.09 .. ":".16 ' .22 .23 '.25· --.37 -.12 .04 .2) -•05 '.05 '.26 -.04 -.42 
.• o9 .15 .oo .1s .10 ..:.o1 .07 .oa -~.01 .12 . •. 01 .10 · .• os · •. 14 -.11 .02 .os .1,4 .02 
· .;1 .22 .34 .23 .15 .og. -.15 .• 04 •• 21 ·48 .44 .40 -.to -.oo .o2 -.07 .21 •55 -.26 
-.1s .• o2 -.22-25 -.o7 .01 .2s .23 .• 23 -·23 -.19-.12 -.2a .01 .11 .10 ·-..os -.27 .6o 
. .21 -.oo .01 .1s .21 --.o7 -.01 .14 -.03 .10 .11 .30 •. 01 .,o ..... 01 .1s .,, .• 1a .-.o6 
-.01 .• 01 -.12 .• o2 .qs -.17 .14 .og .29 -.to -.27 -.oo .13 .26 -.13 .27 .16 -·35 .20 

·. · .01: .• 10 · .06 .29 .05 .10 -.26 •• o1 -.25 .24 .27 .14 -.t6 .ot -.oa ._.o::s- -.oa .26 -.10 
.• 26 '.09 .45 .14 .• 10 .11 .04 .02 -.04 ·40 .18 .19 .02 ;15 .04 .01 .,, .)4 .13 
· .24 .o; .2a .1s .• 16 .21' -.1·0 -.06 -.15 .30 .15 .,, -:··17 .oa .03 -.05 .oa .24 -.06 
. • )2 .• 26 .• 40 .2·f .04 . ·34 -.06 .• 04 -.22 ·52 .,, .26 -.,18 .05 - .. 04 -.02 .18 .43 -.28 
- .• 17 .02 ..... os -.07 -.og -.01 ~23 .• oa .• 14 -.14 -.11 -.07 .13 -.10 -.06 .o1 -~08 -.25 .:;sa 
. .25 '.14 .• 42 .• 26 -.06 .42 - •. 12· .•. 02 -.24 ·42 .Jt .19 -·1·8 .03 -.09 -·11 .19 .49 -.28 
'.12 .• 18 .21 .16 .15 ·30 -.02 .14 .... p4 ·35 ·21 .16 .os .15 -.14 -.01 .28 .39 .. •.17 
. .s2 .as .2s .23 .• 17 .24 -.ot .• 15 -.07 ·37 .• 24 .• 24 -.04 .04 .og .02 .24 .34 -.09 
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tABLE III - contd. 

IN:.rERCORRELATION MAI'RIX ON LEADERSHIP STYLE SCALE 

I'l'EMS 

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 ' 30 31 32 33 

1 9. ~ 

20. 
21 •. .19 
22~. .02 -:-•22 
23-:. .09 .10 -.25 
24. •' -.03 ~-26 -15 .13 
25. .18 . ·33 -.10 .08 -.19 

I 26. .17 ·42 -.08 .20 .01 .26 

'i! 27 •. .06 ·39 -.15 .22 -.07 .19 .27 

E 28. .15 .42 -.23 .14 -.17 .17 .39 .)0 

M 29. .0) -.20 .29 -~05 .09 -.08 -.05 -.10 . -.15 

s 30-. .09 .)9 -.19 ~ 12 .-.13. .20 ·37 .27 ·55 -.17 
31. .08 .• 34 -.10 .29 -.05 .07 ·34 .16 .)4 -.01 .31 
32. .28 .30 -.12 .24 -.06 .20 .42 . .27 -39 -.05 .28 .28 
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:tABLI In - contd. ~ 

IlfTERCORRELA'riOll MATRIX ON LEADERSHIP STYLE SCALE 

I T EM s 
1 ' 4 5 6 7 8 9 10· 11 12 1' 14 15 16 17 18 19 

33• .os -.06 -·14 .01 ·07 -·04 -·11 .02 -.12 -.04 .15 .09 -.15 -.10 .07 -.12 .04 .OJ -.02 

34· -.11 •·07 ;...12 -.12 -·03 -.17 .24 .12 .34 -.28 -·37 -·13 .36 .14 -.03 .18 .02 -.31 ·34 . 
35· .19 .14 .26 .25 .07 ·33 -.09 .05 -.25 .28 ·38 .25 .04 .10 -.09 -.08 .20 .56 -.20 . -
36. .01 -.os -.OJ -.05 .19 -.12 .16 .04 .17 -·05 -.17 .oo .08 ··04 .... 04 .01 ~·,:14 -.)0 .25 

~ 
. 

37• -.06 ·.01 -·14 -.05 .02 -.18 .19 .14 ·13 -.29 -.10 -.OJ .14 -.07 -.os .19 -.07 -.28 .)1 
I 

'I! 
~a. .os .12 .oe ·12 .07 .23 .05 -.02 -.-20 .14 .1:5 •. 01 -.01 ·12 .;..oJ .07 .oe .10 -.oa 
. 

E 39· -.05 ~.os -.23 -.05 -·04 -.02 .25 .oa ·31 -.16 -.32 -.11 .25 .01 -.06 .06 -.01 -.19 .16 

M 40.; ·35 .oa .1) .03 ·.oo .11 -.09 ·33 -.05 .14 .os· .2-2 .02 .15 ..... 02 -.03 ·39· .18 -.06 
s 

41~ .27 .oa .11 -·03 -.07 .08 -·14 .oo -.os .06 ·14 .18 .01 -.01 .06 ·14 .oo ·15 -.05 

42~ -·02 -.09 -.17 -.13 -.09 -.01 .12 .01 .oa ... 22 -.19·-.07 .19 .01 -.01 .0) .01 -.02 .10 
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:fABLE Ill -.contd • 

. Ili~EROOBRELATI ON MATRIX ON LEADERSHIP STYLE SCALE 

I T EMS 

20· 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 '30 '31 32 33 

,,. .10 -.to .07 .1) .oo •. 19 -.oo • oe -.09 -·15 '-.07 . -.17 .13 . 
34· .01 -·35 ·'37 .02 .29 -.26 -.OJ -.19 -.30 .24 -.25: -··10. -.18 -.18 

35· •12 ·45 -·15 -34. -.JJ .,, .27' •. 21 .,, -·15 •44 .24 ·31 .01 

J6 •. - •. 01 -.16 ·'3.1 -.oo .21 -·12 - •. 15 -.OJ -.22 .27 -.25 -.06 -.04 -.19 
37· -.01 -.23 .20 .07 .11 -.10 -.14 -.17 -.J6 .17 -.30 -.14 -.11 .01 . 
JS. -.07 .18 • 02 -.04 .09 .07 .15 .OJ .17 -·07 .22 .15 . .03 .07 

I J9. -•OJ -.07 •25 -·.04 .21 -.2J -.09· -.10 -.12 • 10 -.21 .06 . -.10 -.27 
40· -.03 -.21 -.05 .2J. -.Q1 .14 .29 .10 .1J -.13 .19 ' .J5 .23 .OJ ~ 

E 41. ·15 .21 -.06 .og -.04 -.()1 .19 .14 .1.9 -.06 .21 .02 .-19 -.01 

M 42. -~02 -.10 .15 • 02 -.oa ..:..oo -.13 -.11 -.10 .1.7 . - •. 05 .02' -.09 -.18 

s ... 
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·l'ABLE ~Ill -ooncld. 
' 

Ilfl'EROOB.RELA'l'ION MA·rRIX ON LEADERSHIP STYLE SCALE 

I 'l E MS 

·34 J5 )7 38 39 40 41 42 

35·- -.1:8 
36. ·35. -·17 

I ")7. ·42 -.14 •26 
' 

'l :sa •. -.13' .18 -.1Q -.1.1. 

E 39· .40. -.t-7 .2Q ·.1.6 -·14 
M. 40. -.06. .19 -•07 .OJ .21 -.01 

s 41. -.07. .16 -.-05 -.01 .17 - •. 20 .1) 
42. .15 .02 .og ··13 .OJ .10 .22 .17 
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fhe e1x clusters indicate that items 1,2,3, 
' . -

4,5 and 6 are common to each. :Chis suggests that these 

items have a common factor variance. fbey all suggest 

teacher's ~basis on task completion, with or without 

mdata1ning good relationship with the students. 

Different from above, the seventh cluster emerges 

from items 10,11,12,1J,14,16,17,1B,19,21. ~he eighth 

cluster can be eeen in items 10.11, 12,25,26 ,27~26,:S0,:51, 

,2. ·~he ninth cluster contains items 16,17,16,19,20,21, 

22,2,,24. ~he tenth cluster includes only items 17,18,,0, 

)1 ,32, while the eleventh cluBter emerges from items' 25·, 
. ' 

26,27,28,)0,:S1,J2. Items 21,22,2:S,24,34,J5,:S6,J7 fbltm one 

cluster. However, e aepa:rate cluster 1e Visible 1n· items 

34t35.,J6 ,"J7 ,,8,)9,40. 

fhe to:cination of correlation clusters indicated 

that the items overlap in measuriJJ& the leadership 

characteristics. fhe correlation matrix was, therefore, 

subjected to a principal component. solutiOn to obtain the 

uderl.ying factor structure in the seale. 

. . 
.Fy:Mor•f4!try _ gf . Lgadership _ Str:te Sco£eS 

l'he factor analysis resulted into thirteen factors~ 

The factor loadings and eigen values tor the obtained 

tao tore across 42 items are Shown in Table IV~ , 



~ABIB IV 
' 

FACTOR MATRIX OF LEADERSHIP STYLE SCHlUti WITH EiGEN VALUES 

FACr ORS 
1 2 3 4 5 6. 7 . 8 9 10 11 . 1·2 13 

. 
1• ·4109 .2881 -·2137 .1080 .1050 .,2433 .0191 -.)293 -.:0440 ~.;.2462 ~.0560 ~-1703 ~.0087 

2. .2627 <1!'2680 -.1532 -.2448 -.3188 .0113 -~3469 .0754- -.1180 .0491 -.3832 - •. 1963 .1345 
. ,. ·5601 .1641 .0)99 .1644 :...2684 ..,2251 .0)64 -.1208 -.1356 -·2197 .2J37 - .. 2017 .1043 

I 4!' .4361 .1056 -.2182 -.0)18 -.3213 -.3212 -.1035 -.0619 -.2257 -.0847 .0174 ·33YT .0113 

~ 5-. ·2'135 .2816 -.4664 ·1408 -.-.214'? -.0021 -.0066 -.0)50 .1409 .3659 .0945 -.2884 .0151 

E 6. ·4488 .0275 ·3833 ..;..2042 :....1320 -.0548 -·.1272 ··-.1097 .2844 .0274' .1052 .1706 -.3299 

• 1. -.2812 -3795 .2150 -.0047 -.1539 .0875 -.0112 ·3518 .~174 .0945 .0901 -.2687 .0309 
s a. ."0127 ~4433 - •. 0419 -.2817 ·1503 -.0834 -.0806 -·0681 -3488 -.0781 -·4954 -.0905 .1502 

g. -·4369 .3171 .0571 .• 1053 .0435 .2391 .2485 .0470 -~0053 ~0173 -.2252 .1440 -.13:30 
" -

10~ .7079 .1059'1 .0765 .0967 -.3146 .0208 .0790 -.0662 .0955 -·131:3 -.0256 -.1087 .0370' 

11-. .5806 -·1556 -·1155 -•J489 -tt1063 -.1231 -.0369 -.0049 .0400 .1998 .059) -.0831 -.2637 , . 
12. ·4676 .2656 -.2771 -.2976 -.0324 .0297 .0632 -.2731 .0662 .0028 -.0975 .0405 -.27J4 

/ 

13·- -;22-76 ·4425 ·3685 .0)72 .116 -.2508 ·1301 .1222 --.1527 -.0930 -.0674 -.0978 -·3:353 
' 

14· •. 0955 4:322 -.0873 ·4166 .1'278 -.-1134 -.168) .:3962 -·1427 .2280 .1249 -.0801 -.0050 
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\ 
f.AB.LE IV - contd. \ 

FACfOR MATRIX OF LEADERSHIP STYLE. SCORES WITH EIGEN V .Al'rUm 

FAC fORS 
·1 2 3 c4 5 6 7 8 9' 10 11 12 13 

15." ·~.1105 -.1806 -.1601 -·1401 .)138 ··5509 .2298 .1)89 ·1386 .,-598, .0820 .0126 .0153 .. " 

16. :...1080 .)746 -·3947 ~.1051 -.0289 .2880 -.2985 -.0041 -·3344 .2151 --0729 .. 0848 -.0556 

17. •. )426 .5166 .0245 ·3255 .1432 -·2168 - •. 0205 -.0375 ~2079 -.1843 .. 1139 -.1,'194 -.0939 

I 
18. .7534 -.0383 .2525 .0408 · •. 0551 --.1'513 ·1342 .0242 -.1:178 .0912 -.0199 -.1891 -.1569 

~ 19. -·4638 ,.)689 -.1099 --1128 -.0721 .0255 -.0066 .0722 .0439 -.0767 .0641 .1598 -.0466 

E 20 •. .1943 .2151 -.0995 -.2067 --0488 ..... 1571 .2874 ·4563 -.2666 -.1654 -.2163 -.0896 .1022 
:M 

21. .7081 .0592 .0973 -.0467 -.0'113 -·1432 .1042 .1233 -··04~4 - ... .Q286 .2313 - •.. 0891 -.0081 
s 

22. -·4442 ·3489 .2267 --3910 -.0496 .1213 -.0265 .1859 ·2436 .042:6 .0988 -.0780 -.0973 

23· .2949 ·3708 -·3421 •1'531 ·3530 -•1989 .f502 --0512 -.1269 .1791 .0779 .1883 -.0713 

24. -.2963 ·4340 -.2788 .)081 -.0998 .0694 -.2455 .1380 .0909 -.22)0 .0069 ·35Tl -.1339 

25. .• 4201 -·1'414 -.1555 -.2571 .0408 -·3484 .0711 .1696 -·0843 .0747 .0905 .2596 .)792 

26. ·5313 ·3161 .0686 .0693 .0707 .2JB6 ' .1900 .2863 .0134 -.1247 .137'8 .0713 .1849 

27. ' .4625 .0603 -.1479 -.0352 --0436 .2012 ·2529 -.0569 .0620 .0'418 •2736 .29110 --0470 

28. .6819 .0563 .1669 .0054 -"' 1'443 .2670 -·0329 .0893 -.0118 -.0423 -·1381 .0834 .0623 

29. -.3202 .2441 .1825 -·3647 - •. 2507 -.0)26 .0839 .0054 .0003 -.1)06 .263e .0734 .2441 
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TABIB 1!.:... concld. 

FACfOR MMRIX OF LEADERSHIP STYLE SCORES WITH EIGENVALUES 

FAC T 0 R S 
1 2 -3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

:;o .. . :.6687 .0011 .2,764 -.0065 -·0246 .1275 -.1368 .0604 -.0344 -.1401 ·0483 .1756 -.014~ 

j1. ·•4641, .8344 .·2696 .1003 ~0.1'11 -.0662 -.·0230 -.·0408 .1254 .2911 ~~.1506 .1585 ' .16H 

32. .5279 .2525 -.0818 -."1271 ·.:0907 ~1301 ·3358 .·1669 .1322 -.1179 .0107 '• .0413 . .083~ 

J3· ·.0894 -.2290 --4769 -.1273 .2988 -.·2446 
I 

.0762 .2552 .3.560 -.2.718 -~_0578 -.0451 -.1732 

f 34. -.5094 .• 5025 .0943 .1234 -.0159 -·9284 .1125 -.0412 -.1771 -.0.362 .1238 .0377 -.0977 

E :55· .6118 • 0784 .1646 -·1821 .1720 -~2545 .0438 .0623 -.1625 .2186 .1315 ·-.0620 . -.1602 

M 36. -.3242 ·3916 -.0916 -.0140 -.2779 -.0312 .1617 -.2888 .0922 .0624 •3950 ·~.1226. .1249 

s )7. -·3926 .2984 -.1.929 -.2752 .0744 -.1906 .. 0162 -.2389 -.1394 -.0058 .1143 ~-1604 .0106 

38. .2577 .0546 .0925 -.0538 •. 0662 .0837 -.6743 .2244 .1728 ~0599 ~'2816 .0676. -.036C 

jg. -.3537 ·3596 .2749 ·1459 -·1330 .0043 ~1819 -.1562 .0403 .~189 ...;,.,2566 .2869. -.072E 

40. > ·3313 ·3567 .:0622 .0267 ·5311 -~0494 -.1749 -.:2492 .. 2789 -.:0402 ~.0814 ..• 0073' .)05< 

41 •. . -.2648 .0631 .0102 - .. 2680 .3681 .:3854 -.-1563 -.0202 -.:3950 -.2624 ~0,38 -.0690 -.1846 

·t2. -.1829 .1627 .:3768 -.1804 ·4417 -.:0741 ---1305 -.2162 -.2761 .0658 .1593 ~0001 .2259 

Eigen 
~~4'917 

. 
1.0~26 Values 7-7523 2.1040 1.8633 1-7471 1.5872 1•4679 1·3709 1.3268 1.1883 1.1832 1.0924 -. 
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~he analysis indicates that approximatelJ 65 per· cent 

o.f th'e variance· is explained· by these f.aotors; 1'he first 

factor explains the highest · amount of variance about 

18 per cent., !he second factor explains 9. per cent of 

va.r1&DC e, the third factor 5 per cent, the fourth 4 per cent , 

the titth 4 per cent, the s~'ib. explains 4 p~ cent, the 
. . 

seventh 4 per cent, the eighth 3 p'r cent, the ninth 
' ' . : . ~ . 

3 t:er cent:; the te~tth ) per cent, ~he elf?Venth. :J per, cent, 

th~ twelfth 2 per cent aat the thirteenth, factor explains 

3 ~er cent of the variance • 

. . , fhe results .show. that high factor loadings on the· 

ftrst.ta.ctor emerge from items 1.,2;314,5;6;10,11,121 17,18, 

20,21.2),25,26,27,28,30,)1,)2,35,18140,41. Hip factor 
~ . ~ ' ... . . . 

loadings on the secolld factor come from items 1,2,3;5,7,8,9,12, 

,,, 14,16, 17 .• 19,.20,2.2,23;24,26 ,29,31 •. 32 .• 34.36 ,,7 ,;9,40,42, 

ThiS euggests that in the two. factors quite a ·:ew items 

involve common f'aotor variance. Items 6., 7,1l118,22,28;29,)0,;H, 

35,)9,42 .show high loadiDgs on the third tactor. The fourth 

factor loading is found in items ,,14.17,.24. Items 15;23, 

,,,,5,40,41 ,42 have high loadings on the fifth tact or. 

SiXth factor is loaded high in items 1 ,3,9, 15,16.26,27,28141· 

Iteu highly loaded on the seventh factor are 9 1 15,20,26,27,, 
. . . ~ . . 

32 ,JQ ,)9. ln the s.i.ztb and the seventh factors thus the 

items 9,15,26,27 do commonly contribute to variance. High 

factors loadings on the eighth factor arises from it ems 7, 

14,20,22;25,26,)2,)3,)8. ·The ninth·factor is seen in items 
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6,8,17,22 1331 38;40. 1'en items 5,11,14,15,16,21.23,31, 

35,39 have high factor loadings on the tenth factor. l!igh , 

loadings on the eleventh factor come from items ,,21 ,29, 

J6,;a. Items 4,6,23t24,25,27,J0,;9 contribute to factor 

twelve and itens 251 26,29,31,40,42 to the thirteenth 

factor. 

1'he, Rotated Fagtor Matrixon Leadership 
BtYl! Scores 

!he oJ;"iginal factor matrix on the 42 items was 

rotated using vatimax procedures to obtain a meaningful 

picture and results are included in ~able v. 
fhis table presents a so.mewhat changed picture of 

fable IV, as a result of rotation. Items 2,2),25 and 38 

wnioh showed high positive loading on the first factor in . . 
1'able .IV, have low positive loadings after rotation. 

Items 1 ,2,},5,26;32,J7,40,42 assume negative loadings on 

the second factor. Similarly, negative loading are noticec . . 
for the previously high positively loaded items (7,1J,18, . . 

31,35;42) 1n the third tactor.. Some previous high positiv~ 

load.1Dg become low even if directions do not change. Thus 

it is evident that rotation reduces the ambiguity across 

it ems and makes factors more mealingful. 

The four items ),14,17,24 which had high positive 

loading on the fourth factor after rotation either acquire 

a negative loading or low positive loading, while items 



fABLE V 

RO~AfED FACTOR MATRIX OF LEADERSHIP STYLE SCORES 

FA 0 ! 0 R s· 
1 2 3 4 5 ,, 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1. .5077 -.0673 -.1206 .1077 ··2797 -.oeaa .2368 -.2123 .0999 -.)200 -.2001 .0836 -.0166 

2. .1265 -.0859 .0538 .0009 .1495 -.1970 -.0834 .2060 -.0532 .0109 -.7166 -.0676 -.0995 

3· .7169 ... 2283 -.0886 .0152 -.0996 -.1947 .0812 -.1241 -.1043 -·1050 -.0955 -.o:sot -.0678 

I 4· .2248 -.0709 -.0827 .0053 -.1084 -·3924 -.0935 .1293 .0388 .0783 -.2320 .5486 -.1566 

f 5• .1682 -.1628 -·4416 -.0686 .0195 .1136 .1789 -.1959 .1632 .2916 -.4364 -.0199 -.1202 
E 

.. 
6. .2726 .1156 .1951 -.0093 .0719 -.1605 -.4043 -.1950 .0744 .0445 .1031 .0828 -·5408 

M 
7. .021) .1494 -.1939 .0864 --3374 -.0321 •. 0)09 -.123~ ·1-326 -.0725 .1483 -.0675 -.5292 

s 
a. -.0093 .1472 .0778 -.1667 .6775 -.0544 .0092 .1353 .1464 .0440 -.2609 -.1159 -.0193 

9. -.0776 .5939 - .. 0376 -·1346 .01·01 .1626 .1)74 .0355 .0041 -.0413 -.0014 -.1357 .2702 
' 

QlO. .6732 -.1244 .0271 .1716 -.0506 -·2494 .0199 -.0109 .0475 .1366 -.1241 .0197 -.2769 

11. ·1518 -.2447 .0527 .0875 -.0694 .0246 -.0951 .0093 :2158 -.0075 -.1955 .1525 -.6552 

12. .2850 .0811 .0040 -.0802 .2046 -.0200 .1009 -.1176 .3010 -.1692 -.3171. .2760 -.4102 ,,. -·13'15 ·4690 -.2344 -.1992 .0378 -.J278 .0488 .1644 -.0475 -.1710 .1867 -.8016 -.1462 

14. .0595 .0599 -!'7594 .0786 -.00~1 -.0564 -,.1760 .1:435 -.0865 .0449 -. ~968 -.1~·19 .0687 
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fABLE V ... contd. 

ROTAIJ!ED FACT-OR MA~RIX OF LEADERSHIP STYLE SCORES 

F AC T ORS 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 '10 1'1 12 13 

15 • -: .• 0208 .• 0121 .• 0184 .0314 -·03.97 •. 8]71 ·.0274 -.0421 ·· •. 0549 -·.oso2 .. 0408 -·.0718 .0182 

16 .• .. -.0762 .1392 -.2'l17 - .. 1625 -·.0550 -.1722 -·.0692 -.0440 ..;'.0786 -'.2835 -~6063 .1585 .1454 

17. .. ·3507 .0~84 --'4771 -.oots ·3591 -·.3503 -·.0247 ..;..1.110 ~1633 ·.0034 ·.1194 -.0816 -·0759 

18. .. ·4039 -.1168 -.12;6 .3505 .0259 -•1589 .0424 •1176 -•OU5 -·.0616 ~0873 -~0265 -.6228 

19. .-.23.22 .2296 .1097 -.6687 .• 0591 .0813 -•1014 ·1415 ~1420 -~1063 -~1613 .0240 .1110 

I 20. .1740 .0~10 -.0995 -·.0634 -.0244 -·0950 -•1664 •7024 .11.17 -•0708 -~1334 -.0818 -~0793 

'r 21. ·4750 -.0856 .0064 .19,79 .1021 •1129 -;,0060 •Q799 -~0986 .0111 -~1640 ~1260 -.5285 . 
E 22. .-.1~29 .2519 .0907 -·5758 .0859 ·1427 -•21.52 •0536 •0481 .0061 -~0207 -.3906 -.0054 
M 

-~1560 23~· . .0879 .1054 -.sa11 .0338 .2254 •0578 •1374 .0498 .0963 -~1033 ~0012 .41.04 
s 

24. .-.0023 .J604 -··3035 -·1523 -.-0056 -•t?:OS -•2753 -•0991 ·25.42 -.0087 -~1570 ~1265 .5308 

25. .0917 .... 3742 ~01.83 .0042 .0959 •0226 -.0874 •4386 -~0496 .,1744 ~0433 ~4872 -~2119 

26. . .6782 - •. 01)6 -.2287 .0046 .1253 .• 1210 -•1227 •2749 -.:0135 -.0716 ~0768 ~0122 -~0352 

27. .4987' .0004 -.0756 -.0484 -.·0761 •2275 -•0393 -.07.10', ~1299 -.0008 ~0774 ~3717 -.1884 

28. .6277 -.0~71 .0987 .2806' .0567 -··0019 - .• :2003 .11.97 -.0895 -.0395 -.·1685 ~0481 -.2201 
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.• 

1 2 . 4 5 6 7 tO 11 12 

. . 
29 ~01)9 .0159 .ta74 -.6626 -.OJ2J . ... 06.5.3 --0508 .1284 -.1666 .0808 .06t6 ... 0334 .11)0 

)0. .5:178 -.OGn .012.1 .2,5.1 
. 

.0447. -.1247 ~ •. )479 .0642 -.1012 -·148()' .0463 .1219 -.2655 

31. ·3367 .• 1875 - .• 1704 .1,87 -J560 ·-.,0);;1 -.1.6:63. .0492 -.2816 .2409 ·-.was ..OS41 -.2914 

32. .5674 -·0002 :-.0896 -.OJ,10 .21'8) .1:572 
. 

.05J4 ·27TI- .2042 -.0)68 .OJ 58 .0940· -.1863 

I l3· ·-.1519 ·-.)009 -.0622 .0814 .1,69 .0725 -.0124 ·1617 .1362 ·.-.OJ46 .1819. .0958 -.0096 
. 

f 34· -.1595 ·4075 - •. 2)07 
. 
~--4954 -.0440 -.1161 ·1179 -.0201 -.1294 ··.11)8 .0450 -.1102 ' .2042 

E ,, .. .1879 -.1284 -.2)56 .0918 .0652 ~.066J - .• 0824 .1684 -.0862 ·-.12)8 .0661 •. 1146 -~6795 

M 
. 

;J6. .05)9 .0205 -.1632 -.6)45 -.o:;s;,o ·-.0487. ·2418 .... J02J -.0766 .2107 -~o·;gs -.0327 . .1264 
s 

)7 • . -.):338 •.0082. -.1076 -.5029 .1213 ~.0822 .2717 -.0592 -.0095 -.1547 - .. 1148 .0272 .0303 

38· ' .0692 :....-270'J -.1655 .0138 .0839 -.0174 -·7404 -.1404 -.0155 -·.0960 -.1177 -.0711 '-.0818 

39. ..... 0995 .6837 .0014 -·1361 .0749 -.0297 .0672 ~-019'4·-.2354 .2~r'4 -.0048, .0015 .0793 

40. .. 1796 -.0894 -.1879 .0676 .81'37' .0084 -.0881 
. 
-.0933'-.1095 -.1073 .0781 .0905 ·-.0348 

41. .1896 -.0675 • 0290 
. . 

.0514 .0325 .1006 ·-.0765 .0568 -.0356 -.7950 -.0826 . .0045 -.0998 
' 42. -.2343· -.0285 ·-.0577 ....... 22$3 ·2857 .0051 -.0)18 .0046 -·5403 -·'3339 .2378 .0046·, -·0547 
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J l • ' < • i . ' ~ : ' ~ I ' 

10118,21 ,28,)0 given high l>OSitive leading. A simila.I· 

trend is evident in the ease of other :tac~ora. Por 
. ' 

example, 111 the fi:tth tutor, items· 15.33;35,41 gained 

either nesative loadinS or law positive loading after 

rotation, w~ile items· 1,s,17,,t,,2 aoqu:i.red high posit,;ive 

loadin.ga on the same factor. Of tbe previously nine hi&h 

positively ioaded iteiQs only items 9; 15,16 and 27 remain 

so in factor six. Factor seven shows only three high 

positively losled items. Only five of the seven items 

retain thetr previous ·high p~sition on the eighth factor. 

From the ten hi&h positive]Jr loaded items 1n factor 

ten only· three (5, · '1; '9), remain so·after rotation. With 

two more items (25. 36) being added to ·this group the 

number increases to five.· None 'ot the items which h&.d 

high poS1ii1ve loading on the elevel).th taotor remain same 

after rotation, •. I~ the twelfth ,:tactor items 6 ,24,30·,39 

ohange positi.on after rotation. ln the thirteenth f'aotor 

1 tems 25 ,26 ,29; 11.,40 ,42 which ha<i ~gh positive load1D8$ 

earlier have either become low in positive loading or 

negative after rotation. 

She . Int c:g-oorrelatioaal-Matt-11 2!1 Iatgllectupl. 
; ommitment . Scores . 

. . ~ . . 

'.llhe Intellectual Commitment Beale was formulated 

for this study. l!his being in its trial phase, -the raw 

scores were subjected to a correlational analysis~ ~able 

VI presents the inter-cor.relation matri~ for 19 items on 

the intellectual commitment scale. 



TABLE VI 

INfERCORRELATION MATRIX ON IN·rELLEa'.NlAL COMMITMENf SCALE 

I t E MS 

1 2 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

1. . . 
2. • to 
}. . .02 .14 

4· -.oo .05 .13 
5 I .; .• 01 .,08 ·23 -.02 

~ 

-.10 -.09 6. -.oo -.06 -04 .. 
7. • 21. .1J .14 .14 .• 02 .21 
a. .• 01 .04 -.05 ··22 .02 '.15· .OJ 

I g. .OJ .21 .11 -.oo .12 .12 .07 ·12 
1' 10., -·1·0 .07' ·12 .os .07 .09 .18 .18 .11 
E 11· .14 .01 .05 .13 .1.4 .09 .42 .14 .12 .16 
M 12. -.07 -·15 .02 -.07 .OJ .12 .07 -.oa .01 •. 07 -.09 
s 13. .02 -.oa -.16 --11 -.05 .16 -.01 .01 .06 -.1J -.02 

.... 
. ·27 

14. .18 ·34 .oe .02 .12 -.09 '.17 .10 .21 •. 15 ' .08 -.OJ -.12 . 
15. .01 • oo .•. 12 .02 -.04 .10 •. 22 .09 •. 01 "12 .02. .22 .02 -.08 
Hi. -.04 .06. .06 .11 ·13 .06 ·15 .10 .18 .16 .oo ·18 .14 .15 .11 

17. -.02 -.12 -.1J .01 .06 .15 -.05 -.OJ -.04 .oo .01 .02 .oo -.21 .10 -.19 
18. -.02 -.10 -.14 .25 .OJ -.01 -.04 ..• 17 .03 .01 .02 -.09 .02 -.12 -.04 .97 .08 
19. .02 .21 .17 -.oo ·13 -.02 .10 .04 .27 .09 -·13 .10 .01 .;.26 .07 .19 -.21 -.13 
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t 

.fhiS table show that onq few items are si&nifi

cant1y correlated with each o;her. One cluater of items 

emerge from correlation amolJ8 items 7, 8, 10, 11 (7, 10 = 
r .== .18; a, 10 ,= r = .ta; 7, .11 = r = .42; a, 11 = r = .14J 

10, 11 = r • ·16). In the second cluster items 9, 10, 12, 

14, 15, 16 correlate significantl7 with each other. In 

the third cluster significant correlation is found anong 

items, 6, 7, 1:ft 14, 15• fhe items 14 and 15 are common 

in the second and third clusters which imicates that 

these have common variaace. A fourth cluster .emerged from 

items 2, '' 4, 18, 19 (:5, 18 = r = .25; 2, 19 = r = .21; 

;,, 19 = r • .17). No other cluster is visible. ThiS 

indicates that the scale 40es not include items measUring 

co.mmon dimensions of intellectual commitment. · 

fhe int.ercorrelation matrix was· subjected· to· a· 

principal component $Olution. fable VII includes the 

factor loadiags and the eigen values of the obtained seven 

factora across 1' items. Results show that these seven 

factors explain about 58 per cent ot the variance. 11actor 
. 

I accounts tor the highest amount of variance, that is · 

about 18 pel\ cent.. fhe second factor explains 9 per cent 

of variance, the third 5 per cent aud th~ rest 7 per cent 

each. 



:CABLE VII 

FACTOR MATRIX OF INlELLECrtJAL CCM4IfMENr SCORES WitH ElGEN VAUJES 

FAQ'l' 0 R S 

1 .2 3 4. :;, M 6 7 r htt 

1 • .2141 -.0575 -.1507 ·4430. .-.)943 - •. 0849 ·'3373 
2. .4958 -·3512 - •. 0463 .0304 -.185.6 .0221 -.2268 
3· ·4226 -.0110 ~,0307 . .1174 .5528 .-.0098 .1556 
4· .2323 .t843 -.4791 --3252 .1833 -··3364 .1647 
5· ·3207 -.1074 - •. 0082. -.0714 .2870 .. 6352 .)988 
6. .0624 .5891 ..1230 •. 1480 -.25(40 .15.19 -·3402 
7. ·5356 ·3583 -.1285 ·4545 -.017.0 -.1987 .1210 

I a. .2781 .))21 -.2980 -.3762. -.1984 -.0501 -.2449 
T 9. ·4856 .0337 •. 1191 . - •. 1893 -.2520 ·4191 -.1.126 
E 10. ·4236 .2465 -.0875 - •. 1095 .)11,4 .,0587 -·3.853 
M 11 •. ·3524 .0193 -·4450 .J668 - •. 06~0 .1362 .2043 
s 12. .0463 ·3724 .6278 .0165 .,2048 -.0562 .1.792 

13· -.1153 -3672 .4611 -.0849 -·4109 .0411 ·3131 
14. ·5948 -.3233 -.0041 .0210 -.2686 -.0065 -.Q828 
15. .1899 .4201 •. 2144 .1911 ·3458 -.2454 - •. 1.389 
16. .4365 .2221 .2922 -.3965 - •. 0143 -.1247 .-2551 
17 .. -.3049 ·3431 -.1563 .1661 .1758 .5078 -.1546 
18. -.0975 .2865 - •. 4011 -.5252 -.0729 . .0495 .2877 
19. ·5139 -.2217 .4066 -.1692 - •. 0133 -.0147 -.0937 

Eigen 
Values 2.4975 1.8194 1l!6832 1.4083 1.3187 1.1287 1.1060 
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fable Vli indicates _that high .factor loading on the 

first factor emerge from items 1, 2, ), 4, ;, 7, a, 9, 10, 

11,, 14, 15, 16, 19. f!U) second sroup of factor loadiDgs 

come .from items 4 1 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18. 

~his indicates that itenis 4, 7, 8, 10, 15, 16 are common 

in fac-tors oae and two showing common tact or variance. 

l:Iigh loadings oa. the third tactor is found 11\ items 12, 13, 

15, 16, 19.· ~he fourth. factor shows hlgh positive.'lo~ing~ 

on items 1, 7, 11, 15, 17. The fifth factor has high 

positive loadings on items '' 4, 5, 10, 12, 15, 17• Item 

15 appears to be common to factors 3, 4 and ;. Evidence 

to high positive loadiqs on the $Uth factor is found 1n 

items 5, 9, 17. fhe seve11th factor shows high positive 

loading on items 1 ~ , .. 4; ;, .11, 12,. 1,, 16, 18,. 

A B.otatedHFactor-Matrix on Intellectual Commitmept Scores 

table VIII presents the rotated factor matriX of 
. . 

19 items of intellectual. commitment scores using a varimax 

solutton. It emerees from this table that the item 

loadings appearing 1n fable VII change substantially after 

rotation~ 

Items 4, 11, 15 which had high positive loadings 

on factor 1, assume negative loadings after rotation. 

Items 1• 5, 7 ha't'e ·low positive lo&dings in Table viii. as 

compared to their earlier loadings. Ou the second factor, 



fABLE VIII 

ROTA~ED FAC~OR MAfRIX OF INtELLECTUAL COMMITMBWT SCORES 

FA C 'J!ORS 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1. .1:;18 .5599 .0364 .1161 .0802 --0643 .2577 
2. .6}34 ' .0945 -.2155 .0424 .0127 .0081 -.0072 
3. .1683 .0890 -.0815 .0170 ·4378 .3652 -.4402 
4· -.0401 •. 1413 -.0964 -~6827 .2490 -.046'8 -.1899 
s. .1001 .0620 .0541 -.0108 .0937 .8593 .0183 
6. -.0280 .1391 .1738 .0174 -.6954 -.1309 -.1972 
7. ·1316 .7102 .0895 -.0554 -.0524 -,.0366 -·3948 
a. .2109 .0061 -.0459 -.5801 -·3401 -.1109 -.0933 

I 9. .5245 ,.0034 .1267 -.0918 -·3564 ·3324 .0411 
T 10. .2153 -.0629 -.1477 -.2241 -.2241 .1228 -.5655 
E 11. -.0423 .6910 -·1408 -.1900 -.1655 .2218 -.1061 
M 12, -.1251 ···.0744 .6547 .1929 -.0145 .0634 -·3482 
s 13· -.0851 .0519 .7074 .0450 -.2343 -.0662 .2525 

14. .6970 .2012 -.0768 .0005 .0568 .0296 .0381 
15. -.1065 .1065 .2003 .0480 -.0595 -.1171 -.6417 
16. .2968 -.0208 ·5579 -·3370 .0954 .1074 -.1710 
17. --4510 -.0336 -.1956 ~0929 -.4700 .. 3145 -.0642 
18 .. -~2306 -.0425 .0761, -.6953 -.0373 .1365 .2337 
19. .6172 -.1416 ·2389 .0889 .0997 .0862 -.1774 
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items _11 7~ 11, 14. show_ h~gh pos1~.1ve ~oad1ngs, instead 

of 1 t ems 4, 6 , 7, 8 1 1 0, 12, 13, t 5, 16, 17, 18 in the 

earlier ilable. High factor loa41ng on the third factor 

1s found iit all the previous items seen in fable V with 

the addition of .item 6. Items 1, 7, 11, 15, 17 which had 

high positive leading on the fourth factor show either 

low positive loading or nega-tive loading after rotation. 

Item 12 alone has high positive loading now, which earlier 

had low posi t1've loadi»g. 

Among the 1't ems which had high positive loadings 

in the fifth factor only it Ellis ' a114· 4 show ·siiailar loadings 

after rotation. Others ba:t'e either low or negat:Lve 

loadings. Items 5, 9, 17 which. had high positive loading 

on the sinh factor 1n fable .v have not changed after 

rotation. 1\vo other: items ' and 11 also show high positive 

lOadiDg o13, thiS factor after rotation. In the seventh 

taotor onl7 items 1, 1). 18 have retained their high .. ... .. ~ .. ~ . ... .. . . . 

positive load.ing. OthelB show ·either low positive loading 

or negative loading~ 

'he inter-correlation matrix for the total indepettdent, 

mediating and depe~~:t :rariabl~s is presented in. Table IX. 

Xn the set of independent variables the correlation 

between the nurturant .. taskmaster (ft) style and the 



TABLE IX. 

INTERCCRRELA'l'IOB MATRIX FOR INDEPENDENT,. MEDIATING AND DEPENDENT VARIABL.E5 

1 
. .. 

fl'l p- ms. m. . ACH. INT. cot. BACK. s:tG~ fN:r. ·PAST FUl • 
VAL. ENV. INF. · OTH. COM. ACH. ASP. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ·11· 12 13 

A 1· 1.00 
NT 2. ..02 1.00 
l? 3· -.32 .62 1•00 
PERS. 4· -.04 - •. 01 -•04 . 1.;00 
VAL. 5· • ot .07 .-12 ·33 1~00 

A.OH. VAL. 6. -~03 .15 .11 -•07 -~01 1-.-oo 
IN'l'. 7. -.07 .15 -.17 ·47 ·49 -·10 1.00 .. 
COL.ENV. a. .... 10 .24 .27 .;10 ~32 .28 .18 1.00 

BACK. INF. 9 • -.10 .19 •11 .04 -.09 ~03· .06 .06 1.00 
SIG.OrH. 10. -•07 .28 .12 .10 .12 .14 .10 •22 •18 1.00 
INT.OOM. 11. .14 .24 .11 .23 ·37' -:21 .27 •28 .07 ~27 1.~00 

PAST. AOH.12. .10. .07 
, -.os .09 -.02 ;.06 .oa ~•09 .15 •25 .09 1.00 

FU:!•ASJ?. 13· -.05 .oa .o:; -.06 -.07 •22 -.01 .04 -.04 .16 -.04 .19 1.00 
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participative st,·le (P) is found to be positive and 

significant· (r = · .62 L .01) •' fhe correlation, between, 

Authoritarian 'and Nurturant ... 7Jaskmaster Style 1e very 

low (r = .02 ') .05) and AuthorJ;tarian and Participative 

style is negative and s1gnitioant (r • ..... ,2 L .01 ). ' 

!his indicates that a very high relationship exists 

between Nurturant faskmaster and Participative styles., 

but almost no or a ver7 ins1gnificant relationship is 

toum between Authoritarian and Burturant faskmaster •. 

1'he Authoritarian and Pa:rticipative styles seem to 

correlate negatively with each othe.r1 implying that these 

two have separate orientations. 

the correlations between the three pereei:ved. styles 

of leadership aQd personality characteristics of students 

are consistently insignificant (r = •.04; r = .01; r = -·04. 

respectively). 

1'he Authoritarian and .Nurturant .. Taskmaster styles 

correlate 1Ds1p!fioantly with values (r = .01; r = .07 

respectively). fbe Participative style has positive corre

lation with values (r = ·12) but it is not significant. 

The correlation between BUrturant - taskmaster style 

and Achievement values and between the Participative .style 

and Achievement values· is positive though not significant 

Cr = .15; r = .11 respecti.vely). An 1ns1gn1ficant correlat

j.Qn (r = •.0,) is seen between the Authoritarian style and 

Achievement values. 



Similar correlations are foulXl when the mediating 

variable i lnteres~ • 1s · ~aken into account.. The correlation 
: i ~ , 

Of Participative style and interest, however, Seem to be 

significant (r ~ •11 L .os}. ·Results indicate that 

influence between the three perceived styles of teachers 

do not interaet with the personality, value orientation, 

achie-vement values and interest ot the stUdents, e.zoept 

1n tbe.case.of the-participative style. AU. the three 

styles of leadership correlate with the college enVironment 

positively~ 71be correlation between the AuthOritarian 

style an4 college enViromuent is not significant (r a .10), 

but the correlation of Burtura:nt Taskmaster style and 

Participative style with college e:nvironment are sipif'icant 

at 1 per cH~l11; level (r = .24; x- a .27 respeolivelJ')• It is 

evide.nt from this that the Authoritarian style of teaoher 

interaction as perceived by the students does not· ha,ve azv 
significant influence on •he college environment, whereas 

the o'ther two ·interact with college environment .and do 

influence it positively• 

· fhe Wurtura.nt faslanaster Style correlates with the 

'ba.okgro un4 information stp1:f'1cantly (r = ·19 L• 05), but 

not theAutboritartan style (r.:; -.10) and the participative 

style {r = •11 ) • n1e points out the important role of 

background intormat10l'l 1n preparing the students to look 

forward ·and accept the w style of leadership 'lat.er in 
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their wor~ env.Lro~ent • fhe Authoritarian and the 

Participative styles of leadership dQ not .show any signi

fioani correlation witb. the s1gni£1can:~ other image 

(r = -.07; r - .,1a respecti~el,f); but again, the Nurturant 

faskmaster style does significantly' correlate with this 

variable (:r = .28 L•01) t.n<U.cating the importance of 

Jarental intlueaoe on the acceptance ot the teacher•s. 

style. 

A look at the correlations betwee~ sets of 

independent and 4epement ya:riables indicates that onl7 

th~ Nurturant ~asklnaster s·tyle has a posit.1:ve am sipi

ficant correlation with the intellectual commitment of 

student$ .(r = .. 24 L•01 ). ·. fhe other two styles show 

positive but insipiticant relationship (r = .14; r = .11 

respectively}. ~his 1S in support o~ the assumption that 

Nurturant faskmaater style helps increase the coD,lDlittnent of 

students because of the leader's mixed attitude of affect

ion anti hard tasll:master. fhe Authoritarian style may 

result in better performance but not in better commitment. 

Sim$.larl.7, the participative style ma7 create a very 

congeni~ atmosphere for its students. but. because of lack 

of importance 1;o work. is of little help 1n creating and 

sustaining coamitaent. 

!he table shows that the relationship ot the three 

styles with the past achievement of the stUdents is almost 
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nil (r = .10, .07, -.05 ·respectively). This iS not in the 

expected direction in that the achievement of students does 

make them more fit for the acceptance of one or the other 

.style of teacher ·interaction, but for the teachers and 

environment variables at schoolS and colleges which var1 

widely. The three styles of leadership do not have any 

significant relationship with fUture aspiration variable 

' as well. One speculates, though,· that the commitment 

generated b7 the Nurturant Taskmaster style should produce 

high future aspirations among the students. To this extent, 

the resu.J.ts are contraey to the expect.ation, either because 

of unoertaint7 for future in student • s own minds or lack 

of an appropriate measure. 

, Results of Stef:ise Resression Anal:ysis ·Using Independent 
,and. MediatiM. ariables · 

Ta')Jle X includes the Regression Coefficient am 
the Multiple R for Intellectual Commitment, past achieve

ment and future aspiration using Authoritarian style as 

one predictor and this style in combination with different 

mediating variables as predictors~ 
' 

It emerges from the stepwise regression analysis that 

the Authoritarian style can predict Intellectual Commitment 

to the level Of .14, that iS, 2 per cent alone~ Similarly, 

it can predict Past Achievement to the level o'f .1 o, that 



:r:AJ3LE X 

STEPWISE R:OORESSION AliALYSIS USING INDEPENDENr. MEDIA·l'ING AND DEPENDENT VARIABlES 

INDEPENDEN'f 
V.ARIABLJ!.S 

Authoritarian 
style 

. 
Authoritarian 
Style 
Personality 

Authoritarian 
Style 
Personality 
Values 

Author it aria.n· 
Style 
Personality 
Values 
Achievement 
Values · 

'· 

' 

REGRESSION OOEFFICIENfS. MUL'l'I:PLE R 
Intellect"ual Past Future Intellectual l?ast Future· 
Commitment Achievement Aspiration Commitment Achievement Aspiration 

.1469 .·0168. 
·27 .14 

·1572 .0099 

" 
·1403 .0170 
.0845 .0120 .41 .15 -
·4594 -.0131 

• 

.1467 .0173 -.0159 

.0954 .0125 -.0065 

·4564 -.0132 -.0305 ·41 .16 .2:,5 

.5266 .0246 .1775. 
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1!ABLE X - eontd •.. 

SrEJ?WISE .REGRESSION ANALYSIS USI]'B INDEPENDENT·, MEDIATIW AND DEPENDENT VARIABLES 

R:EnRESSION COEFFICIENTS INDEPENDmrl! 
VARIA.BLE3 Intellectual ·Past Future 

Commitment · Achievement Aspiration 

Authoritarian 
Style 
Per$onality 
Values 

.1537 
•. 0691 

-3946 
Achievement Values . ·5462 
Interest .4824 

Authorita;rian 
Styl~ .• 1435 
Personality .0695 
Values ·3561 
Achievement Values •4799 
Interest .4493 
College Environ-
ment .• 0747 

.• 0183 

.0085 
-.,0225 

.0276 
.• 0724 

.• 0208 
.0084 
~-0132 

.0435 

.0804 

.-.0179 

-.0141 
- •. 013.0 

-.0458 
.1824 
.1194 

-.0142 
-.,0130 
-.0400 

., 1819 

.1192 

.0005 
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Inte.llectual 
Oomm.itment 

•. 48 

.49 

WL'l'IPLE R 
Past · Fliture -
Ac~evement Aspiration 

.18 .24 

~22 .24 



fABLE X - concld. 

S1lEPNISE REGRJ!.SSION ANALYSIS USING INDEPENDEN1'. .MEDIATING AND DEPENDElff VARIABLES 

INDEPENDENt 
VARIABLES 

REGR~SION OOEFFICIEMS 
In-&ellectual Past. Future 
Comr.u.i·tment. Achievement Aspiration 

Authoritarian 
Style -1524 .0233 - •. 0165 
Personality .Q675 .0079 -.0125 
Values .]805 -.0064. -.0523 
Achievement Values •4788 .0432: .1822 
Interest ·4056 .0681 .1"304 
College Environment .0671 -.0201 .0025 
Background Variables .• 1956 .0550 -.0501 

Authoritarian 
Style .1639 .0259 -.0129 
Personality .0605 .0063 -.0147 

.• 
Values .3664 - •. 0096 -.0567 
Achievement Values .4,ea .0)40 .1.697 

Interest .J990 .0666 ·~1283 
College Environment .0433 -.0255 -.0049 
Background Variables .1327 .0405 -.0698 
Significant Others .1813 .0417 •. 0568 
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MULTIPLE R. 
Intellectual · Past Future 
Commitment Achie-vement Aspiration 

·49 .27 .25 

-52 ·37 .29 
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is, 1 per cent. Positive weights on the variable, though, 

iDdicates that the style is a mean; ngful indicat,or, even

thGugh this st7le alone cannot pr$d1ot the Intellectual 

Commitment, past. achievement and future aspiration of the 

stUdents. B7 intrC>ducing the personality variable int'O 

the regression equation alonswith the Authoritarian style, 

the level of prediction increases considerably in relation 

to inteJ.lectual commitment ( R' - ·14 to R = -.27), that .is, 

from 2 per cent to 1 per cent. 1-'he inCrease is not 

proportionate in the case of past achievement, only 

1 per cent increase is evi-dent with the personallt7 variable 

and nothing happens 1D the case of future aspirations • 

.A further 1nc1uaien of values to Authoritarian style 
& ... ' ·~ ~ • ' ' 

and personality, increases prediction to 18 per cent in 

the case of intellectual commitment. Addition of another 

variable, achievement values ilttreases the prediction to 

22 per cent. . Interest increases it to further 1 per cent 
. . .. . ~ . ~ ~ 

·and so does college envirouent• Background information 

does not make atJ.7 ditterenoe~ fhe increase is again 

evident with the sipiflc:uaat other image.. All the 

variables taken together can predict appro.x.tmate.l7 

27 per cent of the variance 1n intellectual oommi:tunent • 

Ot course, the inclusion ot mediating variables results 

iD,to a sipif'ic ant increase from t he earlier pred.iot ion ot 

2 per oent us~ Authoritarian style alone. 
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A simi.lar trend is visible in the prediction of 

past achievement and future aspirations. The level ot 

prediCtiOJt goes On iacreasittg with the addition Of 
. ' 

Yariables, till the prediction from the total variables 

in the case ot past achievement is 14 per cent and tor 

tutul;"e aspi~ation it 1s a per cent. This shows that 

intellectual commitment can be predicted b7 using 

Authoritarian style alongwith other mecU.atinS variables, · 

but the ex'Qent of predictive efficiency is very low for 

past achieV'ement and future aspiration. 

!he Regression Coefficients and the Multiple R. 

for Intelleotual Commitment, P.ast AchieV'ement am Future 
' 

Aspirations using BUrturant ~askmaster style as one 

predicto.r and this style in combination with different 

mediat1Dg variables as predictors is given in Table XI. 

fhe Nurturant Taskmaster style predicts Intellectual 

Commi1unent to the level ot •. 24 that is, 6 per c:ent, and 
' 
p~t achievement and future ~p-iration to the level of 

.07, that ~a, about 1 per cent. It is i~teresti~ to 

note that while the level of pred.iction 'ot intellectual 

commitment goes on incre~sing significantly with the . 

addition !i>f the media.ting variables,· the level ot predict

ion ·Of past achievement and future aspiration of the 

students does not increase to the same level. The result 



TABlE XI 

STEPWISE REGRESSION ANALYSIS USING INDEPENDENT, MEDIATING AND DEPENDEN'l VARIABLES 

INDEPENDENl AND . Rl!nRESSIOll COEFFICIENrS 
MEDIATING fntelleotual Past . FUture 
VARI.ABiLE3 Commitment Achievement Aspiration 

Nurturant Task
master Style 

Nurturant 'rasa
master Style 
Personal.ity 

Nurturant Task
master style 
Personality 
Values 

Nttrturant Task-
master Style 
Personality 
Values 
Achievem mt VaJ.ues 

.2785 

.2806 

.1548 

.2542 

.0854 
·438~ 

.2213 

.0939 
·4395 
-4527 

.01:39 

.0095 

.0147' 

.0118 
-.0140 

.0345 
-.0143 

.0240 
-.0057 
-.0333 

.1716 
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MULTIPLE R 
Intellectual Past FUture 
Commitment . Achi~ement Aspiration 

.24 .oa 

.10 

.13 

.48 .24 



rABLE XI - Contd •. 

STEPWISE REGRESSION ANALYSIS USING INDEP.ENDENT, MEDIATING AND DEPEND:SNF VARIABLES 

INDEPENDENT AND RJDRBSSION COEFFICIENtS 
MEDIATING · Intellec·tual. Past Future 
VARIABLES Connnitment Achieveme~t ASpiration 

Nurturant 1-"ask-
master Style .2111 • .0197 
Personality •. 0795 ;....0118 

Values •. 4073 -.0469 
Achievement Values . .4660 . .• 1;772 
Interest .2604 •. 1100 

d ..... 
Nurturant Task-
master Style .1947 .0158 .0207 
Personality .0790 .0091 -.0118 
Values .3742 .•. 0115 -.0450 
Achievement Values .4164 .0368 .1801. 
Interest .2486 •. 0601 .1107 
College Environ-
ment .0627 -.0180 .:..0037 

- 112 .... 

. . . . MULTIPLE R 
Iiitel.lectual Past· . 
Commitment · Achievement 

.49 

,_ .,., 

.49 .20 
" 

Future 
Aspiration 

.24 

.24 



~ABLE ~ - concld. 

S:rEPWISE RWRESSION ANALYSIS USING INDE;FENDEm. MEDIAl'ING AND DEPEND:aNT VARIABLES 

INDEPEND:tNT AND 
MEDIATING 
VARIABLES 

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS . 
Intellectual Past · Future 
Oommi.tment · . Achievement Aspiration 

Nurturant fask
master S·t;yle 

Personality 
Values 

.1848 

.0773 

.3865 
Achievement Values .4170 
Interest .2306 
College Environment • 0605 
Background VariablES .1 026 

Nurturant Task
master Style 
Personality 
Values 

.1489 

.. 0696 

.3742 
Achievement Values .3742 
Interes·t '•2445 
College Environment .0471 
Background Variables .0622 
Significant Others ·1438 

.0113 

.0084 
-.0060 

.0370 

.0520 
-.0190 

.0462 

.•. 0014 . 
.0063 

-.,0094 
- •. 0094 
·.0559 

-.,0226 

.0350 

.0397 

.0260 

-·0109 
- •. 0515 

.1.798 
.• 1203 

-.0026 
-.0548 

.0122 
-.0139 
.,...0563 
-.0563 

.1256 
-e:0077 
-.0704 

.0555 
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MUL'l'IPU! R 
Intellectual . Pa.S't · 
Commitment . Achievement 

.24 

e:51 

FUture 
Aspiration 

.25 
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is, therefore, while the level of prediction of intellect

ual eOIDDlitment reaches to .• 51, that is 27 per cent with 

the style combined with all the mediating variables, the 

.level of prediction of past achievement 1S .37, that is, 

14 per cent and that of future a$piration is .29, that 

"ia, a per cent only. 

One very interesting phenomenon, which is noticea

ble in this connection is that while there is a lot of 

difference in the prediction of the intellectual commit

me~t from the Authoritarian and IUrturant Taskmaster 

styles taken separately, their combination with the 

mediating variables puts them to the same level of predict

io~ that is, 27 per cent. 

fhe Regression Coefficients and the Multiple R for 

Intellectual Commitment, Past Achievement, Future .Aspir~t

ions usiDg Partie ipative style as one predictor and the . ~ . . .. .. 

style in combination with different mEdiating variables 

as predictors is given in i'able XII .. 

fhe participative style seems to predict intellect• 

ual commitment to the level Qf .11. that is, 1 per cent 

·Only.. Its level of prediction ot past achievement and 

intellectual commitment is negligible. Its combination 

with the personality variable increases it to the level of 

.. 26, that is• 7 J>er cent in the case of intellectual commit

ment. An increase of 1 per cent is also visible in the 



~ABLE XII 

STEFVliSE REGRESSION ANALYSIS USING I~EPENDENT, MEDIATING AND DEIENDEN'l' VARIABLES 

INDEPEIIDEft 
AND MEDIAT~ 
1• VARIABLES 

. Particip ati. ve 
Style 

Participative 
Style 
Personality 

Participative 
Style 
Personality 
Values 

Participative 
Style 
Personality 
Values 

_ RIDRESSIO.N' COEFFICIENl'S 
In·tel1ectual Past Future 
Commitment Achievement Aspiration 

.1346 
-1569 

.. 0870 
' ' 

_,0850 
·~4477 

~0613 

.0939 
·4498 

-.0091 
.009·3 

•. 0079 
-.0056 
-~0324 

Achievement Values .5036 ~1769 
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MULTIPLE R 
intellectual Past Future 
Commitment Achievement ASpiration 

.11 

.26 .10 

·45 - .23 



fABLE XII -contd. 

STE.PNISE REGRESSION ANALYSIS USING INDEPENDENl' • MEDIATING AND DEPENDEN:e VARIABLES 

I NDEPE.NDENr REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
- AND MEDIAT

ING VARI.ABL:ES 
Intellectual Past Future 
Commitment Achievement Aspira·tion 

Participative 
Style 
Personality 
Values 
Achievement Values 
Interest 

Parti cip ati ve 
Style 
Personality 
Values 
Achievement. Values 
Interest 
College Environ-
ment 

.0453 

.0721 
·4040 
-.5224 
.)823 

.0194 

.0701 

.)605. 
·4534 
.3712 

.0861 

.0027 
-.0126 
-.0471 

·1828 
.1227 

.00)2 
-.0126 
-.0464 

.1840 

.1228 

-.0014 
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· MUL'l'IPLE R 
Intel.lectual. Past 
Commitment Achievement 

-

•.47 

Future 
Aspiration 

.24 



fABLE XII - ooncld. 

S~El'WISE REGRESSION ANALYSIS USING INDEPENDEN.l t MEDIAtiNG AND DEPENDENT VARIA:BI.ES 

INDEPENDENT' 
AND MEDIA!
ING VARIABLES 

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
!11tellectua1 Past · Future 
Commitment Achievement Aspiration 

Partioipat:i W: 
style .0118 -.0104 .0054 
~ersonality .0677 .0067 -.0119 
Values ·3806 -.0062 -.0524 
Achievement Values ·4820 •. 0403 .1844 
Interest ·3383 .0671 •. 1;,26 
College Env1.ronment .0818 -.01:59 -.0002 
Background Variab-
lea .1598 .0515 -.0473 

Part.icipative 
Style .0019 - .. 01~8 .0020 
Personality ~0601 .0049 -.0144 
Values .)675 -.0094 -.0568 
Achievement Values .4137 .0312 .1714 
Interest ·3356 .0664 ·1316 
Collese Environment .0623 -.0205 -.0068 
Background Variab-
las .1000 .0373 -.0675 
Significant Others ·1702 .0405 r0575 
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. . MULfiPLE R, 
fiitellectuaJ. · Past · Future 
Commitment Achievement .Aspiration 

·41 .24 .25 

.so ·'4 .29 
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prediction ot 'past achievement and tu~ure aspiration. 

fhe combination ot the participative style w1ih 

the other mEdiating variables like personality, values; 

person.alit7t. values and achievement values·; personalitr~ 

values, achievement vall;les and 1nt3'rest and so on till 
it is combined with personality. vat ues. achievement 

values, interest, ·college envirotimen·tl b&ekfP.'"Ound intor• 

uiation and significant other image, gradually goes on 

ino.reas1ng . the prediction level of Intellectual Commi1unent 

till it reaches the level of .50, that ia, 25 per cent 

predict ion, close to prediction made \t7 Aut.hOfi tarian and 

lturturant faskmaster ·styles in c<msbina·tion with the same 

mediating variables. fbe maximwl level of· predict dn b. 

the case of past achievement is .,4, that is, 12 per cent 

and in the case of future aspiration. it is .29, that ts. 

8 per cent~ 

1'he doJU..'nant style ot· teachers as ·perceived by . 
Students as well aS 'teachers themselves is 1n~ u4ed in 

fable XIII. 

It is eViden-t trom this table that· out of·129 · 
. . 

stUdents. who have given the names of their favourite 

teachers trom the college staff, about 86 students hold 

the Nurt~ant ·raskmaster style as the most effecti \'8 

teacher style. ~his means that almost 67 per cent students 



Teachers 

1 

2 ., 
4 

5 

6 

1 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 
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fABLE XIII 

PERCEPTION OF EFFEOfiVE TEACHER Si'YLE BY 
fliE STUDMS AND TEACHERS THEMSELVES 

Perception of style by students Self-perception 
ot style by 
teachers 

A p Total 

- 11 ' 14 !f.r 

- 5 1 6 .Nf 

2 2 H 

2 5 . 7 p 

3 - ' NT 

- 2 1 .) . .NT 

- 2 •2 4 NT 

1 - 1 p 

1 . 1 ·Nf 

·- , 1 ... 1 N·l' 

- 1 2 ' NT 

1· - - 1 IT 

- 3 2 5 p 

1 - 1 NT 

- 1 - '1 Bl' 

·- 1 1 B.l! 

' ' ft 

' 9 12 e 

- 1 1 Nl 
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TABLE Xlii - oonol.d. 

PERCEPfiON OF EFFECTIVE TEACHER STYLE BY 
THE STUDENTS AND TEACHERS THEMSELVES 

~eachers Perception of style by stUdents 

Nf p Total 

20 .. 3 3 

21 .. 1 - 1 

22 ' 1 4 

2.3 - 6 1 7 

.24 .... 1 1 

25 1 1 1 ' 26 1 4 1 6 

27 - 1 ... 1 

28 - 1· 1 

29 ..... , - 1 1 

.30 1 11 5 17 

- 31 
! 

1 1 2· ·-
'32 - 1 1 

')3 1 1 2· 

~4 4 1 5· 

35 - 1 -
36 1 -
37 - 1' .... 

38 4· '~ - -
Total 8 86 35 p == 7, 

Self-perception 
of style by 
teachers 

In' 

~ 

NT 

N:r 

p 

p 

m 
NT 

NT 

m 
N1.1 

NT 

Nf 

Nf 

Nf 

p 

N'1! 

ft 

IT 

ft = 31 
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seem to have chosen teacher.s whom they p~roeive as 

functioniq in .Nurtura.nt Taskmaster style. About 27 

per eent students h$ve.men:tioneci ·teaohers. whose s:t;yle 
' 

the,y perceive as participative. Only 6 per cent seem 

to favour the Authoritarian style of teachers as 

$ffect;1ve. ~his shows that the majority ot the students 

find the .Nur'Clura.nt llaekmaster _style as the most effective 
. , 

style of teacher interaction. i'he stucient• s perc.eption 

corraborates with th.e selt•perception ot tbe teachers 

in tha.t those who have been mentioned b7 most of the 

students .as havi!ag the Ifurturant • faskmasters style have 

also perceived themselves as :fu.nct1oniDg in thie style; 

so much so that 31 teachers, that is, almost 82 peJ- oeut 

teachers perceive themselves as N\ll"turant Tasknuster, 

while onlT 18 pex- cent perceive themsel vea as Participative. 
. ' 

l'his 1llustr~ted the congruenQE! between the percept ion ot 
,. 

the st7le by the stndents and the actual style of the 

teachers ae perceived bY them~ 



OB.A.PrER - V 

l!l!Sl!l!!1.2.1 



~HE. LE.Al)ERSHIP STYLE . QUESTIO.INAIRE 

.Results of the factor-analysis of the Leadership 

Style items il'.d.icate that the scale JGeasures ajout 

thirteen factors relating to the tlr ee styles ot leader

ship - Author! tar ian, Hurturant .... faskmast er and 

Part1c1pative. 

fhe thirteen factors represent the charaoteristic 

dimensions a]Dng which styles ma,y compare aDd differ .• 

The items that are found PQSit1v.ely loaded on the first 

factor (Table IV am V) and which alSo show h1gl\ correlat• 

ions amo.ng each other (fable III) seem to J:ocus on the 

level of friendliness aDd cooperation shown by the teacher 

toward his stua.ents. ':his indicates that 1>aaic human 

values, acceptance, olQse mixing ere .important in leader• 

ship styles in the college context. In terms of Sir1ba•a 

oharaoteris,ation some of these items measure the ~turant 

Taskmaster style of leadership, and. some the partio.ipative 

style. These two styles seem to have quite a few common 

characte:ristios ar.ising out of the participative :require• 

ments or perceptions and these combine Lnto the form of 

one factor. rhis factor may, therefore, be labelled as 

acceptance• 

- 122 ... 
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flle second f.actor measures just the opposite 

charaot·eristio ot that measured by the first factor. It 

portrays the teacher as a strict disciplinarian in 

con.trast to the cooperative and friendly nature of the 

f.ir~t type. The dominant charac-teristic measured by the 

items Oft which it loads heavily is that of an authoritarian 

leader. fhis, requires compliance end obedience on tb:e 

part of students and emphatd.1es the need of taS)t oomplet• 

ion• 1'his might be called the conform1t1 factor. 

fhe third set of items which have high positive 

loadinss on the next factor measure the love and affect• · 

ionate attitude of the teacher with high preference for 

the completj.on ot the task. In Sillha • s clase1ficatio11 

these items seem to. measure only one ohara.cteriatic ot 

the DUl"i:urant-taskmaster style of leadership as different

iated from the participative style. fo the extent it 

happens• the lead.er becomes task..-orientea.. 

fbe tourth factor also emerges from items havi~~g a 

high preference for the task and task· alone• :a;owever, these 

items combine common characteristics of authoritarian and 

lurturant-~aakmSJter styles. The task is important to 

both typee ·ot leaders and relationship with students 

seems to bt:: accepted through task ,itself. 

· fhe fifth characteristic measured by the scale, 
' 

emphasizes the clear-concept of the task given by the 
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teacher to the student for the ulllierstanding of which 

communication is encouraged. .This factor differentiates 

task preference o.f the Nurturant faskmaster from that of 

the Authoritarian teacher, suggestiq that inspite of the 

higher . emphasis on task the teachers working on the basis 

of these two styles do not adopt conunon tactics and· 

channels of interaction. 

The items which correlate with each other to 
. 

measure the sixth factor indicate the teacher's charaot·er-

istic of getting the students involved in their work. 

Evidently, these items ·measure the involvement character• 

istic of the Nurturant 'laskmaster style, which comes more 

because of the nurturant role of the teacher rather than 

his tae~-orientat1on. rhi~ finding is somewhat unexpected 

in the sense that it should have also had a po$1t1ve 

loading on pari1cipat1ve style; ~ut it does not, ibdicat• 

ing cul~ural. factor. 

'!he seventh factor measures the positive attitude · 

of the teachers toward the students, in geitins. the task 

completed. Positive attitude here indicateS an understand• 

il'lg on the part ot the teacher towards his students. 

encourag.ing them to participate in all sorts of activities, 

like, participation 1n class, interaction with the teacher 

and so on. As expected this weighs posit~vely on nurturant 

roles and participative attitudes of teachers, which should 
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generate and austaia student involvement in class as well 

as outsicle claes &'Ctivities. 

Items having hiSh loadings on the eighth tactor 

indicate that th1S factor focusses on the teaoher'e 

po.sitive image of students; which here appears to be one 

of respect aDd understanding. !his counts more on 

participative characteristics and to a lesser degree on 

nurturant style. 

!he ninth i'actor rests on authority as bast and 

measures unfavourable attitude of the teacher towtml his 

students. · fhis indicates that the teacher does not have 
a poeitive image of his studen .. and has the feeling that 

the students will not work unlese the7 are forced to work 

and a CJ()nstant vigilance is required in getting the work 

done. As expected thla COllnts heavil7 oa items measuritlg 

the autho~itar1an·style • 
. 

fhe tenth :tao tor indio a.tes pl'"eterence tor task 

.completion wi'th good gUidance frotn the teacher, impl)"ing 

a nurturant taskmaster oharac'teriza·U.on. lf students can 

ha"f'e good 'relationship with the teacher, cq obtain proper 

and timely guidance., th.e taak...or1entat1on w1U generate. 

~he eleventh taotor measures a s-trange comb1nat10il 

of ~iendllness and a lootness on the side of the teacher 
' . 

. 1n his interaction with the students. ~he. teacher is 
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heJ.pfUl -when required but also believes 1n non-interference .... 

e. mix of sympathY and empatey depending on the insight and 

understanding ot the teacher hJJnself. 

-fhe · 1 tems contributing to the twelfth factor measure 

the teacher • s false a ease of superiority, who feels t!lat 

if stUdents are allowed to mix with the teacher, they will 

start taking undue advan:ta,Et and delay the oomplet ion of 

the task. This ,draws on the authoritarian cba.racteristica 

and preference .for maintaining a social and psychological 

distance. 

1'he thirteenth and the last factor measures the high 

banded w~q ill which the teacher treats the students, 

tolerating no interference and driving the~ harshly to 

finish the taslc. fhiS is purely authoritarian faotor,. 

which overlookS -the human relationship dimension eompletel7• 

· It emerges from factor ualysie ot the items of the 

leadership style ec ale• that one item has potential to 

measure more than one dimension of leader behavio tr. and 

be1flg grouped with more ·than one style. Same items are 

found to be in clusters of authoritarian, nur'fnarant

taskmaster atAd participative styles. · HO'Wever, common 

group.ing seems to be more in the ca~e ot nur·tu.rant task

master and participative styles and less in the case of 

authoritarian and participative style. This is also toum 
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in the correlational analysis (Table IX) in which autho

ritarian and nurturant taskmaster styles show negligible 

relationship (r = .02). A negative but significant 

· correla·tion (r = .)2, PL·01) is seen between authoritarian 

and partioipati ve styles.. HoweVer, a highly significant 

positive correlation (r = .62, p L·01) is found between 

the nurturant taskmaster and participative styles. These 

findings support the earlier findings (Sinha 1977, Sinha 

and Chowdbary 1979). Sil:ma and Chowdhary showed that 

inspite of the high correlation, the nurturant taskmaster 

and the participative styles are associated with distinctly 

different patterns of perception of the units and 

subord ina:t ~s. 

The Intellggtua1-Commitment Questiomaire 

Results of tbe factor-analysis (Table VII and VIII) 

of the intellectual-commitment scale indicate that the 

scale iS measuriDg about seven factors related to the 

intellectual commitment of college students. 

~he first factor is based on items measuring the 

importance attached by the stUdent to his studies, which 
/ " 

form the most important part of his life. Evidently. a 

higher importance attached to study ia the crux of the 

definition of intellectual commitment. 
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1:he second :taetor has it~.ms that indicate the 

student "s intellectual expectations from the college 

environment. To be doing high academically involved 

studies.- a congenial and permissive environment 1s 

needed, since.it becomes· an importiYt mode of reinforcing 
. 

involvement. 

:fhe high poeit1ve loa4ings of the items measuring 

·the third factor ind1ca:te'the negative attitude of the 

student toward hiS studies, the little 1mports.nce he 

attaches to it and tho very little time he keeps tor it~ 

This oha.raoter1~ea the ls..rge number of students who do 
. ' 

not perceive oollege as a challenging experience and 

are not enthusiastic about .it. 

i'he fourth factor measures the anxiety in the 

student and hiS con.cern for do.:i.ng well in the college .. 

This emerges from high competition in Jobs in the 

society, in which academic performance is used as a 

screening device. 

fhe fifth and eixth taotor itens show the studenth 

deep involv·emeat with his intellectual life, ana. his 

strong interest toward activities related to studies. J. 

little different is the seventh and the last factor which 
' 

measures the student • s preference for studies and college 

related activities. 
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Overall, t.he intellectual. commitment scale weighs 

heavilY on items measuring student's emphasis on academic 

activities. In a w~ the items in the intellectual 

commitment questionnaire, thus, seem to measure characte:o

tstios. which fall close to job involvement as it is 

defined by Vroom (1962), launce (1959)· and Maurer (1969) 

who· described job involvemEnt as the degree to which en 

individ ua.l' s woxolt is 1Jnportan t to him.. fhe items 1n 

general emphasize oommitment aa a stable perso.nality 

characteristic but whether t.hey indicate its dependence 

on the situational. variables ia not very clear. fhe 

regresSion analysis of results using specitio leadership 

style~ as predictors offers important insigh~s. 

fhe hypothesis I explores the posaibilitl' of the 

prediction of intellectual commitment of college students 

based on a knowledge of their preference for a particular 

tacult.J leadership style. Results ot a correlational 

analysis (Table XX) indicate that all the three styles sre 

positivelJr correlated with intellectual COmtllitment. 

However, it iS only the nurturant-taskmaster style which 

has significant correlation with ihtellectualtoomm1tment. 

The correlation of the authoritarian style with the 

intellectual commitment is not s1giu.f1cant (r = .14. PL•05} 
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though it seems to have high positive correlation. This 

result, th.erefore, does not support the findiDBS of 
' < 

Ganguli (1964)., Meade (1967) am Pestonjee and Singh (1973) 

wno.se fiDdiDgs illustrate the effectiveness of the autho

ritarian st7le over the democratic style. However, ft 

supports several other previous findings; like that of 

Sinha and Sinha ( 1977) who founi the authoritarian leader 

to .be ineftective because oZ his self-orientation and 

· demand of loyalty, unconditional submissiveness and full 

co.mpl:Lance from his subordinates. However, the present 
' • f 

results do not show a negative correlation between the 

authoritarian style and intellectual commitment. This 

might be because through their task orientation even · 
' . . 

authoritarian teachers help students 1D completing the 

task. fhe mere pleasure of success may create and 

repeatedly reinforce a positive commitment in the student 

towards etud1es; thoqh this mat not be a ign11'1cantly 

related to the teacher's style ot functioning. ~hiS points 

out the poss1b1lity that the authoritarian style does 

create a positive commitment in the students, but. nEteds 
' 

further probing since the relationship is not very clear • 

. The highly significant correlation between the. 

nurturant taskmaster style and the int-ellectual commitment 

of students is in the predicted direction (r = .24, PL•01). 



:rhis is also consistent with. the earlier findings (Sinha 

and--SiD.ha, 1977) 1 who predicted the effectiveness .of this 

style in the Indian context over and above other styles 

of leadership. ·It alsG· supports the psychological view

point that commitment, which !s the behavioural manifest• 

ation of involvement, is related to the situational 

variables •. However, the finding does not support Anderson's 

study (cited in Lodsbl and Kejner, 1965), wbere a negative 

relationship was obtained between the consideration style 

of the le$der a:Qd job involvemE!b:C. Similarly, it negates 

Jone•s (1975) study where he failS to find.an, significant 

relationship betweeu the two. 

The reason for the difference in the present finding 

and the earJ.ier reaearch seems to provide further support 

to the previous assumption of culture difference. 1'he 

excessive dependency need, preference for personalized 

relationship and weak work values among the lmians (Sinha 

and Sinha, 1974), help the student put hiS confidence and 

trust more il'1 a leader who co,mbines a nurturant orientation 

with the concern for taak. This alo:ngwi·Ut the satisfaction 

-of task completion helps boost up the commitment of the 

. student and makes him more and more involved with intellect• 

ual activiflies, givins him pleasure and satisfaction in 

life. 

fhe participative style correlates with the 
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intellectual commitment of the student positivelr but 

act s1gn1ficantlf (r = .11, P<•05). In fact the 

correlation. is even less than the one obtained between the 

Authoritarian style and intellectual commitment. This is 

quite contrary to th~ Lippitt and White•·s (194:J) observat

ion that •eept in the work output, which has been found 

to be maximum in the case of the authoritarian style, all 

work related effects oa the worker iS h1ghl7 positive 111 

the case of the democratic st7le as compared to the autho

:ritariaa style. fhe partio.ipative strle which is very 

clos~ to the democratic style fails to confirm this. It 

does .aot also contir.m the findings of the studies conducted 

on the Indian p sple by ltakar ( 1971 ,, 1974); Daftuar and 

.Krishna ( 1971) and Pande7 ( 1975) who . est.ablished the 

effectiveness of the 6emooratic style over the authoritarian 

style in creating a favourable and conducive atmosphere 

lead.irag to high producrtivitJ'• However. the result is in 

close collfirmity with Sinha and Sinha's (1978) findins in 

which a group of· college students rated the participative 

leader ,es 4emocrat1c, sk1llttll1 practical, but at the same 

time relatively week, cowiard, slack ana. unilltluential. 

Sinha fmd ~inha (1974) give one plausible .... a1thoush post 

hoc-interpretation 1fbat in a culture where dependency, 

personalized relationship am status orientation are s·trong 

V'al.u'es, the partie ipative leader is likely to be taken 
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thiS interpretation in the absence ·Of flnditlSS otherwise. 
' ' " • < ~ ~ t 

'he findi.ngs on HI'Pothesis I, thettefore, seem to 

confirm Fiedler's theoretical proposition that the 

effectiveness ot a leade~ «oes not depeQd onlf upo~ his 
. . 

charaoteristic but also on the situational variables, 

one of them being the oharacter1Stio ot the. followers. 

Tbe .Indian students diSplasr relatively weak lVOrk values. 

With such subordinate characteristics, the nurturant: task

master ettle of teachers automatically' gainS an edge over 

the other two styles of leadership (Sitlha and S1tlha. 1977). 

fhe second hypothesis explores the possibilit7 of 

relationship between past achievement ot college ~students 

and their preference tor a pa:rticuler style of leader

ship. ~he analysis :reveals that none of tbe three st1].es 

included here are foun4 to have signifi.cant correlation 

with the past acnievement o£ college students ( l!able IX) • 

Wbe correlation between the authoritarian style 

and the past achievement of college studertts iS positive 

but not s1gniticant (r = .1 0 • p '> • 05). thiS. implies 

that the past acMevement of the students perhaps does not 

prepare. them to accept the authoritarian style of 

leadership. Students 1n this particular college en"ter at 

a h~ber level of school achievement and perhaps do not 
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enjo7 the specific guidance of teachers. l'his confirms 

earlier find1Qgs which indio ate that even with high output, 
' . 

t.he Subordinates show little preference tor an authoritarian 

leader (Lippitt ,and White, 194'). Sinha and s~•s .(1979) 

stud7 also reported t.hat thol.Jgb college stuclents perceive 

an. authoritarian leader as autocratic, in£ luent 1al and 

brave, yet •heJ show dissatiataotion, d1srespeet, 

insecurity, impract.icability aid unpleasant feelings 

toward him. 

~he correlation of both nurturant taskmaster and . . 

participative styles are also not significant in relation 

to the past achievelllent of students (r • .07, .-.05) ~ ~his 

indicates lack of arw relationship between these styles 

artd past achievement. fhiS appears to be in contrast ,with 

our assumption. !'he negati't'e trend of relatioDShip between 

p$rticipative style abd pasi . aohievemeQt may be $1pl.a.irted 
. ' 

OJJ. the basis of ihe f!J1nllent.•s Wt?ak work valltes because of 

which\ ther do not .consider any of the style ot teachers 

ae effective. Perhaps, either stu4ent' are not clear ot 

their expectations or teachers do 110t Jm,ow how to relate 

to their needs efteetivel7• 

llD!QESIS III 

The third hypothesis attempts to predict the future 

aspirations of college students based on a knowledge of 

their preference for a particular leadership style. !he 
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correlational table (Table IX) shows an almost insigni

ficant relationship betweeu the three styles and the 

future aspiration ot s·t~dents (r = ••05~ -.oa, .O)). !his 

is also a reflection of the cultural factors perhaps. 
' .. . 

~he .Indian culture does not induce and nourish 

in students, high motiva~ional and competitive values, 

as a result of whiCh they neither aspire h:J.gh for the 

future nor make ver7 advanced plans about it • The7 are 

quite pr.atic but short .sighted. Renee, even •he high 

intellectual commitment of students and the taskmaster 

orientation of the leader does not increase the1r tuture 

aspirat.ioa to the same level. 

fhe fourth bfpothesis explores the possibility ot 

a better predi<:tion ot intellectual commitment ot cOllege 
. . 

students by combiniDg the student •s preference tor a 

particular leadership style in. interaction with other 

tDecU.atins variables like personality, values, achievement 

values, interest, college environment, background infor

mation ~ eignifieant other imase thrOugh stepwise 

regression. )rocedUl"es. · fhe result shows Crable I, XI1 

XII) 'that the pr~dictive efficiency of all the tbree 

styles 1ncrea8e considerably when the7 interact with all 

these mediating variables. 
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In the. authoritarian style which pX>edicts b7 

1ts$lf intel:JB<etual commitment to the level of ·14, that 

is, 2 per cent, a significant difterenee is observed. when 
I > ' 

the mediat ine variables personalit7, values and aohieve

ment values are combined with it. The Authoritarian 
. . 

style in interaction with personality charaoter1.stios 
. . 

increases its prediction value to 7 per cent, while 

personality and values increase it to 18 per· cent. i'he 

authortarian style con1bined with personality, values and . . 

achievement values increase prediction to 22 per oent. 

A further .1nclus ion of interest, college enVironm.e=, 

backgroun<l information and significant other me41atiq 
) - ' 

variables 111creases it to 27 per cent. ~):)J.Q indicates, 

of course,· personality, val.ues and achi$Vement values as 

important ittteracting variablGJ.h It is so becall$ e the 

personal.ity characteristics, values and achieveme.nt values 

aU d~elop atv1 aoquire tunot1onal values t~ugh the 

socialization process which may make the students mor$ 

acceptant of the authoritarian style of leadership. This 

further strengthens the point male eatlmr that if a-
• . I 

culture is such whiCh produces excessive dependel.lCy in 

the stude~s and makes them look up to a stroiJg s~per.ior 

who can force them to work, their intellectual commitment 

will increase when they in·terac1i with an authoritarian 

, lead.- (Si.Dha and Sin.bat 1974)• ?he correlational analysis 
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(Table IX), however• does not show signifioant oorrelat• 

ion of the author~tarian style with these three variables. 

In the case of .Nilrturant Taskmaster style a similar 

trend· iS visible. The style alone can predict intellect

ual commitment · to the level of 6 per cent. The oo mbinat-

1on of t llis style with the mediatiD,g aa.riables. of 

perso:nali.ty, Values and achievement values produces a 

significant increase in the prediction of intelltotual 

commitm.ent, from 1 per cent to 2' per cent. ~he addition 

of other mediating variables increase the predieiion 

le1'el to 27 per cent. !he significant corteJ.ation of 

intellectual commitment with all the mediating variables, 
. ' 

except backgroun<l information .(fable 'U) provides further 

evidence to their importance in illcreasins the prediction 

level. 

For the participative style also the level of· 

prediction increases in the same manner. '!his makes the 

total results indifferezrtiated and deman:ls researcher •s 

. choice of selection. fhe question to be faced squarely 

iS that it in the .Indiaa culture, the student .imbibes 

.certain cbaraoteristics in his personality and -value make 

up, how should it interact in such a random manner with 

tlr ee ditterent styles of leadership to give the same 

level of in:telleotuat coumitment~ ·rhis does not, however, 

establiSh the effectiveness of ~ single style over other 
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styles. Another plausible interpretation may be that 

the Indian ~tudent has such flex1ole personality and 

value orientation that he can interact with any type ot 

teacher style to attain a certain level of intellectual 

commitment. 

HYl'OfBKliS.J 

fhe fifth hypothesis explores the possibility of 

a better utlderstanding of past achievement ot college 

student based on the knowledge of preference for a 
\ 

particular leadership style in interaction with other 

mediating variables like personality characteristic, 

v.alues, achie-vement values, interest, eollege environment, 

background information and significant other image. 

A better understanding of the past achievement of 

college students can. be obtained by combining the autho

ritarian style to the mediating variables like personality, 

college environment and significant other image, which 

seems to increase the UJ1derstandil'ls from 1 per cent to the 

level of 14 per cent but, the addition of other variables 

.like values, achievement values, interest and background 

information does not seem to affect the level o: understnad

ing much. A similar trend is visible in the nurturant 

taskmaster style and the participative styles (rables XI, 

XII).. The reason mq be that the· variables like, 

personality, college environment and significant othEr 
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1m age directly help to increase tb e aohievemen• of 

students. fhe results of style combined with the college 

environment and significant other image helps students to 

have academic interests and high expectations helps its 

understanding a little better of course. 

'he sixth hypothesis attempts to explore the 

possibility of a better prediction of the fUture aspirat

.ion of the college studellts by combining t~e knowle48e of 

their preference for a particular styl~ with the earlier 

ntentioned mediating variables. 

~he level ot prediction of the future aspiration 

of t:he students iS not even 1 per cent from aq of the 

three teachers styles taken separately. However, the 

combination of t.be mediating ~riables like values and 

signiticant others image .helps to increase the prediction 

to the level of 11 per cent in the case ot nurturant 

taskmaster style; to 14 per eent in the case ot authori

tarian st7le and. to 12 per cent in the case of part1c1pat-

·1Ve style~ · fhe explaDStion mar a&a1n be given on the 

basis o~ the learned values and the expectation of 

signitioant others, the interaction of whiCh helps to 

inc;-ease the future .aspiration of the students. though not 

to a considerable level. fhiS result is supported by 

earlier finaing (fable lX) where no significant correlation 
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was obtained between the teacher style and the future 

aspiration of students. 

It is thus evident from the above findings that ·the 

nurturant taskmaster style is a somewhat better predictor 
. ' 

of intellectual commitment • than the authoritarian and 

participative styles. ~he variableslike personality, 

values, college environment, and .significant other 

image are important. interacting variables which interact 

with the styles to. bring them to better level of predict

ion of intellectual commitment. The two other dependent 

variables,.· past achievement and future aap~ration do not 
. . 

show significant correlation with any of the three styles. 

The interaction of these styles with the mediating 

variablES. also does not help to increase the level of 

prediction. rhis ~ be interpreted as styles represent 

one aspect of a person's functioning and rest for their 

better utility on some other individual and social 

variables which need to be carefully identified to be 

incorporated in training programmes etc. 

A comparison of student's preference for a 
' 

particular teacher style agaillSt self-perception of 

teachers themselves indicated that those who are preferred 

by maJority are nurturant taskmaster and are perceived 

so by teachers themselves. This illustrates the·dOminantly 

suitable cultural style in the college context. Whether 
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it woU.l4 be transformed into participative style at a 

·later stage as suggested by Sinha (1977) remains to be 

seen in future research. Perhaps on• shoul4 inohtde 

stUdents trom terminal courses to assess its probability. 
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CHAPTER - VI 

COiiCLUSION, IMPLICATION AND PROPOSED EXfENSION 



CONCLUSION 

fhe approaches to leadership styles are many• A 

review of the theoretical models of leadership reveals 

striKingly overlapping areas of concern relating to the 

task and the people a leader bas to deal with despite 

the different approaches and styles he may adopt. 

Leadership s~yle researches use varied expressions like 

democratic• high on consideration, high LPC (Least 

Preferred Coworker), relationship oriented and participat

ive, all having a common concern, that is, human orientat

ion. Similarly- concepts like authoritarian, high on 

initiating structure, low LPC and task-oriented are used 

to represent a second set of more or less common express .. 

ions, the concern for task-orientation. lt is believed 

that a people oriented leader cares primarily for human 

relationship_, maintains openess and a climate of trust and 

understanding, treats subordinates as equal encourages 

free and all directional information flows and feedbacks 

and thus help~ the members grow and actualize their 

potentialities. The task-oriented leader, on the other 

hand, has little concern for human relationship, demands 

complete loyalty. unconditional submissiveness and full 

compliance from his subordinates for the completion of task. 
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He controls communication network, restricts interactions, 

takes all decisions by himself and thus stunts the growth 

of his subordinates and breeds discontent among them. 

A logical corollary of the above iS that an effective 

leader iS one who meets the needs and requirements of his 

subordinates al'ld the organization he represents. 

Researchers report that in the Indian context, the subordi

nates cherub from the leader };Srsonalized relationship, 

emotional support,. help and direction (Sinha and Sinha, \1974) • . 
In such a situation a nurturant orientation of the leader 

becomes in itself a very critical component determining his 
. 

effectiveness~ F,qually cruQial component becomes the task 

accomplis}lment without which the organization cannot remain 

v1able .for him over time. 

Keeping in view th.ese two pre-requisites of effective

ness, Sinha (1977} formulated a model of leadership style 

known as Nurturant '!'ask leader (B:l'). Such a leader requires 

that the task must be completed, the subordinates understand 

and accept the goals and normative structure of the 

organization and introject them. He structures his subordi

nates roles clearly so that communications are explicit, 

structured and task relevant. He initiates, guides and 

directs his subordinates to work hard and prefers to 

maintain a high level of productivity. His task orientation, 

however, does have a mix of nurturance. He cares for his 
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subordinates, ·shows affection, takes personal interest 

in their well being and above all is committed to their 

growth. His general warmth helps create a climate of 

trust and understanding where organizational processes 

such as information sharing, decision making, goal setting, 

and controlling are graduated with the level of. maturity 

and preparedness shown b7 the subordinates. Sinha and 

his associates ( 1977 • 1978, 1979) found supportive 

evidence to this. 

Drawing on the effectiveness of the nuturant t.ask

master style reported in industrial setting, the present 

study at·tempted to determine if NT style emerges as the 

most effective styl·e in the educational institutions• 

The teacher was. conceived as a leader in the academic 

set up, the students as his subordinates with whom he 

interacted to achie"le the institutiona.l goals of good 

academic achievement and the individual goal of higher 

intellectual commitment• 

Jllle fOllowing six bypotheses were tested #• 

(1) WhetheJ,:" it is possible to predict intellectual 

commitment of college students based on a knowledge of 

their preference for particUlar faculty leadership style 

(Authoritarian, nurtura.nt taskmaster and partioipativ~h 

(2) Whether preference for a parti.cuiar leadership style 

relates to the past ac.hievemEnt of college students. 
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()) Whether preference for a particular leadership 

style helps predict the future aspirations of college 

students. 

(4) Whether intellectual. commitment of college students 

can be predicted better by taking into account the role 

of mediating variables (personality, values, achievement 

values, interest, college environment, background infor

mation and significant other image) • alongwi th the 

preference for a leadership style. 

(5) Whether the past aohi evement of students can be 

understood better by taking into account the role of the 

mediating variables alongwith preference for a leadership 

style. 

(6) Whether the future aspiration of students can be 

predicted better by taking into account the role of 

mediating variables, alongwith preference for a leader

.ship style. 

Using purposive san pli:ng procedure, students from 

one education~ co.mplex (Hansraj College} were selected 

for t~e study. All.of them were drawn from the Science 

Department .in order to keep certain. extraneous variables 

urrier control. Questionnaires pretested for reliability 

were administered to 140 stuclents in the above departments. 

i'eachez:-s list;ed as most effective by students ( N = 38 ) 

were also given a leadership study questionnaire. Data 

was analysed using analysis of variance, factor analysis 

and step-wise regression analysis. 
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Results of the correlational analysis supported 

hypothesis I. 1'he nurturant taskmaster style was found 

to be positively and significantly' related to the 

intellectual commitmen·t of students (r = .24, P < .01 ). 

·rhe authoritarian and participative styles showed positive 

but insignificant relationship (r = 14, p > .o;; and 

r = 1·0, p '> .o;). This result supported the findings of 

authors lilte Sinha and Chaudhax-y. lt also confirmed the 

assumption -of similarity between effective leadership 

approaches in the educational and industrial complex. 

Hypothesis Il does not find any support in the .inter

correlation table of the independent and dependent 

variables. None ot the three styles were found to have 

significant relationship with the past achievement of 

students (:L'able IX}. fhis might be because the teacher 

and enviro.mnent variables at school and college vary 

widely. ~herefore., the past achievement does not relate 

with the s·tyle of functioning of teachers in the present 

set up. 1'he relationship between the styles and the 

future asph-ation of students 1a a.leo insigni.ticant 

(i'able IX). This does not support Jtrpothesis III. l'hia 

J"esult may have been obtained because the teacher styles 

fail to evoke.high future aspirations in the students 

because of failure to instil confidence a!Xl trust in the 

students. 
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~he step-wise regression analysis provides support 

for Hypothesis IV. Results reveal that the predictability 

of intellectual commitment increases from 2 per cent to 

21 per cent if the authoritari.an style was comblned with 

the mediating variables (personality adds 5 per cent, . 

values add 11 per cent, achievement va:Wea add 4 per cent, 

interest and.· college environment add 1. per cent each and

significant other image adds J per cent). The predict

ability of i~tellectual commitment increases from 6 per cent 

to 27 per cent in the case of nutu.rant taskmaster style 

in combination with the mediating variables. The increase 

is from 1 per cent to 25 per cent in the case of participat

ive style in cOmbination with the mediating variables. 

~he variables like, personality, values, college environment 

and significant othet- imase stand out as important mediating 

variables, which augment the predioti ve strength equally of 

all the three styles. One explanation might be that there 

are certain such :factors in the personality development, 

value orientation, college environment and expectations ot 

significant- others which leYel off the positive and negative 

aspect related to the styles. 

Similar trend of findings were visible in r'elation 

to Hypothesis v. The past achievement of students could 

be understood better by taking into accoun:t the role of 

the mEdiating variables in combination with the teacher 
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styles. The predictability of past achievement increased 

from 1 per cent to. 14 per cent when the authoritarian 

s·tyle was combined 'with the mediating variables (Table X). 

Similar results were found when the other two styles were 

combined with the mediating variables. The predictive 

level of the future aspirations of students alSo increased 

when the styles were combined with the mediating variables 

Crable X, XI, XII) • However, the increa~e was much leas 

as compare to Intellectual Commitment. This shows that 

past achievement and future aspirations of college 

students are not related to the teacher styles which was 

also confirmed by the correlational findings (Table IX) • 

.IMPLIOA1'IONS 

The confirmation of Hypotllesis I in the research 

implies that in the Indian context nuturant task leaders 
... 

are likely to prove effective in the college to ini·tiate 

high commitment in the students. To the extent research 

can help in identifyin8 such teacher characteriStics and 

suggest ways of nurturing them, teacher training programmes 

can be evolved to reinforce thESe. Such teachers would 

interact with students in a manner which will involve them 

into their academic pursuits and invoke an enquiring mind. 

1J¥pothesis II has not found support in the present 

study.. :rhis implies that the present achievement of 

students also cannot be increased as a result of post.ing 
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e:t'.fective teachers in the colleges. This is a strange 

firiding and calls for future study. Either an attempt 

should be made to locate variables in the school and 

college curriculum which help understand such a finding 

or better methodological structure should be obtained to 

assess the effect of the styles on tbe past achievement 

variable. 

Hypothesis III has also not been supported in the 

stUdy. 1fhe teacher styles are not related to the future 

aspiration of students. This also Calls for further 

research. 

The confirmation of Hypothesis .IV implies that the 

styles of teachers functioning are not as important in 

predicting the intellectual commitment of students as they 
I 

become when they are combined with such variables as 

personality of the students, their values, their achieve

ment values and significant other image so that all the 

styles predict intellectual commitment equally well when 

combined with the mediating variables• In the case of 

Bypothesis V one finds similar result, though the predictive 

level of past achievement is not increased to the same 

extent as the level of intellectual c:ommitment when the 

styles combined with the mediating variables. ~pothesis 

VI also shows similar trend • The predictive level ot future 

.-pira.tion is raised only to 8 per cent when the styles 
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combine with the mediating variables. A study can be 

made to see the effect of these personal and social 

variables on the intellectual commitment, past-achievement 

and future aspiration of stUdents. 

lROPOSER EXfENSION 

' 
fhe findings of this stUdy while resolve certain 

problems also raise a number of iSsues which may be 

mentioned ae follows :-

(1) this study took students from oniy one educational 

complex.; Hence, it is ilnperative that future research 
' should make a comparison across sifferent colleges and 

different curriculums to ascertain the general effective

ness of the nurturant taakmast er style. 

(2) fhe effect of personality, values, and significant 

other image need to be studied in detail to see it the 

influence of these on the intellectual commitment of 

.students varies across student types, curriculum types 

etc. 

(J) Alternative methodology need to ·be utilized to 

clarify relationship between the three teacher styles and 
' . . 

past achievement and tuture aspiration of students. 

(4) Attempt may be made .to study the personality 

· characteristics of effective teachers, to see if a matching 

of the teacher-stude~t characteristic iS possible and if 
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it enhances its effect on the intellectual commitment of 

students. 
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APREliDIX - I 



guest iom1air~ 

The questi.mn gi\18r1 here f;l8asure a s-tudents' int.ellectual 

commitment. Intellectual commitment is defined as an intense and 

persevering im10lvement with intellectual activities. An intellectually 
I \ 

committed student is one who prefers intelLectual (reading a serious 

book) to non- intellectual (playing cri~et or gossiping) activities and 

actually spends more time on intellectual activities. K~eping this in 

mind please rGad each statement carefully and see how true or false it 

is with regard to your own interest in your' study related matters. Read 
. .---

the five alternatives provided for each statement and decide which one 

describes'·you b-est. put a small tick mark before the most appropriate 

alternative. Thank you for your kind cooperation. 

1. Sometimes I lie awake at night thinking ahead to the next 9ay's 

work in the class~ 

(a) ---------- very True 

(b) ---------- Tr.ue 

(c) ---------- Doubtful 

(d) ---------- False 

(e) ---------- vary Fal. sa. 

2. The most important things that hcppen to me involve my studies. 

(a) ---------- very Trua 

{b) ---------- True 

(c) ---------- Doubtful 

(d) ---------- FaJ. se 

(e) ---------- Very Falso. 
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3. I'll stay overnight to finish the I.IPI'k that has bean assigned to 

me in the class. 

(a) 

(b) ---------·· 

(c) 

(d) 

( e) 

----------
-------- .. -

vary True 

Tx·ue 

Doubtful 

False 

very False. 

4. I feel depressed whon I fail at something connected with my studies • 

(a) very True 
.,. 

----------
(b) ---------- .. True 

(c) ---------- Doubtful 

(d) ---------- False 

(e) ---------- very False. 

5. I usually go a little 8e.rly to tho class to make sure that I don't 

m.i.ss the lectures. 

(a) ---------- ·Very True 

(b) --------- True 

(c) ---------- Doubtful 

(d) ---------- False 

(e) ---------- vary False. 

6. I would like tho various academic programmes in the colleges to 

on courage the stud Grtts creative thinking and imagination. 

(a) ----------- Very True 

(b) ---------- True 

{c) ---------- Doubtful 

(d) ---------- False 

( e) ---------- very False. 

7. I do not like the students to disrupt tho normal academic life 

of the collage campus. 

(a) ---------- vary' "F:r..uo 

(b) ---------- True 

(c) ---------- Doubtful 

(d) ---- ---·-- False 

{e) ---------- very false. 
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s.. I like to be interostod in tho ~cadomic problems of other fellow 

studunts. 

(a) ---------- vary True· 

(b) ---------- Trud 

(c) --:..------ Doubtful 

(d) ---------- False 

(a) ---------- Vory False. 

·g. I afton moot the teachers outside tho classroom and rogu.lar study 

hours. 

(a) ---------- .. v,ory Truo 

(b) 
--------~- True 

(c) ---------- Doubtful 

(d) ---------- False 

(e) ---------- very False. 

10. I am able to give a piece of classuork the attention it doserv:os. 

(a) ---------- very True 

(b) ---------- Tru.e 

(c) ---------- Doubtful 

(d) ---------- False 

(e) -----~---- Vary False. 

11. Sometime I'd like to kick myself for tho mistakes I make in my studies • 

. (a) --------- -- Very True 

(b) ----------- True 

(c) ----------- Doubtful 

(d) -~------·--- -Fal~o 

(e) ----------- very False: 

12. I used to be more anbitious about my stud.ios than I am now. 

(a) ----------- very True 
' 

(b) ----------- True 

(c) ----------- Doubtful 

(d) ----------- False· 

( e) ----------- very false. 
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13. I avoid taking on extra dtJties end responsibilities in the class. 

(a) ---------- Very True 

(b) -------~-- True 

(c) ---------- Doubt.ful 

(d) ------ ... --- False 

(e) ---------- Very False. 

14. I am very much involved personally in my studies. 

(a) ---------- very True 

(b) ---------- True 

(c) ---------- . Doubtful 

(d) ---------- False 

{e) --------- very False. 

15. To me, my academic activ~ties are only a small part of who I am. 

(a) ---------- very True 

(b) ---------- True 

(.c) --------- Otllubt ful 

(d) ---------- False 

(e) ---------- very false. 

16. Quite often I feel like staying home, instead of coming to the college. 

{a) ---------- very True 

(b) --------- True 

(c) ---------- Doubtful. 

(d) ---------- False 

(e) ---------- V.ery ·False. 

17. I feel that the stud~nts should be frco to present in the class 

even an idea which is not related to studies but is conducive to 

inteilectual growth. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

{e) 

----------
----------

Very True 

True 

Doubtful 

False 

very False. 
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18. I fool that the stud ants should bo involved psrsonelly in tho 

admission· policy, provision and conti3nt of. course and discipl~nary 

matters of tho college. 

(a) -----·~---- Very Ttuo 

(b) ---------- Truo 

(c) --------- Doubt fu1 

(d) ------·--- False 

(e) Very False. 
. ----------

19., I epend on my studios on an average per woOl<. 

(a) !'lore than 15 hours •• ----------
(b) Ten to 14 hours --------- ... 

(c) Six to nine hours ----------
(d) Three to five hours ----------
(e) Less than two hours ----------

Teachdr Style Qllest.ionna±re 

The question given describe how a teacher deals with studonts. 

Please road oach statomcmt carefUlly and relate it to the t.eacher you feel 

~st effective. You are required to judge how true or false the 

statement is with regard to the one teacher you eansid er most effoctive. 

An sffe.ctive teacher is defined .as one who makes education most meaningful 

to you and helps you satisfy your expectations 'of the educational 

experience. 

1.. Rec:d each it em carefully. 

· 2. Think about how true or false tho statement is with reference to 
the teacher you consider most effective. 

3. Reacl the five alternatives provided for each statement and decid8 
which ono of the.five most nearly describus tho teacher. 

4. Undorlino the most appropriate alternative. 
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The al ternat ivos are dofinod t hLS 

1 • ----------- very True 

.2. ----------- True 

3. ----------- Dol!btful 

4. ----------- ·False 

5. ----------- very False. 

1. He/She works hard. 

1. \IG.l'y True 2. TrLlS 3. Doubtful 4. False 5. very False. 

2. He/She believes that personal loyalty is important. 

1. Very True 2. True 3. Doubtful 4. False 5. Very False. 

3. He/She encourages students to get involved in their work. 

1. Very True 2. True 3. Doubtful 4. False 5. Very False. 

4. He/She seeks the participation of students in all decisions 
concerning them. 

1. VGr'f True 2. True 3. Doubtful 4. FalsG 5. Very False. 

5. He/She insists on discipline among students. 

1. Very True 2. True 3. Doubtful 4. False 5. Very False. 

6. He/She feels that if a teacher is ffriondly with stud6flts, tKa group 
will ba strengthenad. 

1. Very True 2. True 3. Doubtful 4. False 5. Very False. 

?. He/She believes that one's performance record is a true refeldtian 
of ability. 

1 • Very True 2. Truo 3. DDoubtful 5. False 5. Very False. 

8. He/She believes that one can really grow by doing one' s 11.0 rk well. 

1. Very True 2. True 3. Doubtful 4. False 5. V ory False. 
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~e/Sho does not tolor9;te interference from studi;rlts. 
·-. 

1. Very True 2· ,True 3. ·Doubtful 4. False 5. Very False. 

10. He/She has regard for the opinions and faelings of his/her students .• 

1 •. Very True 2. True 3. Doubtful. 4. False 5. vory f2.lso. 

11. He/She feels that a friendly approach can make the laziest student 
hardwo rk in g. 

\ 1. V~ry True 2. True 3. Doubtful 4. false 5. very false. 

12•, He/She believes that under the guidance of a gJOd teacher, a sense 
of responsibility among students cari be promoted. 

1. very True 2. True 3. Doubtful 4. False 5. Very False. 

13. He/She easily categorizes students as good and bad. 

1. Very True 2· True 3. Doubtful 4. felse s. Very False. 

14. He/She likes hard working students. 

1. very True 2. True 3. Doubtful 4. False 5. very False. 

15. He/She is considerate towa~ds lazy for troublesome students. 

1. Very True 2· True 3. Doubtful 4. False 5. Very False. 

16. He/She feels .a teacher must have power and control over his students. 

1. very True 2. Ttue 3. Doubtful 4. False s.. very False. 

17. He/Sne takes special care that work gets top priority. 

1. very.True 2. Truo 3. Doubtful 4. False 5. very False. 

18., He/She encourages his/her studEnts to f8el free to communicate with 
him/her. 

1. very True 2. True 3. Doubtful 4. false 5. very False. 
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19 e He/She thinks that power ahd position are necessary to earn 
student regard. 

1. Very True 2· True 3. Doubtful 4. False 5. Very False. 

20.· He/She t<;JkSS decisions quickly •. 

' 21. 

1. Very True 2. True 3. Doubtful 4. False 5. very False. 

He/She feels that to got work done the s.tudents and teacher must 
understand and share each other feelings. 

1. very True 2. True 3. Doubtful 4. False 5. very false. 

22. He/She feels that one has to lose one• s temper to get compliance 
from students. 

1. Very True 2. True 3. Dotbtful .4. False 5. very False. 

23. He/She insists that work bo completed and done with responsibility. 

1. very True 2. True 3. Doubtful t,. False 5. Vory False. 

24. He/She feels that one sometimes has to be harsh and unsparing to 
be a successful teacher. 

1. Very True 2· True 3. Doubtful 4. Falso 5. very False. 

25. He/She does not interfere in studmts' work,· yet givss them 
direction if and when necessary. 

1. very True 2. True 3. Doubt f~l 4. False 5 •. vory False. 

26. He/She explain all the work that is. requirOd of students in the 
very beginning. 

1. very True 2. True 3. Doubtful 4. False 5. Very False. 

27. He/She believes that quality 'performance of the class of students 
requ~res the cooporation of all concerned. 

1. Very True 2. True 3. Doubtful 4. false 5. very False. 
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28. He/She has affection for his/her studonts. 

1. very True 2. True 3 • .Do:Jbtful 4. False. S.. VGry False. 

29. He/She is wat~jhful of his/her profrJssional rivals. 

1. very True 2. True 3. !:klubt ful 4. False 5. very Fal sa. 

30. He/She is friendly. 

1. very True 2. True 3. !:klubtful 4. fclse s. very false. 

31. He/She explains to students what he/she .expects of them and what 
they can expect from him/her. 

1. very True 2. True 3. Doubtful 4. False s. very False. 
' 

32. He/She .gives detailed direction to students as to how to do 
their work. 

1. Very True 2. True 3. Doubtful 4. fa.lsa .5. Very.false. 
~~.~- ... ~ - _......,;:· _ ... ) '~ ""'..-~ ~ ....... 4' ... .j.o.;,"~..J ,;.,.. ___ .,... ...... ~ ... \ 

33. He/She bJOlieves that nearly all students have' equal potential. 

1. very True 2. True 3. Doubtful 4. False s. very False. 

34. He/She believes that most students will not work unless forced to. 

1. very True 2· True 3.-ll:JubtfUl 4. False 5. very False. 

35. He/She likes students·ta feel free to. discuss anything regarding 
their work. 

1. Very True 2. True 3. ·Doubtful 4. False 5. Very False. 

36. He/She feels that a wise teacher will keep some crucial information 
to- himself. 

1. very True 2. True 3. Doubtful 4. Fals a s. very falsa. 

-37. !-!a/She tries to maintain some distance from students. 

1. Very True 2. True 3. Doubtful 4. talse 5. very False. 
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38. He/She ab idos by the joint decision of students and teachers. 

1. very True 2. True 3. Cb ubt ful 4~ False 5. very False. 

39. He/She sticks to h.is/her apoint even when students disagree. 

1. vary True 2. Trua . 3. Doubtful 4. ·false 5. Very False. 

40. He/She is recognised for his/her knowledge of subject matter. 

1. very True 2. True 3. Doubtful 4. False s. very· False. 

41. He/She· c:tJsnges =:rules and procedures if the work so requires. 

1. very True 2· True 3. Doubtful 4. False 5. Very False. 

42. He/She mixSSJ freely with students •. 

1. very True 2. True 3. Doubtful 4. false s. Very false. 

il!&. H#Srs f22:ie 'iFie'S Ret M:l stadunts nav .. bl:s !=J9~~r:l.thl to hGJ . 
...,,. •· ees:t:ol • 

-f~ 'a'fh 1 i"I 61Q Lv==T-z ue 

Significant other Image 

questionnaire 

In the questions given below, you ·have to guess· how your mother, 

fath~ best friend and favo ur5.te teacher would have answered certain 

questions about your ability. ~au have, therefore, to give four 

responses to each question in relation to your mother, father, best 

friend and favourite teacher. There are five probable responsr::s given 

against each question. You pick out the one best _suited for each of the 

;V'our persons separately and mark (a), (b), (c), (d) or (e) against the 

blank space given before their names. Now read the questions carefully 
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and respond. 

1. How do you think this person would ratu your rullaga ability 
compared with young people of your a·ga? 

(a) As tho best 

(b) As above average 

{c) As average 

(d) As belcw average 

(e) As the poorest. 

Your mother -------------- Your father .......... -------

Your bast friend-----·-------.. your favourite teacher -·----------

2. .iWhere do you think this person i.PUld say you UAJuld rank in your 
class in the B.A. final Examinatio'n? 

3. 

(a) Amopg the best 
. ' 

{b) Above average 

(c) Average 

{d) 8el9w Average 

(e) Among the poorest. 

Your mother ------------- Your father -------------

YCUJr best friond"----------- -- Your favourite teacher 

In order to become an administrator lawyer or university professor, 
work beyond four years of collage is necessary. Do you think this 
person woUld say you have the ability to complete such advanced 
work? 

(a) Yes, definitely •. 

(b) Yes, probably 

(c) Nbt sure either way 

(d) Probably not 

(e) No. 
,. 

Your mother--------------- Your· father ---------------

Your best frir;tnd ------------ Your favourite teacher ---------------
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4. What kind of marks do yourthink this person would say you are 
capable of getting? 

(~} Above 75% 

(b) Above CO% 

{c) Above 45% 

(d) Above 30% 

(e) Below 30% 

Your mother ----------------- Your father ------------------

Your best fr.i:Jend ----------- Your favourite teacher --------------

Give the fa llott•ing info:r.mation 

Name of your best friend --------------------------------------------

Nama of your faQo urite teacher --------------------------------------

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS INVENTORY 

• 
On the following pages are a number of statements pertaining to 

your personal characteristics. Each b~C?mes meaningful if you link it 4J 

with any of the responses offered. The inventory is divided into five 

parts. Instructions pertaining to eadl part is given at the beginning. 

As this is not a test of intelligence there is no question of a right or 

wrong answer. Read each statement carefully and answer all the items. 

Remember your careful answering should reveal the truth of your actual 

practice or practice intendeq by you and it is applicable in your case alone. 

YOU ARE REQUESTED TO ANSWER ALL ITEMS. 

Don't skip any. PART - I 

Re~pc;,mses 1. ALMOST ALWAYS 2. FREQUENTLY 
80-100% 60-BO% 

2· OCCASIONALLY 4. RARELY 
\ 

40-60% 20-40% 

5. ALMOST. N E\1 ER 
Below 20% 
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·for .each statement ther.e .are 5 responsos. -You are requestad to 

choose ONE of the 5 responses which may indicate the best answer that 

corresponds wHh your characteristics. Put a tick mark ( d ) on the 

response of yc~r . choice for _each statement. Answer all items. :1 'J.i t:..:rn 

· 1. Li~e( m·eetihg people. 

1. Almost always 

S. Almost never. 

2. Frequently 3. Occasionally 4. Rarely 

2. Embarrassed after doil")g or saying the wrong thing. 

1. Almost Always 2. Frequentl,y·· 

s. Almost never • 
. • ..... 

3. Take the initiative whil~ talking 

1. Almost Always 2. frequently. 

s. Almost never. 

4. Like to be observed by otha~s. 

1·~ Al~ost Always 

5. Almost never. 

2. Frequently 

s. Like to be a leader of a groUp. 

1. Almost Always 2· Frequently 

s. Almost never. 

3.1 0 ccasionall y 4. Rarely 

to strangers. 

3. 0 c:x:asionall y 4. Rarely 

3. Occasionally 4. Rarely 

3o
4 

Occasionally 4. Rarely 

6. Stay in the background at parties or social gatherings. 

1. Almo'st Always 

s. Almost never. 
I 

2· Frequent! y 3. Occasionally 4. Rarely 

7. Recover qulckly from social blunders. 

1. Almost. Always 

s. Almost never. 

2· Frequently " . 3. 0 ccasJ.ona.ll y 4. Rarely 

8. Like to do. anything to attract the people. 

1. A1most Always 

s. Almost never. 

2. Frequently 3. Occasionally 4. Rarely 
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9. Feel shy while talking (speaking) to a group or at partiC3s. 

2. Frequently 3. Occasionally 4. Rarely 
·. 
·s. Almost. never. 

10. Dis! ike to persuade peopJ.;a to do things. 

1. Almost always 2. Frequently 3. Occa~~onally ~· Rarely 

5. Almost never. .. 
11. Like to be left alone. 

1 •. Almost always 2. Frequently 3 •. Occasionally . 4. Rarely 

s. Almost paver. 

12. Like to participate in activities leading to friendships • 
.... 

1. Almost always 2. Fr equant! y 3. Occasionally 4. Rarely · 

s. Almost never. 

13. Embarrassed while taking part in competitive games at parties. 

.• f' 
.I ' 

1.' Almost c;U.ways 2. Frequently 3. Occasionally 4. Rare! y 

; 5. Almost never. 

14. Feel to limit social life to a few people. 

1. Almost always 2. Frequently 3. 0 ccasionally 4. Rarely 

5. Almost never. 

15. Participate easily in a group discussion. 

1. Almost always 2. Frequently 3. Occasionally 4. Rarely 

5. Almost never. 

1 6. like··.to take the initiate .in making friends. 

1. Almost always 2. Frequently 3. 0 ccasionall y 4. Rarely 

5. Almost never. 

17 • Do not like to waste the time in the company. o,f friends. 

1. Alrrost always 2. Frequent! y 3. Occasionally 4. Rare! y 

s. Almost 
,_ 

never. 
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.. ,, 

18. Like asking favours of people. 

1. Al rrost always. 2. frequently 3. Occasio.nally 4. Rarely 

s. Almost never. 
·I 

PART -· II 

_For each statement a ct~ica among the three .respons·es : "TRUE, 

SOMETIMES TRUE ·and NEVER", is desired. You are requested to choose 

your response for each statement by pl!Jitti'ng a· tiCk mark (.j ) on your 

response. 
\ 

1. Scientific research leads to the 
discovery• of truth. 

2. Teaching is the best profession'. 

3. Development of modern society 
depends on research and 

· discovery of laws. 

4. The most important function of 
every individual is to attain 
the economic stability_of the 
country. 

5. Industrial and scientific develop
ments are the signs of a greater 
degree of civilization than those 
attained by ancient societies .. 
such as India or Greece. 

6. I l.ika_,those people who have a 
practical bent of mind. 

7. Artistic works such as paintings; . 
drawings clay models at c. · 
fascinate me very much. 

-a. One should guide one',s conduct 
·according to the ideals of 
beaoty. 

9. I would prefer a woman/man who 
is gifted along artistic lines 

. as my partner. 

True 

True 

True 

True 

True 

True 

True 

Sometimes Never 
True 1'.• 

,. 
· Sometimf3s Never ... 
True 

Sometimes Never 
Tr·ue 

Sometimes ~ever 
True .. 

.. 
' 

·sometimes Never 
True 

Sometimes Never 
True 

Sometimes 'Never 
True 

Sometimes Never 
True 

Sometimes Never 
~'rue · · 

...... 
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10. Social service is an int erest~n g 
activity for me. 

11. Generally I go to see those 
movies that have a therns of 
human love. 

12. The most important function of 
education sh:Juld be the pro.. 
paration for participation in 
communities and aiding loss 
fortune P.ersons. 

True 

Trt.~e 

True 

13. I f. I have the opportunity, I True 
always like to associate my sol f 
with a debating society or forum. 

"14. I. like mostly those people who .. -u:True 
possess qualities of lead~rship 

,_ .. and ?rganizing ability. 

15. Mostly I prefer books on the True 
1 ivas of great men. 

16. Human qualities should be guided True: 
by religious principles. 

17. I like mostly those who a~e very True 
spiritual by nature. 

18. Religious studies will ultimately True. 
prove to be more beneficial for 
mankind. 

PART - III 

Sometimes 
True 

Sometimes 
True 

Sometimes 
True 

Sometimes 
True 

Sometimes 
Truo 

Sometimes 
True 

Sometimes 
True 

Sometimes 

Sometimes 
True 

Never 

Never 

Never 

Never 

Never 

Never 

Never 

. for each statement there are·throe responses. You aro roquesit:ed 

to .. clioose one which rorresponds MOST with your characteristics by putting 

a tick mark ( _/ ) on the number of the response. Remember, out of the 

three responses· you are requested to ·tick the one which you •like the most. 

Answer all items. 

I like A. to be faithful to my friends. 

8. to be very systematic in my work. 

c. to do my best in whatever work 
I undertake. 
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2. ~:·In accomplishing a task A. tc be neat and clean. 
.1 like s. to do much bettor than others. 

c. to finish it be for o t imo. 

3. My aim of life is A. to make a long rooord cf' 
successful achiov oment • 

a. to serve my nation. 

c. to attain high status in thG society 

4. My secret ambition in A. to enjoy a happy married life. 
life is 

B. to obtain a highly paid job. 

c. to establish a glorious record 
of achievement. 

5. I am of the opinion that for A; s~.pport charities. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

pleasure and happiness one must8 • get the basic amenities of life. 

I like 

I frequently desire. 

I am very serious 

In wh9tever work I 
undertake 

I am always keen · 

c. enrieh the record of one's 
achievement. 

A. reading fiction, adventure, 
travel etc. 

B. visiting different places of 
the world. 

c. to think of my future career. 

A. to ba a popular social reformor.-

8. to be a groat political leader. 

C~ to do something of great significance • 

. 
A. about being .truthful as much as 

possible. 

B. about helping those who really 
desire help.· . .. 

c. about being a grl3at man in my ollfl 
job or profession. 

A. l Iika to make 

8. I •like to do my very best. 

C. I liko to assume full responsibility. 

A. to fight for a noble causa. 

B· to remove segregation and other· 
social evils~ 

C. to deval9p my qual_ifications. 
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12. 

13. 

I frequently aspire 
to be 

I am happiest L•Jhen 

I have a general 
tendency 

1 4. Before starting a 
diff4i:cul.t task. 

1 5. 

1 6. 

17. 

18. 

I -am 

I feel t{lset when . . ,.,..,~ 

~ 

I believe that it is 
possible for me. 

I am anxious 
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PART - IV 

A. a man with wonderful achievemc:mt. 

B. a very rich man. 

C. a happy go lucky man. 

A. making others happy. 
I 

8. I am successful in my work. 

C. I berome the centro of other's 
at tent ion. 

A. to continue a work till it is 
finished.· 

B. to analyse other's judgement 
critically. 

c. to be polishad iliJl manners. 

A. I would take other's suggestions. 

B. I would plan its d et aUs 

c. I would imagino the difficulties 
that might arise. 

A. tolerant of people who hurt me. 

B. morally upright person. 

c. determined to work toward a high goal. 

A • I am blamed on my own a ceo unt. 

e. I fail to reach my desired goal. 

c. I am neglectGd or unloved. 

A. to be a recognized authority. 

B. to achieve social status. 

c. to get sufficient power in my hand. 

A4 to know my own defects so as to 
overcome them. 

B. to do something of great significance. 
\ 

c. to be the object of atfrraction in 
tho group. 

E;ach statement in this part is accompanied by 'YES' or 1 NO' 

responses. If the item is true to your characteristics put a tick mark 

( _j) dn 'YES. If it is not. true put a tick mark ( _/) on 'NO'. 
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Choose either yest or no but not both for Gnch statomont. BC3 sure not 

to qmit any item. 

1. Like to do some creative painting 
or: otilar ·art work. 

2. Participated in the exhibitions of 
creative work at School/call oge or 
some place other than school or ,, 
college. 

3. Interested in reading atleast a 
book once in a month• 

4. Interested in writing essay, story, 
play, poem etc. 

5. Like to participate in speech/ 
debate contests. 

6. Like to participate in music 
competition$. 

7. Interested to att·end athilatics 
events 

a. Tick those items for which you have 
won award or prize or position from 
the following ; 

,, Yes 

Yes 

Yos 

vos 

vas 

Yes 

yes 

~ . ., . 

2• Literary work 

No • 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No. 

No 

1. Creative work in art 

3. Qebate/Spsech 

5. Sports, games 

4. Music competition 

6. Science contests. 

PART - V 

College. Environment ; 

Responses.: 1. Almost always 
80-100% 

4. Rarely 
20-40% 

2. -fraqLSntly 
60-80% 

s. Almost never 
below 20% · 

3. Occasionally 
40-60% 

The following statements are related to your collage/University. 

Each statement has. 5 responses which may indicate the bast answer that 
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. 
corresponds with tho characteristics of your mllege/univorsity. Put 

a tick mark ( _/ ) on the response of your choice. Answer all itGms 
I 

·1. ~ Stude:nts are very serious and interested in their studies. 

1. Almost always 2. Frequently 3. Occasionally 4· Rarely 

5. Almost never. 

2. Most of the t sachers are dedicated sbholars in their fields. 

1. Almost always 2. Frequently 3. Occasionally 4. Rare! y 

5. Almost never. 

3. The college/university is sell known for its standard and reputation. 

1 • Almost always 2. Frequently 3. Occasionally 4. Rarely 

5. Almost never. 

4. There is a lot of participation among students in the class room 
activities. 

1. Almost always 2. Frequontl y 3. 0 ccasionall y 4. Rarely 

5. Almost never. 

5. There is plenty of time in this college/university for initiative 
and personal interests. 

1. Almost always 2. Frequontly 3. Occasionally 4. Rarely 

5. Almost never. 

6. The college/university is outstending for the emphasis tfnd support 
it gives to scholarship an~ basic research. 

1. Almost always 

5. Almost never. 

2. Frequently 3. 0 ccas ion ally 4. Rarely 

7. Most of the students secure high marks/credits in tho.ir eQJ!aminations. 

1. Alma st always 2. Frequently 3· Occasionally 4. Rarely 

5. Almost nover. 

6. In studying your subject you must read many books. 

1. Almost always 2. Frequently 3. Occasionally 4· iRarely 

5. Almost never. 
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9. There is a lot of grot.p spirit emong students. 

1. Almost always 2. Frequently 3. Occa~ionally 4. Rar0ly 

5. Almost never. 

10. Q)llega organizes lectures, discussions and seminars by outstand_in 
scholars at regular intervals. 

1. Almost always 2. Frequently . 3. Occnsionally 4. Rarely 

s. Almost never. 

11. Here everybody attends the class bocausa it is very lively and 
interesting. 

1. Almost always 2. Froquentl y 3. Occasionally • 4• Rarely 

S• Almost never. 

12• Most of 'tho courses· offered here demand intense and vigorous work o 

1. Almost always 2. Freqt~ently 3. Occasionally ll. Rarely 

5. Almost never. 

13. It is rather easy hers to meet the authorities and ,get things 
dono. 

1." IUmost always 2· Frequent! y 3·. ·ace as ion ally 4. Rarely 

S; Almost ·never.· 

14. Most of the students have independent or common projects. 

1 o Almqst elways 2. Frequently 3o Occasionally 4. Rarely 

5. Almost never. 

15o Here tha courses are ralevant to your future job. 

1. Almost always 2. Frequently 3. Occasionally 4 •. Rarely 

s. Almost never. 

1 6. StUdents genorally do not deviate from the as t abl ish aJll rules and 
re gul at ions oF the campus. 

1 • Almost always 2. Frequently 3. Occasionally 4. Rarely 

s. Almost never. 
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17. Authorities consult students while taking top decisiGns. 

1. A].most always 2. Frequently 3. Occasionally 4. Rarely 

5. Almost never. 

18. On th<3ir own initiative teachers try to come into contact with 
you. 

1 • Almost always 2. Fr-equently_ 3. 0 ccasio.nall y 4. Rarely 

5. Almost never. 

Furnish the following information 

Name ------------:--------------- Course ---------------------· 

College ----------------------- univer-sity·---~-----------------

Sex _. _______ ..: ____ _ 

1. Division/Grade obtained in: 

a) S.S.L.C. -------------------

or Higher Secondary ------------------------------

b) Graduation : First year -------------------

second year -------------------

2. Award or prize or splacial recognition 
received for academic performance -------------------------

3. Highest degree planned 

·a), Graduation 

b) Post-graduation 

c) Do ctorato. 

4. Subject of interest for further study 
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Probable· fut urG occupation ------------------------
6. Education of ( 1) Rather ______ .;. _____________ ( 2) Mot her ---------------· 

7. Occupation of (1) Father------------------- {2) Mother ---------------· 

a. family income par month------~-------------

9. Nama of School last attended : 
' 

-----------------------------------
-----------------------------------

10. Permanent Home address -------------------·-----·--
----------------------------
-----·-----------------------



feacher Style Questionnaire 

fhe questions given describe how a teacher deals 

with students. Please read each statement carefully and 

relate it to yourself as a teacher. 

1 ~ Read each item carefully. 

2. fhink about how true or falSe the statement is with 
reference to yourself. 

3· Read the five alternatives provided for each statement 
ani decide which one of the fiv·e most nearlr describes 
you. 

4. Underline the most appropriate alternative • 

. ~he alternatives are defined thus : 

1 ··• ------ Very True 

2. ~------~- True 

3· ---------- Doubtful 
/ 

4• ............................... False 

5· ---------- Very False. 

1. I work hard~ 

1 2 4 5 

2. I believe that personal loralty is important. 

1 2 4 5 

3· I encourage students to get involved in their work. 

1 2 4 5 

4 • I seek the participation of students in all decisions 
concerning them. 

1 2 4 5 
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5. I insist on discipline a.lliOng ·students. 

1 2 ' 4 

6. I feel that if a. teacher is friendly with students, the 
group will be strengthened. 

1 2 4 5 

7. I believe that one•e pe.rformance record is .a true 
reflection of ability. 

'1 4 5 

a. I believe that one can really grow by doing one• s work. 

1 2 4 5 
• 

9. I do not toler&te interference from students. 

1 ' ' 
4 5 

1 o. · I have regard for the opinions and feelings of my 
stUdent~· 

1 . 2 4 5 

11 • I fee~ that a friendly approach call make the laziest 
student hardworking~ 

1 2 5 

12~ I believe that under the guidance of a good te·e.cher. a 
sense o.f responsibility among students can be· promoted. 

1 2 ' 4 5 

13. I easily categorize students as good and bad~ 

1 2 3 4 5 

14, I like hard working students~ 

1 2 ' 4 5 
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15. I am considerate towards laz7 and trOUblesome students. 

1 2 4 5 

16.. I feel a teacher must have,:Power and control over his 
students. 

1 2 4 -

11-. I take apeeial. care t~at work gets top priority. 

2 4 

ta~ I enco~age my students to feel :free to communicate 
'with me. 

1 2 4 5 

1':9. I think that pawer and posi·tion are necessar.y to earn 
student regard. 

1 2 5 

20. I take decisions quickly. 

1 2 4 

21. I feel that to get work done the students and teach~ 
must ul:lderstand and share each other feelillis• 

1 2 4 5 

22. I feel that one has ~o lose( one•s temper to get 
compliance from students. 

. 1 2 4 5 

23 • I insist that work be completed and done with responsi
bility .• 

1 2 4 5 

24. I feel that one sometimes has to be harsh and unsparing 
to be a suecessf~l teacher. 

2 4 5 
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25. I do not interfere in students • work, yet give them 
direction if and when necessary. 

1 2 ) 4 5 

26. I explain all the work that 1S requirDd of students 
the vary beginning. 

1 2 J 4 5 

· 27. I believe tbat quality ·performance of the class ·of 
students require tlle cooperation of all cone erned. 

1 2 4 5 

28.. I havo affection for my students. 

1 2 . 4 5 

29. I am watchful of my professionaJ. rivalS .• 

1 2 3 4 5 

30. I am friendly. 

1 2 ,. 4 5 

31· I explain to students what I expect of them and what 
they can expect from me• 

1 2 4 5 

in 

32. I give detailed direction to students as to how to do 
their work. 

1 2 4 5 

33· I bel1eve that nec:ly all students have equal potential. 

1 2 J 4 5 

34· I believe that most students will not work unless forced 
to. 

1 4 5 
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35. I like students to feel :free to discuss anything regard
ing their work. 

1 2 4 5 

36, I £e~l that a wise ·teacher will keep some crucial 
information to himself. · 

1 4 5 

37. I try to maintain some distance from students .• 

1 2 4 5 

38· .1 abide by the joint decision of· students and teachers. 

1 2 4 5 

J9~ I stick to lll1 point even when students disagree. 

1 2 4 5 

40~ ' I am recognized for my knowledge of subject matter. 

1 2 4 

41. I change rules a.ttd procedures if the work so requires. 

1 2 4 5 

42• l mix Zreely with students. 

1 2 4 5 
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1. fABLES GIVING CODES FOR THE SCAL.ES 

Le~ershi~ Stile §gale • .Personali~l Characteristic . 
Response COdes Response .. ~9 .. d!S . 
Categories Categories Sooiabi- .Non-socia-

lity bility 

Very !rrue 5 Almost Always 5 1 

True 4 Frequ.ent ly 4 2 

DoubtfUl ' Occasionally 3 ' Fa.J.se 2 Rarely 2 4 

Very False 1 Almost Never 1 5 

Coll~e Environment Significant Other Image 
Quest~onaaire .. 1' Response Codes Response Ocxi es 
Categories Categories 

Almost Always 5 As the beat or Yes defi- 5 
nately or above 75% 

Frequently 4 Above Average or Yes pro-
babl.y or above 6~ 

4 

Occasionally As AverSBe or Not aure 
either way or aoove 45% 

Rarely 2 Below Avera&e or .P.robabl:V 2 
Not or above )0% 

Almost Bever 1 As the poorest or No or 1 
below )0" 
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Intellectual Commitment Questionnaire 

Response Categories 

Very :frue or more than 
1 15 hours 5 

frue or. 10 to 14 hours 4 2 

Doubtful or 6 to 9 hours ' ' FalSe or 3 to 5 hours 2 4 

Very False or les$ than 
2 hours 1 



_,_ 

II. TABLES GI.VIRl SCOBIE XEY FOR THE SCALES 

Items 
Lf:ad~.J.:§Ail2. §.t;~:le SqaJ:!. 

Style Items Style Items Style IIIIi .. 

1 IT 15 p 29 A 

2 A 16 A 30 p 

3 ft 17 ft 31 N'r 

4 p 18 p '2 Nf 

5 .A 19 A 33 p 

6 :2 20 A 34 A 

'1 .Nf 21 p 35 p 

8 lf.f 22 A 36 A 

9 A 23 lfil 3rT A 

10 p .24 A )S F 

11 p 25 Nr 39 A 

12 Ni' 26 p 40 NT 

13 A 27 p 41 ft 

14 In 28 m 42 p 
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Personality Characteristic Scale 
Item ' lSersonality Item Personality 

1 
2 

3 
4 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 

Item 

1 

2 

' 4 
5 
6 

7 
8 

9 

Me§iuee Measure 

Sociability 10 Non-aociabilit1 
Non-sociability 11 NQn-sociab111ty 
Soc1abi~ity 12 SOciability 
Sociabil1t1 ,, Non-so cia bilit7 
Sociability 14 Non-sociability 
Non-sociability 15 Sociability 
Sociability ·16 Sociability 
Sociability 17 Non•sociabili ty 

Non-sociability 18 Sociability 

Achievement Value,, ~est 

Correct Choice Item Correct Choice 

c 10 c 
B 11 A 

A 12 B 
c 1J A 
c 14 B 
0 15 c 
c 16 B 

c 17 A 
:S: 18 B 
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Intellectual Commitment Questionnaire 
1tem 'ieasure Item ::Measure'"' ·-, Commitment 11 ' Commitment 

2 Commitment 12 Non-
commitment 

3 Commitment ,-,) Non-
.. Commitment 

4 Commitment 14 Commitment 

5 Commitment 15 Non-
oomm1tment 

6 Commitment 16 Non-
commitment 

7 Com:nitment 17 Commitment 
8 Commitment 18 Commitment 

9 · . Com.mi. tment 19 Commitment 

10 COmmitment 

Background Information 

Parent Education Oo cum t ~.:2.11 --Parent Family Income 
Level of ca1e Type of COde ns. per Code 
lfSugation Ocgupation mo.nth ' 

k J 

Illiterate 1 No oc·oupation 1 Below 500 1 
or retired 501 - 1000 2 

Non...ara.duate ,2 Non- 1001 - 1500 J 
Graduate ' professional 2 1501 - 2000 4 
Above Protessitmal 3 2001 - 2500 5 Graduate 4 

2501.- 3000 6 
3001 and above 7 
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Past Achievement 
Division .... '. ---,od'o --AW'arde. Ooae 
obt'l!O~ ... ~. _ . ... _.,_. received 

None 

One 

III.rd Division 

lind Division 
Ist Division 

1 

2 

3 .More than one 

1 

2 

3 

Future Aspirations 
Degree Code Subject of ·Code Future 
·Planned Interest occu.pa:t; ion 

Graduation 1 Busin.ess 1 No ocaupat-
ion 

~st Graduat- Political 2 
ion 2 Non-profess-

Artistic 3 io.nal 
Doctorate J 

Aaadenio 4 .Professional 

Technical 5 

Medical 6 

Code 

1 

2 

3 
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